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FIELDWORK 

THE more significant fieldwork carried out in the period 1963-1967 is sum
marized below so far as available data permit, region by region. Citations by 
author and date are to sources listed in the accompanying bibliography. 

In the Altai region, archaeologists from the Siberian Division of the Academy 
of Sciences in 1961--63 excavated in a late Palaeolithic (terminal Pleistocene-initial 
Holocene) settlement on U rozhainaia Sopka in the Biisk area and discovered sites 
of the same age at Gornaia Shorii and Staryi Kuznetsk. An unexpected feature was 
the combination of the usual pebble technology with the Levallois technique of 
core production. The latter evidently penetrated the Altai from Mongolia. Similar 
cores also occur in the Fergana Valley, Soviet Central Asia. The year 1964 produced 
perhaps the earliest evidence of man's presence in Siberia from two localities: 
Bobkovo in the Rubtsovsk district (northwestern foothills of the Altai), where an 
indubitable blade of Levallois-Mousterian type was found in a deposit assigned by 
geologists to the second half of the Middle Pleistocene (Okladnikov and Adamenko 
1966); and Ulalinka near Gorno-Altaisk, where a pebble chopper, scraper, and 
split pebbles were recovered from a deeply-buried stratum evidently of considerable 
age, possibly dating back to the first half of the Middle Pleistocene. In 1967 the 
Hermitage Museum sent a party to the Pazyryk area to investigate the Ust'
Balyktyiul cemetery. This proved to contain 548 burial structures divisible into 
three temporal stages. The oldest can be equated with the famous Pazyryk culture; 
those of the middle period date from the first half of the first millennium A.D. ; the 
latest represent Turkish tribes (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 182-183). 

The central basin of Tuva-the headwaters of the Yenisei-is the scene of 
operations of the largest undertaking ever organized by the Institute of Archaeology 
of the Academy of Sciences, the Sayan-Tuva Expedition, which will carry out 
salvage work in the future reservoir area of the Sayan-Shushen hydroelectric 
project over the period 1965-72. The 150 members of the scientific staff are divided 
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intosections which specialize in the archaeology of some period from the Palaeolithic 
to t~e 19th century; there are also sections for ethnographic and environmental 

l;~\.. stud1es, and aerial reconnaissance. 
• ... 'I. The great bulk of archaeological remains in Tuva are kurgans or other types of 

. ' ~u~als,· and the majority of these belong to the Mongun-Taiginsk culture of the 
" early stages of the Bronze Age or perhaps even earlier (the oldest known kurgans, 

. . --at Argalykty II cemetery, are Eneolithic or very early Bronze Age). However, 
« • excavations were carried out in sites of all periods: kurgans of the Scythian period 

t 5th-3rd centuries B.C.), an Inner Asian variant of the Pazyryk culture; sites of the 
Hun-Sarmatian period (1st centuries B.c.-1st centuries A.D.), again a local variant. 
Ancient Turkish remains (6th-9th centuries A.D.~the peri()d of the formation of the 
ancestors of the modern Tutkic peoples and of the formation of the big nomad 
states) threw light on the periodization, social structure, and ethnic territories of 
this time. There are also many sites in the area from the Y enisei Kyrgyz kaganate 
(9th-10th centuries); excavations in one cemetery yielded data that will help to 
date the famous Yenisei script inscriptions. The 17th-19th century burials examined 
provide a link between the expedition's archaeological and ethnographic studies. 

An extensive search for Stone Age sites in the first season (1965) turned up only 
a few surface finds, indicating that Pleistocene man did not reach the area of 
intensive Palaeolithic occupation on the middle Yenisei by following the river 
downstream. In the following year a typologically Mousterian surface site was 
discovered at Chinge-bag-Vzhu, and, elsewhere, four late Palaeolithic and fourteen 
Neolithic surface sites. Finds of pottery are very rare on the latter, and of a nonde
script sort. 

The main effort in ' 1966 was devoted to cemeteries of all periods. Mongun
Taiginsk culture remains were found stratigraphically under those of the Scythian 
period, confirming the assumed antiquity of the former. The first finds in Inner 
Asia of the Karasuk type were recovered at Kuilug-Khem 1. And a new type of 
Hun-Sarmatian burial was discovered that is reminiscent in some ways of the 
famous Noin-Vla tombs of Mongolia. 

A special section in 1966 devoted its efforts to the location and study of petroglyphs. 
Some of those found are stylistically similar to the distinctive art of the Okurievo 
culture of the Minusinsk Basin. The study of petroglyphs, dating from the Bronze 

, Age onward, continued in 1967. In the same season additional Stone Age materials 
,~, were found exposed at 28 points. Some of these are consider,ed to be of late 

Palaeolithic age, but in all cases the finds are scanty and there is little actual basis for 
r.- dating. Cemetery excavation continued to be the main occupation of theexpeditioIi, 

but an ancient Vigur fortified town of the 8th-9th centuries A.D. (Bashyn-Alak) 
also received attention (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1965 Goda: 22-32; Arkheologi
cheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 124--134; Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 
159-161, 169-176). 

Perhaps the richest archaeological area in Siberia, the Minusinsk Basin and the 
valley of the Middle Yenisei north to Krasnoyarsk, will be extensively inundated 
by the reservoir of the Krasnoyarsk hydroelectric project. Nineteen sixty-three 
marked the fourth season of salvage activity here by the large Krasnoyarsk Expedi
tion of the Institute of Archaeology directed by M. P. Griaznov. Most of the 
archaeological remains in the area are kurgans and other metal age burials, and the 
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bu1k of the work was naturally devoted to these, but sites of all periods were surveyed 
and a number excavated, from the Upper Palaeolithic to the time of the Kyrgyz 
state, plus old Khakass burials of the 18th .century. Excavations were carried out 
in five stratified Upper Palaeolithic settlements, the most interesting find being a 
bison scapula pierced by a bone point, revealing hunting techniques of the time. 
Extensive excavations in the Biriusa Neolithic settlement provided the first good 
information on the distinctive features of the Yenisei Neolithic, which include 
survivals of Palaeolithic technology. The excavator equates the site with the Serovo 
stage of the Baikal area. The pottery displays traits characteristic of both Cis-Baikal 
and the Urals-Kama region. (Prior to this, the Neolithic of this important part of 
Siberia was known only from scattered finds of uncertain provenience.) Five 
Manasievo cemeteries yielded 77 burials. A major success was the demonstration 
of the Okunevo culture (130 burials) as a new and distinct archaeological culture 
of the early metal period, with much stone still in use and a rich and distinctive art 
style. In general, the resources of the expedition made possible for the first time 
the complete excavation of metal age cemeteries, providing valuable demographic 
information. Three settlements and 75 burials of the Andronovo period and 253 
Karasuk burials (including 132 at the type site) were uncovered. 

Another major achievement was the study of a settlement and six cemeteries of 
late Karasuk age (10th-8th centuries B.C.)-to which the name Kammenyi Log 
stage was given-including the first Bronze Age pit house to be examined on the 
Yenisei. The population was sedentary and practiced a farming-herding economy. 
(Remains of this type had previously been considered to represent a separate ethnic 
group contemporary with Karasuk and had been termed the Lugavskoi or Beiskoi 
culture.) The most abundant archaeological remains in the area are those of the 
Minusinsk Kurgan or Tagar culture (7th-3rd centuries B.C.), which was shown to 
undergo continuous cultural development throughout this time so that the recognized 
archaeological stages (Bainovo, Podgornovo, Saragash) proved to be merely 
arbitrary divisions. Some 300 burials were opened. For the first time examples of 
the so '-called collective burials of the final stage were excavated meticulously, 
showing that these kurgans were definitely used for successive burials over a period 
of time. Also examined were two settlements containing both aboveground and pit 
houses, and a metallurgical workshop of this same stage. Three settlements of the 
succeeding Tashtyk period were investigated; the uniformity of the pottery did not 
reflect the hypoth~tical subdivisions into which the period has been divided 
(Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheolagii 100: 62-71). 

By . 1966 a total of 800 sq. ill had been uncovered at the Palaeolithic site of 
Kokorevo I (Zabochka). The six horizons seem to represent relatively brief occupa
tions and are not thought to be separated by any great lapse of time. Some 
horizons are rich in remains; in others they are scanty. Smaller-scale excavations 
were carried outin several other late Palaeolithic sites in 1966-67, including Tashtyk 
I (three horizons) and Tashtyk II. Both seem culturally related to Montova Gom. 
A large Neolithic site, buried 125-160 cm from the surface and stretching 400 m 
along the Yenisei by the mouth of the Syda River near Uniuk, was investigated. 
It containedtemains of aboveground dwellings and pottery with pit ... comb and 
stab-and-dragdecoration. Large-scale excavation of metal age cemeteries of all 
periods continued through 1967 :(Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia . 1965 Gada,' 5-21; 
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{ Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 135-147; Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 
Goda .-1146-151, 161-162, 177-182). 
. Large areas of Siberia have remained little known archaeologically. Some of these 
naw now begun to be explored for the first time. In 1963-64 a reconnaissance was 
,carri<\ti out by G. I. Andreev along the middle and lower course of the Podkammenaia 

· Tunguska River, one of the major tributaries of the Yenisei. The closest cultural 
.affinities of the materials collected proved to be with such middle Angara sites as 

• Chadobets, but there were also evident parallels with Cis-Baikal, the Lena valley, 
a4d western Siberia. Another 160 km of the riverbank was surveyed in 1966, at 
which time a considerable number of sites were located. And in 1967 examination 
of the locality around the confluence with the Yenisei revealed sites ascribed to the 
second half of the first millennium B.C. and to the early and later Iron Age. The 
Lower Tunguska River was also an object of attention beginning in 1965, when 
survey and surface collecting was carried out along a 300 km stretch and especially 
in the vicinity of Tura, the center of the Evenki National District. Here many 
sites were located that are of different ages, but which are thought to fall within the 
confines of the second millennium B.C. In 1966 the first actual excavation was begun 
at a three-level site at Tura containing hearths and different lithic complexes; the 
lowest level is noncerarnic. This work continued in 1967. In the same area excava
tions were also begun in a single-component site culturally quite similar to the 
upper level of the former (Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheologii 101: 94-98; 
Andreev and Fomin 1966; Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 161-162; 

, Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 152-153). 
Another "blank spot," the Taimyr Peninsula, the northernmost portion of 

Siberia, received its first archaeological exploration in 1967 when a survey of the 
eastern part revealed 33 sites. The course of cultural development in this desolate 
tundra zone seems to parallel that of the taiga, and includes a noncerarnic core and 
blade site at a depth of 1.3 m as well as a ceramic site yielding examples of hair temper 
and textile impressions. Complexes with prismatic cores, triangular points, and linear 
stamped pottery resemble the site of Buolkalaakh on the Olenek River, assigned 
to the late Bronze or early Iron Age. The pottery in other sites shows parallels with 

· the Baikal region. Some localities revealed traces of ironworking. Another area 
· visited in 1967 was the Yamal Peninsula, the first archaeological work here since 

.. Chernetsov's pioneer effort in the 1920s, and the first discovery of stone tools, in 
" sites ascribed to the Bronze Age (second millennium B.C.) (Arkheologicheskie 

Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 147-149, 153-155). 
L On the upper Angara River, one of the classical archaeological areas of Siberia, 

1963-64 saw the conclusion of eight years' work at the important Ust'-Belaiasite by 
Irkutsk University, the Irkutsk Provincial Museum, and (initially) a geological
palaeontological expedition from the Academy of Sciences. In place of the former 
five Mesolithic levels underlying metal age and Neolithic (reported as of 1962), more 

- extensive investigation had now revealed thirteen, all separated (under optimum 
conditions, in certain areas) by sterile layers 5-30 em thick. These levels are not 
evident in all parts of the site, or else they run together. The lower twelve lie in 
the alluvium of the first terrace of the Belaia River, up to 2.5 m under the present 
surface. The period of existence of a Mesolithic settlement at this place corresponds 
to the whole time of the accumulation of the floodplain alluvium of the first terrace 
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and the beginning of the development of the covering deposits on its surface. This 
is considered to represent no more than 3000 years. Since the fauna is purely 
Holocene in character, the first occupation of the site is thought to be no older than 
the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary; yet a sample of bone from the upper Mesolithic 
levels (III-IV) has a radiocarbon date of 8960 ± 60 (GIN-96). The relative 
continuity of occupation here is evident. Mesolithic remains have been found over 
an area of more than 12,000 sq. m, suggesting the areal extent of the site. Through 
1964, more than 900 sq. m of the Mesolithic levels had been excavated. The 
settlement pattern remained the same through time: a line of temporary hearths 
along the riverbank. Pits, presumably for storage, are a feature not hitherto found 
in Angara Mesolithic sites. Filled with rubbish, including dog coprolites, they were 
all dug from levels XI II-I, the later of two main stages in the history of occupation. 
The 46 hearths are all very similar and with rare exceptions lack any stone lining. 

There is technological unity throughout all these levels. Of the 36,44D recorded 
finds, 57% represents flint d6bitage, 31% faunal remains, and 12% artifacts. Of 
the identified bones, 56% are roe deer; fish comprise 5%, moose and maral 3%, 
birds 1%. Of the flint artifacts, 65% are prismatic blades (microblades, macro
blades), irregular blades and artifacts made from blades, and 20% (797) are cores. 
There is a gradual evolution toward typically Neolithic forms; for instance, few 
prismatic cores occur in the lower levels, and the first typical Neolithic core drills 
appear in the topmost Mesolithic level. The inventory includes 72 burins (the 44 of 
Verkholenskaia type are all from the later stage of the site), 24 small skreblo, 22 
chopperlike or adzlike pebble tools, 6 polished slate tools and a very primitive 
nephrite adz. A bifacial foliate arrowpoint in level XV and 4 other arrowpoints 
(mostly from later levels) all precede blade arrowpoints. 

The 120 bone artifacts include 7 slotted tools, 6 fishhooks, 8 harpoons, 3 leister 
prongs, a bird bone needlecase, etc. There are 197 ornaments of agamatolite, slate, 
bone, and mother of pearl. In the excavator's opinion, the complex is typically 
Mesolithic in that old forms still persist and Neolithic forms are primitive and just 
taking shape, so to speak (Medvedev 1967). 

In 1967 a still older level was discovered (XVI), containing two hearths, many 
fish remains, and a lithic complex that included some traits absent in later levels. 
Of particular interest was the find of a cult burial of a dog in a storage pit considered 
to date earlier than 9000 years ago. This is by far the oldest dog burial in the Angara 
region (or perhaps anywhere). The deceased was adorned with a necklace of red 
deer canines and was surrounded by wild cattle bones. The Irkutsk University 
party also investigated the similar but badly eroded site of Uliakha 10 km distant 
which proved to comprise three late Mesolithic horizons similar to levels XIII-I 
at U st' -Belaia. The presence of cores with beveled platform (Okladnikov' s 
"epilevallois type") is reported (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 163). 

Elsewhere on the upper Angara, a survey of Mesolithic sites for future work was 
carried out by Irkutsk University in 1966, covering 150 km of the river below 
Irkutsk. Sites of the "Badai group" (e.g., Cheremushnik, Badai) were examined; 
these are geologically post-Pleistocene and typologically equivalent to levels 
XV-XIV at Ust' -Belaia. New sites discovered included Sosnovyi Bor, and Kamenka 
I-V near the mouth of the Ida River. The latter are stratigraphically similar to the 
Badai group, but show cultural similarities to Verkholenskaia Gora. In 1967, 
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exc~vations were begun at the very promising stratified site of Sosnovyi Bor on the 
;{!:.,. B:lfa, reve~lit;tg five cultural ho~zonsin cle~ ~tratigraphic condit~on.s. Level-I ia: 
i "': mIXed Neohthlc-Bronze Age; II IS late Mesohthrc; III,early Mesohthlc; IV and V 

ate Palaeolithic. The lowest level, which appears to lie in the alluvium of the third 
i. ten;~ce, may be of considerable antiquity. This is a potentially important site, but' 

. _ the cultural remains recovered so far are still inadequate for any definite conclusions 
. -(Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 166-167; Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 

Goda: 162-164). 
; Prom 1963 to 1965 new investigations.were undertaken at the famous site of 
Verkholenskaia Gora by Irkutsk University and the IrkutskProvincial Museum in 
order to clarify uncertainties in the geological and stratigraphic interpretations set 
forth in Medvedev's restudy of 1959, which was carried out upslope from Petri's 
original site. (Medvedev had concluded that the site represented only a single 
component.) This time excavations were made directly adjoining Petri's. They 
revealed three clear horizons: I, which is disturbed, contains remains from alllevels 
plus Iron Age; II is Mesolithic, and although subjected to some mixing and 
movement contains no later materials; III is represented by three hearfhs, two 
slab-lined, situated at the bottom of cracks and fissures that evidently had served 
as shelters. Finds in level III included amorphous cores, lateral burins of Verk
holenskaia type (considere\;l similar to the Araya burins of pre ceramic Japan), 
skreblo, choppers, five kinds of knives, harpoons of the previously known type 
(or variations of this }-also a new type recalling Glazkovo (early Bronze Age), a 
piece of ostrich egg shell, and many fish remains. Level II showed no sharp .. 
differences culturally, although some new modifications and types appear. The 
amorphous cores are replaced by.definite forms: wedge-shaped (including Gobi), 
conical·microcores, and crude prismatic cores. There are fragments of possible 
bifacial points. The inventory of level I is mostly similar to the preceding, with some 
new types, including a bifacial (but not foliate) point and a fragment of a possible 
base of one. The investigators, taking into consideration all lines;of evidence, assign 
an age of 11,000--10,000 years to level III and 10,000--9000 to level q .. 

In 1966 another excavation was carried out on the summit ofthe mountain 500 m 
from the original dig; this is labelled Verkholenskaia Gora H. Finds include 
bifacially retouched knives of ulotype, a pebble chopper, pebble core, wedge.,shaped 

~. and prismatic cores, and lateral burins of Verkholenskaia type (Aksenov 196M; 
Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 165). 

Another well-known Palaeolithic site on the Angara, Krasnyi lAr, was also 
reinvestigated by Irkutsk University in J964-{j5 just prior to its disappeara.nce 
beneath the rising waters of the Bratsk Reservoir; 613 sq. mwereexcavated toa 
depth of 4 to 6m, revealing four new horizons underlying the three known pre ... 
viously.Geological studies. were also carried out. Level VL contained .sixhearths, 
a rhinoceros bone, 16 Gobi cores, microblades, large blades, and artifacts made 
from them (7burins;including lateral, and knives), a chopper, and askreblo. (Gobi 
cores; lateral burinsandkniveson prismatic blades areitll absent iuthe upper 
levels.) Almostall finds in the lowest level (VII) were associated with three hearths; . 
Of interest are beads made of ostrich egg shell, and microblades.On the basis of 
the earlier excavation of the upper levels, Abramova had argued that Krasnyi 1M 
represented a cultliral successor of MaPta. The present -excavators point~ut that 
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the new lower levels have nothing in common with Mal'ta ~md could not be 
descended from it, although geologically they are probably somewhat younger. 
They believe that the site reflects a separate cultural tradition pointing toward 
Trans-Baikal, the nearest source of ostrich eggshell, and an area where Gobi cores 
and lateral burins are also typical (Medvedev 1966b). 

In 1963 the first reconnaissance of the northern shore of Lake Baikal was carried 
out by the Irkutsk Provincial Museum and Irkutsk University; the work was 
continued in 1965. In all, 27 sites were located. Surface collections reveal close 
relationships with Yakutia as well as with the Angara area (Svinin 1966). Also in 
1963 two earlier sites were reported by L. P. Khlobystin from the northwestern 
shore: Ludarskaia I, with an Iron Age level underlain by a stratigraphically distinct 
horizon which he considers pre-Neolithic (a nonceramic blade industry with no 
arrowpoints, one wedge-shaped core, many burins including polyhedral forms, and 
one harpoon but no other fishing equipment); and Ludarskaia III, consisting of five 
stone artifacts from the surface which he believes to be of terminal Palaeolithic type. 
Khlobystin also revisited the famous Ulan Khada site and confirmed the distinctive 
nature of Petri's lowest (XI) level, about which doubts were widely held. He believes 
that the locality -had ' been abandoned after this initial early settlement and was only 
later reoccupied in Serovo times '(Materialy i Issledovaniia po Atkheologii SSSR 
131: 252--"279; Ktatkie Soobshcheniia Instituta ' Arkheologii 97: 25-32). 

In Trans-Baikal,aninteresting Palaeolithic site (Ikaral) was discovered by a 
geologist in 1964 in the Onon River vaney, Chita Province. It contained a hearth 
and stone·' artifacts (burins, blades, microblades, and wedge-shaped microcores) 
associated with . bones of woolly rhinoceros (Shamsutdinov1966)., Also in the Onon 
valley, the Siberian Division ofthe Academy of Sciences in 1965--66 excavated at 
the Neolithic settlement 'ofChindant. The settlement lies buried ata depth of 
6-,8 m, 'an , unusual , stratigraphic , situation in this part of Siberia . . The · finds are 
concentrated around hearths; ahd the evidence suggests a temporary settlement Of 
a hunting group with impermanent structures. The lithic technology is gf the 
small'-tool core and blade type, showing many parallels with Mongolia, but there 
are also big skreblo made of pebbles reminiscent of the Gromatukha culture onthe 
Middle Amur. The pottery is of the usual Trans-Baikal type. In the same area, 
stratigraphically earlier than': the N eollthic remains, Were discovered traces · of 
Palaeolithic 'occupation associated ' wiJh woolly rhinoceros (Arkheologicheskie 
Otkrytiia 1966 Goda : 171-172). 

Mongolia has continued to be an active area of fieldwork. In 1964 the Soviet
Mon/!olianExpedition, jointly sponsored by the Academies of Sciences of the two 
countries and ledbYA. P. Okladnikov,carried out an extensive survey of the Tola' 
val:ley' intM region of Ulan..:Bator, discovering a number of Palaeolithic localities 
(one-,;.,,-Khudzhir-Bulun~a stratified site), a Mesolithic site, and Bronze Age 
petroglyphs; This was followed by a survey along the route from Ulan-Bator to 
Karakorum, which located materials: of Palaeolithic type, studied the Pleistocene 
geology ofthe:area, anddisoovered several Neolithic sites (including Lun-Somon, 
witll smaUtoolsandfood.,:grinding 'equiprhent). Surveys were also carried out along 
the OrkhonRiver'in the vi~inity of Karakorum. ExcaVations were then resumed at 
the iinpbrtantPaIa-eolithic siteofMoil'tyn'-am, where an additional 44 sq.m Were 
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uncovered, making a total of 130 to date. Geological and geomorphological studies 
of the site and vicinity were also made. 

J::--.:, I~ 1966 western Mongolia and the Mongolian Altai, hitherto archaeologically 
. -. lWknown, were surveyed by the expedition. Palaeolithic workshops were discovered 

, in the region of Baian-VI' gi, in which older and younger components were identified 
'- on \ the basis of typology and weathering (the oldest being labeled "Lower 

, . - ~ Palaeolithic"). Large collections were made from similar sites 30 km southeast of 
. Kobdo. In the Mankhan-somon area apparently Palaeolithic paintings were 

: discovered in Khoit Tsinker cave. Judging from the number of sites of all periods 
observed everywhere along the route, it is evident that western Mongolia has been 
well populated from early times. 

Following this survey, studies were carried out in the Tola valley near Vlan
Bator to elucidate the stratigraphy of the Palaeolithic remains in the area. Attention 
turned to eastern Mongolia in 1967. Sites believed to be Neolithic were investigated, 
including burials and (at Tamtsag-Bulag) the first Neolithic (or possibly early 
Bronze Age) dwelling to be excavated in Mongolia, which proved to be a pit house 
reminiscent of those of the Amur or Maritime Territory. Structures of this type 
have not been found before either in Mongolia or in adjacent Trans-Baikal. Also 
investigated was a Mesolithic site at Mt. Khereul on the Khalkin-Gol River 
containing a complex described as very similar to Tadusha and preceramic Japan, 
especially with respect to cores, blades, core scrapers, and ski spalls (Okladnikov 
1967, Okladnikov and Larichev 1967, Okladnikov and Troitskii 1967). 

A party from the Irkutsk Provincial Museum surveyed the upper Lena between 
the Anga and Tira Rivers, locating 15 sites, three of which lacked pottery. Excava
tions were then carried out at the previously known Makarovo site, uncovering 
75 sq. m. A Mesolithic dwelling with cultural remains said to resemble Verk
holenskaia Gora was found underneath Iron Age, Bronze Age, and Neolithic 
horizons (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Coda: 169-170). 

The Aldan River valley has in recent years been the scene of active fieldwork 
by IV. A. Mochanov of the Yakutsk branch of the Academy of Sciences, the results 
of which have contributed very significantly to our understanding of Siberian 
prehistory. In 1963 he discovered and excavated the Ikhine site at lat. 63 0 N, the 
first indubitable Pleistocene site to be found in Yakutia. The fauna includes 

'~ mammoth, Bison priscus, and a small type of horse. Although 74.5 sq. m were 
uncovered, cultural remains were scanty, a fine Gobi core being the most diagnostic. 
Closest parallels are seen with Krasnyi IAr (levels VI -VII) and Ikaral in Trans
Baikal. In 1965 seven sites of the "Holocene Palaeolithic" (Sumnagin culture) were 
examined-all temporary camps with stone hearths around which tools, bones of 
Holocene animals, and fish remains are concentrated. The materials from all the 
sites are quite uniform and represent a single distinctive complex which in 
Mochanov's opinion resembles such late Palaeolithic sites as Montova Gora, 
Tashtyk, Krasnyi IAr, Fediaevo, Verkholenskaia Gora, and Oshurkovo. The lithic 
industry includes wedge-shaped and prismatic cores, lamelles and flakes, angle and 
lateral burins, and end scrapers, but not a single example of bifacial technique. 
There are also chopping tools, skreblo and adzes, and pebble net sinkers. On the 
majority of sites this complex is overlain by an Early Neolithic horizon with no 
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indicatioIl of a significant time gap (Mochanov 1966a, 1966b; SovetskaiaArkheologiia 
1968, 4: 244-248). 

A study of four stratified Neolithic sites on the Aldan in 1964 plus five other 
single-component sites made possible a division of the Neolithic of the area into 
three stages and the characterization of each stage. This is the first stratigraphically
based periodization of the ceramic Neolithic in interior Siberia and has subsequently 
been expanded to apply to most of the rest of Yakutia (Lena basin), where the pre
viously known Neolithic sites contained mixed materials. It also has significance for 
a far wider area in view of the general lack of well-dated evidence elsewhere. 

The Early Neolithic is characterized by pottery hand-molded with the aid of a 
net or mat, with resultant impressions on the outer surface. The vessels are of the 
usual egg-shaped forest form with a row of perforations around the rim. In many 
cases the lip is decorated with oblique incisions, sometimes executed with a deIltate 
stamp. A radiocarbon date of 5975 ± 70 B.P. provides the first index of the time 
depth of pottery in the forest zone of northern Asia, and substantially exceeds the 
maximum age hypothesized by many leading authorities. Stone tools are made 
mostly from lamelles taken from prismatic or wedge-shaped cores, and include 
burins, blade arrowpoints, bifacial stemmed arrowpoints, and various types of 
knives and scrapers. There are also big unifacial skreblo of Palaeolithic type, adz-like 
and chisel-like tools, and bone harpoons. The excavator sees many parallels with 
early Angara sites and with preceramic materials in Hokkaido. He is of the opinion 
that this is essentially a Mesolithic complex plus pottery (Mochanov 1966c). 

The Middle Neolithic ("Bel'kachi culture") is characterized by cord-wrapped 
paddle-impressed pottery, some with rims thickened by applique and decorated 
with designs made by a dentate stamp or dentate spatula, the remainder with 
perforations often supplemented with horizontal incised lines. It is believed to fall 
in the third millennium B.C. The majority of the earlier stone and bone tool types 
survive, but the stone inventory is greatly enriched by new forms borrowed from 
here and there all over northeastern Asia (nowhere else do they occur as a complex). 
The source of the new technique of pottery manufacture is also obscure; nowhere 
else in Siberia does it occur so abundantly (Mochanov 1967 c). 

The Late Neolithic ("Ymyiakhtakh culture") features check-stamped pottery, 
often with hair temper; the commonest decoration is rim perforation and incised 
zigzags. There is a marked decrease in the quantity of tools made on blades, flakes 
being the common material. The culture is ascribed to the second millennium B.C. 

(Mochanov 1967b). 
Extensive reconnaissance was carried out in Yakutia in the summer of 1967. 

The Lena was examined from the Kirenga River to the Niua, with finds of 
Palaeolithic and Neolithic-type materials. New studies were carried out at Chastino. 
A survey of the Olenek River found some 30 new sites. The valley of the Maia 
(the right tributary of the Aldan) proved to belong culturally to the Aldan-Lena 
sphere, which here comes within a short distance of the Sea of Okhotsk. Many sites 
were located of all Neolithic stages as well as of Bronze and early Iron Ages. The 
most exciting discovery was made during a further reconnaissance on the middle 
Aldan: a Palaeolithic cave near the mouth of the Diuktai River with deposits 1.5 to 
2.5 m deep containing mammoth and other Pleistocene fauna associated with 
skreblo, massive archaic-looking burins, and bifacial pressure-flaked projectile 
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poiI)-ts and knives. This is the first occurrence of such points in Siberia in an 
ind~bitable Pleistocene context. The cave floor is 75 sq. m in extent, of which 10 

:G'..;{ wer~ excavated in 1967. Further work is scheduled. Charcoal for dating purposes 
. '. is present. 
. .' , '(he first real archaeological investigation of the region of the Middle Amur 
. . " valiey has been carried out since 1961 by the Far Eastern Archaeological Expedition 
. . ~ - of the Siberian Division of the Academy of Sciences under the direction of A, P. 

. Okladnikov-initially as salvage work in the future Zeia Reservoir area. From 1961 
:through 1965 over 50 Stone Age sites were investigated, including the finds of 
possible human artifacts in very early deposits at Filomoshki. Most fully excavated 
were the settlements at Novopetrovka (2000 sq. m), Osino Lake near Voikovo, 
Sergeevka and Gromatukha. As a result, four Neolithic cultures have been identified· 
in the region: the Novopetrovka blade culture; the Gromatukha; Osino Lake; and 
(intrusive) Lower Amur cultures. However, their relative chronological position 
remains to be demonstrated. 

Three field seasons at the Novopetrovka site uncovered ten pit houses and a large 
part of the intervening areas. The stone industry is a core and blade technology 
analogous to that at Tadusha in the Maritime Territory, with the addition of such 
Neolithic elements :as polished adzes, abraders, and flat-bottomed pottery decorated 
with notched applique. On typological grounds the Novopetrovka blade culture is 
regarded as early; the pottery may be the oldest in the Soviet Far East. 

A different economic andsettlerhent pattern is revealed in the Sergeevka and 
Gromatukha sites (Gromatukha culture). Here there are no pit houses, only hearths 
suggestive of impermanent aboveground structures. The stone industry, also 
different, is characterized both by a microblade technology and by large unifacial 
skreblo-like and adz-like implements made from pebbles which the excavators 
delight in likening to Hoabinhian. There are also bifacial pressure-flaked foliate 
arrowpoints and large bifacial knife-daggers, the latter made from flakes. The 
pottery typically is covered with impressions of a wooden paddle wrapped with 
coarse grasses or coarse threads made of grass. Some sherds are decorated with 
comb-punctate, stab-and-drag, or combinations of linear incision; dentate roller 
and notched applique have also been reported. There is general agreement that the 
culture is intrusive in the area, but whether from Yakutia to the north or from the 
lower Amur is a matter of dispute. 

~. The Osino Lake culture is again different. It has semisubterranean houses, a 
farming economy (evidenced by grains of millet as well as food grinding equipment), 
and a stone technology lacking blade cores or lamelles (flakes from nodules provided 
the material for tools). The pottery, reminiscent of the earliest, is notched applique 
and the vessels are flat-bottomed. 

The intrusive sites of Lower Amur Neolithic type have pit houses, a large 
amount of fishing equipment, pottery of familiar Lower Amur types, and equipment 
for digging and food -grinding that has suggested farming. 

The expedition has also excavated later sites: an early Iron Age fortified site at 
Kokui near the Blagoveshchensk airport; a settlement of the same period at Uril' , 
Lake below that city; another at Pol'tso near Kukelevo; and a hunting-fishing 
settlement at the mouth of the Ahgo River in the Zeia valley that seems Neolithic 
except for one bronze object. 
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The Uril' Lake site is a large settlement with a row of big sernisubterranean 
houses. Many stone tools were in use, but the probable farming equipment includes 
some made of iron. The pottery is flat-bottomed and decorated with incisions and 
notched applique. The Pol'tso site, on which work is continuing, represents it later 
stage of the UriI' Lake culture. Farming is evidently the main economic base, with 
remains of millet in the large jars used for grain storage. There is a wide variety of 
iron objects, and stone tools are rare. The site has yielded a radiocarbon date of 
980±80 B.C. 

Mohe settlements with semi subterranean houses as well as cemeteries have also 
been investigated, dating from early in the Christian era, as well as medieval pit 
house settlements of the 8th-9th centures and 11th-13th century villages of large 
houses (over 100 sq. m) with heating flues. Fortified sites of the Daurian period 
(15th-17th centuries) bring the record to historic times (Derevianko 1966b; 
Okladnikov 1966e; Okladnikov and Derevianko 1966; Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 
1966 Goda: 173-175; Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1965, 3: 114-123). 

The first extensive program of archaeological work on the Lower Arnur was also 
carried out by the Siberian Division of the Academy of Sciences beginning in 1961. 
A number of sites (some stratified) were investigated at Kondon in the Komsomol'sk 
district in 1961-63, including a Neolithic settlement of large sernisubterranean 
houses 100 sq. m or more in size. Here were found many flint prismatic cores and 
lamelles, polished and partly chipped axes and adzes, nephrite beads, flat-bottomed 
pottery often decorated with rich designs, and a unique female portrait figurine. 
Another site reflected the subsequent intrusion of an alien Neolithic group with 
round-bottomed pottery decorated in Cis-Baikal style. Bronze Age culture developed 
here in the first millennium B.C., and an Iron Age culture very similar to that of the 
Middle Arnur took over in the 6th-3rd centuries B.C. Mohe culture is represented 
in sites of the first centuries A.D., and there are remains of subsequent medieval 
occupation. 

In 1965-66 excavations were carried out at the stratified Voznesenovka site at 
the mouth of the Khungari River. Three Neolithic levels here, stratigraphically 
distinct, enable periodization of the Lower Arnur Neolithic for the first time. These 
levels are overlain by early Iron Age and Mohe horizons. The early Neolithic is 
characterized by small tools and pottery of truncated conical form with horizontal 
bands of vertical dentate stamps ("zoned dentate"). Another ware, occasionally 
with a polished bright red surface, is richly stamped with triangular designs 
sometimes seeming to be executed by a cord technique, perhaps a cord-wrapped 
stick. Closest analogies to this horizon are found in the single-component Malyshevo 
site below Khabarovsk. The term "Malyshevo culture stage" is proposed. The 
middle Neolithic level is characterized by pottery with meander design or the 
"Amur woven" decoration, and white nephrite rings. Closest analogies are found 
at Kondon. The final Neolithic level has pottery decorated with vertical zigzags 
executed by a comb-punctate roulette technique or, less often, with spiral ornament. 
There are also plain vessels with narrow necks. Slate arrowpoints with notched 
bases and slate knife blades are also characteristic, as are big tools made of split 
pebbles. The type site for this complex is Buchu Island, studied earlier, which is 
considered to date about 2500 B.C. (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda: 
175-178; Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR 34(6): 71-78). 
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In the Maritime Territory, A. P. Okladnikov in 1963 carried out the first systematic 
ex&vations at the often-discussed Tadusha site near Ustinovka village, 30 km 

J>..;; up~tream on the Tadusha River from the Sea of Japan. 60 sq. m were uncovered, 
. ... <'l"evealing a single-component site with a unified and distinctive technological 

, cq'mplex, evidently a workshop for the production of blanks of volcanic tuff for 
.. " 'subsequent fabrication into tools. No industrial or living complexes were noted . 
. . -- Blanks for Gobi cores are a numerous category. Other distinctive core types are 

. classified as "epilevallois." Owing to the absence of Neolithic traits and the 
~ dissimilarity to the Palaeolithic industry of the region, Tadusha is judged to fall in 

between and is classified as "Mesolithic" in this sense. Closest parallels at the time 
were seen with preceramic Japan. It should be noted that the laurel leaf points 
reported by the geologist Petrun, the original discoverer of the site, now appear 
to have come from near the surface in another area and are evidently not a part of 
the Tadusha complex (Okladnikov 1966a). 

In 1966-67 one of a group of sites along the lower Maikhe River in the southern 
Maritime Territory, Maikhe I, was completely excavated, over 2000 sq. m being 
uncovered. The site has four levels: two Early Iron Age cultures (Chapigou and 
Sidemi); Neolithic and Mesolithic. The Sidemi culture occupation was a farming
fishing settlement of 18 semisubterranean houses including two large community 
structures. Village pattern, house construction and domestic life could all be 
studied, supplemented by data from the similar horizon at Maikhe II, a very large 
site of which 500 sq. m has been uncovered. Maikhe I is the second site of this 
culture to be completely excavated, the other being Peschanyi near Vladivostok. 

The Maikhe settlements are regarded as a regional variant of the typical Sidemi 
or Shell Mound culture of the Vladivostok area. The uppermost (Chapigou culture) 
level at Maikhe I waS a village of nine houses, and is the only settlement of this 
culture to be fully excavated. The Chapigou culture arose in the interior of the 
southern Maritime Territory (Lake Khanka) contemporary with the Sidemi culture 
on the coast, and in its later stages spread to the coast and replaced the latter. The 
earliest Chapigou site is radiocarbon dated at 1060±80 B.C.; this is considered to 
reflect the first appearance of iron in the Maritime Territory, well in advance of 
the traditional Han Dynasty date in China. (Bronze in this same general area is 
dated to 2200±60 B.C. at the Kirovskoe site.) The Neolithic horizon at Maikhe 
I contains 25 pit houses. Hoes and grinding equipment suggest farming. The 
underlying Mesolithic horizon is described as stratigraphically very distinct. It 
contains Gobi cores, microblades, "epilevallois" cores, lamelles, and transverse 

1.- burins of Verkholenskaia or "Araya" type. Many parallels are seen with pre ceramic 
Japan (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda,' 155-157). 

The most sensational development in 1967, however, was the discovery of 
artifacts in the Geographical Society Cave near the port of N akhodka associated 
with an early form of mammoth. An age of 25,000-30,000 years has been suggested 
on this basis. The artifacts include a Levallois core and pebbles treated with side 
blows. 

In the Magadan area in 1964 R. S. Vasil'evskii carried out excavations in an 
Ancient Koryak pit house settlement at Sredniaia Bay consisting of 15 round houses 
18-29 m in diameter. The largest one was excavated. Evidence suggested that iron 
was in use for piercing and cutting the edges of implements, although no actual iron 
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was found. The house also contained bronze Chinese coins, not yet identified. At 
Cape Trex Brat'ev three crevice burials out of eight were opened. There were no 
cultural materials and the ethnic affinities of the people are still undetermined. The 
matter has remained a mystery since the first discovery of the site in 1955. 

One of the most important sites ever discovered in Siberia is the stratified locality 
on Ushki Lake adjoining the Kamchatka River in central Kamchatka. In 1961-62 
five levels separated by volcanic ash falls were identified; four were considered to be 
Neolithic, and the lowest to date from the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary. The site 
provides a chronological-cultural yardstick for · much of northeastern Siberia and 
the associated pollen profile furnishes an integrated vegetation-climatic history as 
well (Arctic Anthropology 3(1):1Q-25). In 1964, low water levels enabled testing of 
deeper levels underlying level V (dated at 10,360 B.P.), resulting in the discovery of 
four new horizons (Va, VI, VII, VIII), all of Pleistocene age with pollen reflecting 
a vegetation cover of stony tundra. The lowest level contains only charcoal. Hearths 
are present in the other three horizons, and VII, in addition to 12 hearths, contains 
a burial from which the human remains had almost completely decomposed owing 
to ground water. However, the grave contained red ocher, artifacts, pendants, and 
a great many stone beads which had evidently been sewn onto the costume of the 
deceased. Level VII, which has been excavated over 180 sq. m at one locality, is 
considered to represent an early stage of the Kamchatka Palaeolithic; it yielded 
arrowpoints of a different type from the foliates of overlying horizons. A date of 
14,300±ZOO was subsequently obtained oncharcoal,wruch is consistent with other 
evidence. Levels V, Va and VI represent a culturally different later stage of the 
Palaeolithic (Arctic Anthropology 5( 1): 191-212). In following years these levels were 
excavated at two additional localities of the Ushki site, revealing not only more 
hearths but seven semisubterranean houses of rectangular, round, or oval shape, 
12 to 20 sq. m in size. The stone industry includes Gobi cores, ski spalls, and bifacial 
foliate arrowpoints; burins are very rare and blade production is negligible. The 
complex has no exact parallels elsewhere, but finds its closest analogies in Kokorevo 
III on the Yenisei and Fediaevo on the Angara; there are also some links to 
preceramic Japan. A terminal Pleistocene age is indicated by both cultural and 
pollen data, consistent with the radiocarbon date of 10,360 B.P. for level V. The 
determination of 21,100± 900 (GIN-186) for a sample from level VI is obviously 
erroneous and must be disregarded. There is no cultural continuity to the later 
levels of the site where wedge-shaped are replaced by prismatic cores, blade 
technology predominates, and arrowpoints are completely different. 

The year 1965 saw the termination of nine years' archaeological fieldwork by the 
Institute of Ethnography at East Cape on Bering Strait, devoted primarily to the 
excavation of the remarkable prehistoric Eskimo cemeteries at U elen and at Ekven 
35 km to the south. The Uelen cemetery, comprising 76 burials, was completely 
excavated; at Ekven, 152 burials have been opened. Both cemeteries were used over 
many centuries. Finds are predominantly of Old Bering 'Sea type, plus Okvik 
(now known to be contemporary with and closely related to late Old Bering Sea), 
Birnirk, and Punuk. The latter two cultures are demonstrated to be contemporary, 
representing two different regional economic specializations developing out of a 
late OBS-Okvik base. 
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In addition to the largest sample of an extinct Eskimo population yet recovered, 
the:\excavations yielded no less than 617 toggle harpoon heads which have been 

'i:'-.;l suHjected to intensive typological analysis. This has resulted in a hypothesis that 
". toggle harpoons have a dual ancestry, in the composite slotted spears and knives of 

, the late Palaeolithic tradition, and in barbed leister prongs. A great quantity of art 
objects were also recovered, including the first wooden mask from OBS times. 

,~- Interpretation of finds, burial practices, and settlement patterns was constantly 
aided by reference to folklore and information from Eskimo informants participating 

; in the excavations (Arutiunov and Sergeev 1966; Sergeev 1966a; Arctic Anthropology 
5(1): 72-75). 

f._ 

The first petroglyphs to be found in the tundra zone or anywhere in northeastern 
Siberia were studied in 1967 by N. N. Dikov on the Pegtymel' River 50-60 km 
from the coast of the Chukchi Peninsula. They are situated on cliffs along a 400 m 
stretch, and depict scenes of reindeer hunting, whale hunting, and anthropomorphic 
figures evidently of cult significance (Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1967 Goda: 
157-159). 

NORTHEAST ASIA: A SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Below is as complete a listing as possible of 1966-1967 publications on the archaeology of Siberia 
west to the Yenisei and Altai, and Mongolia. A few earlier titles not previously reported are also 
included. 

ABRAMOVA, Z. A. 
1966a Lokal'nye osobennosti paleoliticheskikh kul'tur Sibiri [Local characteristics of the 

Palaeolithic cultures of Siberia]. In VII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress doistorikov i protoistori
kov. Doklady i soobshcheniia arkheologov SSSR, pp. 46-55. Moscow. 
An important discussion of the cultural and chronological relationships among the 
Palaeolithic sites of the Yenisei, Angara and Trans-Baikal, incorporating results of recent 
excavations. 

1966b 0 lokal'nykh razlichiiakh paleoliticheskikh kul'tur Angary i Eniseia [Local differences 
of the Palaeolithic cultures of the Angara and Yenisei]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 
3: 9-16. Moscow. 
A less comprehensive discussion of the same subject. 

1967a Palaeolithic Art in the U.S.S.R. Arctic Anthropology 4(2): 1:-179. Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press. 
English translation of 1962 monograph. Includes all known items from Siberia. 

1967b 0 vk1adyshevykh orudiiakh v paleolite Eniseia [Composite tools in the Yenisei Palaeoli
thic].Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 111: 12-18. Moscow. 
A typological study of the most distinctive item in the Yenisei Palaeolithic. Differences 
are shown to have temporal significance and to assist in relative placement of sites. 

ADAMENKO, O. M. 
1966 K voprosu 0 geologicheskom vozraste iuzhnosibirskogo paleolita [Contribution to the 

problem of the geological age of the South Siberian Palaeolithic]. Biulleten', Komissii po 
izucheniiu chetvertichnogo perioda 31 :.138-141. Moscow. 
Note on the discovery by geologists of three late Palaeolithic sites in 1960 in the Altai 
foothills (Biisk area). On geological grounds, they are judged to be assignable to the 
Sartan glaciation. 

AKsENOV, M. P. 
1966a Stoianka Cheremushnik [The Cheremushnik site]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2 : 23-37 . Novosibirsk. 

An effort to elucidate the Badai culture by analysis of data from its most significant site 
obtained in 1959-61 excavations plus earlier collections. Concludes that sites of this type 
represent the earliest stage of the Angara Mesolithic, directly ancestral to the lower level 
of Ust'-Belaia. For an English translation, see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 
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1966b Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia na mnogosloinom pamiatnike Verkholenskaia Gora v 

1963-1965 gg. [Archaeological investigations at the stratified site of Verkholenskaia Gora 
in 1963-1965]. In Otchety arkheologicheskikh ekspeditsii za 1963--1965 godu: 26-49. 
Irkutsk. 
Report on new excavations at this famous site to check existing geologicill and stratigraphic 
interpretations. Three cultural horizons are identified, the uppermost being mixed. The 
lowest (III) is assigned an age of 11,000-10,000 years; level II, 10,000-9000. The earliest 
occupants are viewed as an outpost of Trans-Baikal culture, later becoming more similar 
to the Angara Mesolithic. For an English translation, see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 

1967 Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia rannemezoliticheskoi stoianki Cheremushnik [Archaeo
logical investigations in the Early Mesolithic.site of Cheremushnik]. Izvestiia Vostochno
sibirskogo otdela, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 65: 127-132. Irkutsk. 
Brief summary of results of continuation (1962) of 1959-60 excavations in site originally 
examined by Gerasimov in 1936. For an English translation, see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 

AKsENOV, M. P., and G. 1. MEDVEDEV 
1967 Novye dannye po doneoliticheskomu periodu Priangar'ia [New data on the Pre-Neolithic 

period of the Angara region]. Izvestiia Vostochno-sibirskogo otdela, Geograficheskoe 
obshchestvo SSSR 65: 153-165. Irkutsk. 
Briefly summarizes results of 1963 excavations at Verkholenskaia Gora and 1964 work 
at Krasnyi IAr. Two horizons were identified at the former, closely related and differing 
mainly in proportions of artifact types. A new early horizon was found at Krasnyi IAr, 
disproving the theory of a Mal'ta. ancestry for the main horizon. On the basis of all 
available data a chronological chart of the Angara pre-Neolithic sites is proposed. For an 
English translation, see Arctic Anthropology 5 (1). 

ALEKSANDROV, A. L. 
1967 Arkheologicheskie nakhodki na reke Kirenge [Archaeological finds on the Kirenga River]. 

Izvestiia Vostochno-sibirskogo otdela, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 65: 166-172. 
Irkutsk. 
Describes surface finds of stone artifacts from this tributary of the upper Lena, a hitherto 
unknown area. Absence of pottery suggests preceramic age. 

ANDREEV, G. 1. 
1966 Arkheologicheskie nakhodki okolo poselka Kraskino [Archaeological finds near Kraskino]. 

Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 106: 111-114. Moscow. 
A note on an enigmatic site without pottery found in the Maritime Territory in 1958. 
Author thinks it may belong to an early stage of the Zaisanovka culture. 

ANDREEV, G. 1., and IU. M. FOMIN 
1966 Novye arkheologicheskie pamiatniki na r. Podkamennaia Tunguska [New archaeological 

sites on the Podkamennaia Tunguska River]. Kratkiesoobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 
106: 106-110. Moscow. 
Preliminary report on 1964 reconnaissance along the hitherto unknown lower course of 
the river. Closest cultural affinities are seen with the middle Angara. 

ANDREEVA, ZH. V. 
1965 0 datirovke poslednego etapa zheleznogo veka v Primor'e [Dating the last stage of the 

Iron Age in the Maritime Territory]. Voprosy istorii Sovetskogo Dal'nego Vostoka (Tezisy 
dokladov i soobshchenii na IV Dal'nevostochnoi nauchnoi konferentsii. Sektsiia arkheologii; 
istorii dooktiabrskogo perioda, etnografii i filologii) 2: 14--15. Vladivostok. 
Abstract. Discusses -evidence from recent fieldwork suggesting that the last of the three 
stages of the local Iron Age spans the period from about A.D. 1 to the 7th-8th centuries. 
Close ties seen with the Amur. 

ARAGACHI, Z. B. 
1963 Novye epigraficheskie nakhodki v Tuve [New epigraphic finds in Tuva]. Uchenye zapiski, 

Tuvinskii naucho-issledovatel'skii institut iazkya, literatury i istorii 10: 247-256. Kyzyl. 
Describes and pictures four new stelae with Orkhon-Yenisei script found in 1961-62. 

ARAGACHI, Z. B., and D. M. NASILOV 
1963 0 nadpisi na skale Khaia-Uzhu [Inscriptions on the cliffs at Khaia-Uzhu]. Uchenye 

zapiski, Tuvinskii nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut iazyka, literatury i istorii 10: 257-263. 
Kyzyl. 
Ancient Turkic inscriptions found in 1962. 

Arkheologicheskie Otkrytiia 1965 Goda 
1966 [Archaeological discoveries in 1965]. Moscow. 

Brief announcements of fieldwork . .Includes: Abramova on the Kokorevo I site (5-7), 
other work of the Krasnoyarsk Expedition (7-21), the.Sayan-Tuva.Expedition (22-32), 
and Andreev on the Lower Tunguska (83-84). 
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Arkh~ologicheskie Otkrytiia 1966 Goda 

1967 [Archaeological discoveries in 1966]. Moscow. 
Brief anriouncements of fieldwork. Includes : Sayan-Tuva Expedition (124-134), Yenisei 
Palaeolithic (135-136), other work of the Krasnoyarsk Expedition (137-147), Lower 
Tunguska and Podkamennaia Tunguska Rivers (161-162), Mesolithic of the Upper 
Angara (165-167), Ust'-Belaia (168-169), upper Lena (169-170), Onon River (171-172), 
middle Amur (173-175), lower Amur (175-178). 

- ARUTIUNOV, S. A., and D. A. SERGEEV 

1966 Raskopki drevnikh zakhoronenii i zhilishch na Chukotke v 1965 godu [Excavation of t 
ancient burials and dwellings in Chukotka in 1965] .. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1966, 6: 68-78. 
Moscow. 
Preliminary report. At the Ekven site, 231 sq .. m were uncovered, including 47 burials of 
late Old Bering Sea and subsequent age. Ruins of very large houses were also examined 
and exposed artifacts collected. At Uelen, an aboveground Chukchi dwelling was 
excavated. It was determined that the U elen settlement site dates from the 17th-18th 
centuries and has no connection with the famous Uelen cemetery. 

AsTAKHOV, S. N. 

1966a Kollektsiia 1. T. Savenkova so stoianki Afontova Gora I [I. T. Savenkov's collection from 
the Afontova Gora I site]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 9-14. Novosibirsk. 
Concludes from examination of the material that this site resembles the. lower horizon 
of Afontova Gora II but is somewhat younger. 

1966b 0 putiakh pervonachal'nogo zaseleniia chelovekom doliny Eniseia [The routes of the 
initial human settlement of the Yenisei Valley). In VII M.ezhdlmarod1iyi kongress 
doistorikov i protoistorikov. Doklady i soobshcheniia arkheologov SSSR, pp. 56-67. Moscow. 
A concise, up-to-date survey and discussion of the entire Siberian Palaeolithic, with 
emphasis on the Yenisei . 

1966c Pozdnepaleoliticheskaia stoianka Kokorevo IV [The Late Palaeolithic site of Kokorevo 
IV]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 2: 288-294. Moscow. 
Results of a stratigraphic test here make a significant contribution toward formulation of a 
stratigraphic scheme for the middle Yenisei. Three cultural horizons were identified, the 
lowest with a C-14 date of 15,460. The artifacts are described and compared with Montova 
Gora II. Dating of the latter is discussed. 

1967 Tesla v pozdm~m paleolite Eniseia [Adzes in the Late Palaeolithic of the Yenisei]. 
Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 111: 19-23. Moscow. 
Three types of tools from Yenisei sites are determined to have been used as adzes, and 
are believed to reflect the first use for such purposes in Siberia. 

BASKAKov, N. A. 

1966 Tri runicheskie nadpisi iz s. Mendur-Sokkon Gorno-Altaiskoi avtonomnoi oblasti [Three 
runic inscriptions from Mendur-Sokkon in the Gorno-Altai Autonomous Province]. 
Sovetskaia etnografiia 1966, 6: 79-83. Moscow. 
Deciphers additional ancient Turkish inscriptions. 

BATMANov, I. A. 

1963 0 datirovke Eniseiskikh pamiatnikov drevnetiurkskoi pis'mennosti [Concerning the 
dating of the Yenisei monuments with Ancient Turkic script]. Uchenye zapiski, Tuvinskii 

f. _ nauchno-issledovatel'skji institut iazyka, literatury i istorii 10: 291-302. Kyzyl. 
A criticism of L. R. Kyzlasov's claim to have solved the dating and ethnic attribution of 
the Yenisei inscriptions, which appeared in Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1960, 3. 

BELlAEVA, A. V. 

1965 Forum uchenykh mira [A forum of world scientists]. Kraevedcheskie zapiski 5: 60-72. 
Magadan. 
A report of the Seventh International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological 
Sciences, Moscow, 1964, summarizing Soviet papers relating to northeastern Siberia. 
Of interest are Dikov's disagreements with Sergeev, in discussion, on the interpretation 
of Bering Strait prehistory. 

1967 Drevnie pogrebeniia na okhotskom poberezh'e [Ancient burials on the Okhotsk coast]. 
In Istoriia i kul'tura narodov severa Dal'nego Vostoka (Trudy, Severo-vostochnyi 
kompleksnyi nauchno-essledovatel'skii institut, 17): 80-84. Moscow. 
Describes burials between rocks recovered in 1955-56 at three localities in the Magadan 
area. 

'"1' 
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BEREGOVAIA, N. A. 
1967 Drevneishie kul'turnye traditsii amerikanskoi. arktiki i ikh sviazi s severo-vostokom 

Sibiri [The oldest cultural traditions of the American arctic and their links with North
eastern Siberia]. In Istoriia i hul'tura narodov severa Dal'nego Vostoka (Trudy, Severo
vostochnyi kompleksnyi nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut, 17): 85-102. Moscow. 
Summary of American and Canadian WOrk. Of interest for comments on Siberian 
analogies of New World materials. 

BESSAC, FRANK 

1966 Review of Mongolian Archaeology. AP 8 (1): 141-147. 
Abstract translation and review of S. V. Kiselev, ed., Mongolskii arkheologicheskii sbornik 
(Moscow, 1962), a collection of papers by various workers on Mongolian archaeology. 

CHARD, CHESTER S. 
1966 Northeast Asia. AP 8 (1): 10--20. 

Notes on fieldwork 1961-63 and a complete annotated bibliography on eastern Siberia 
for 1963, with earlier publications not previously noted. 

1967 Nekotorye problemy doistoricheskoi khronologii na severo-vostoke Azii [Some problems 
of Prehistoric chronology in Northeast Asia]. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1967, 2: 94-99. 
Moscow. 
Siberian archaeologists will have to face up to implications of the 12,000 year time depth 
for pottery in Japan, and discard the erroneous Andersson chronology for the Chinese 
Neolithic. The possibility of establishing a more realistic chronological framework on 
mainland East Asia by transferring the Japanese C-14 yardstick should receive serious 
attention. (In Russian; English abstract.) 

Chetvertichnyi period Sibiri 
1966 [The Quaternary period of Siberia]. Moscow. 

Those papers dealing with Siberia delivered at the Soviet Quaternary conference in 
Novosibirsk, September 1964. Covers stratigraphy, palaeogeography, genetic types of 
Quaternary deposits, methodology and history of fauna and flora. Includes Laukhin on 
terrace systems of the Angara and Yenisei, Kartashov on climatic-glacial history. of 
northeastern Siberia. 

CHLENOVA, N. L 
1966a Vzaimootnosheniia stepnykh i lesnykh kul'tur epokhi bronzy na granitsakh Minusinskoi 

kotloviny [Interrelationships of steppe and forest cultures of the Bronze Age on the 
borders of the Minusinsk Basin]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 212-228. Novosibirsk. 
Based on data from 1955 excavations in the Uzhur kurgan cemetery 156 km south of 
Achinsk at the northern edge of the Minusinsk Basin, in a narrow steppe corridor between 
two areas of forest. Site was selected in the hope that it would reflect forest-steppe 
relationships, since the forest regions surrounding Minusinsk have never been studied. 
Seven kurgans were opened, representing Karasuk, forest Bronze Age, and Tagar cul
tures. The materials are described and their significance is discussed. 

1966b Pervye kompleksy ranneskifskogo vremeni iz Tuvy [The first complexes of the Early 
Scythian period from Tuva]. Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 107: 47-53. 
Moscow. 
Although the Scythian period in Tuva is abundantly represented and well studied, no 
remains earlier than 5th century B.C. had been found prior to 1962-64, when two kurgans 
of the 7th-6th centuries were excavated. The basis for this dating is argued in detail. 

1966c 0 sviaziakh plemen iuzhnoi Sibiri i srednei Azii v skifskuiu epokhu [Links between the 
tribes of Southern Siberia and Central Asia in the Scythian period]. In VII Mezhdun
arodnyi kongress doistorikov i protoistorikov. Doklady i soobshcheniia arkheologov SSSR, 
pp. 191-200. Moscow. 
Archaeological materials attest the links between the Tagar culture and eastern Kazakh
stan and beyond at the end of the 6th and 5th centuries B.C., also the penetration of some 
Central Asian group into the Minusinsk Basin. 

1967 Proiskhozhdenie i rannaia istoriia plemen tagarskoi kul'tury [Origin and early history of 
the tribes of the Tagar culture]. Moscow. 
Definitive study of certain material aspects of this rich and influential Bronze Age culture 
of the 7th-3rd centuries B.C. in the Minusinsk Basin; the people were farming and 
cattle-breeding contemporaries of the steppe nomads. Covers weapons, horse gear, 
mirrors, kettles, knives, and pottery, and their significance. The animal style in Tagar 
culture and its origin is also discussed. 48 plates. 

DAVYDOVA, A. V. 
1959 Gunnskie pamiatniki Zabaikal'ia [Hun sites of Trans-Baikal]. Trudy Buriatskii kompleksnyi 

nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut 1: 71-78. Ulan-Ude. 
Sketches the study of Hun archaeology in the area to date of publication. 
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DE~IANKO, A. P. 

t965 Novye ar~eologicheskie otkryt.i.ia na. s!ednem Amu.re [New ar~haeological discoveri.~ 
, on the MIddle Amur} .Izvestua; Stbirskoe otdeleme, Akademlla nauk SSSR, Serna 

obshchestvennykh nauk 1965, 1: 118-119. NovosibirSk. 
Brief summary of 1964 fieldwork at Neolithic pit house site of Novopetrovka. 

\·J966a Kv6prosu 0 istokakhidatirovke sredneamurskoi kul'tury plastin [The problem of the 
source and dating of the Middle Amur blade culture]. Nauehno-tekhnicheskaia konferent
siia molodykh uchenykh i spetsialistov, Sektsiia gumanitarnye nauki, Tezisy dokladov, 
pp. 13-15. Novosibirsk. 
Genetic links ate seen with the Mesolithic of the Maritime Territory (Tadusha) and 
precerarnic Japan. A date of the fifth millennium B.C. is suggested. 

1966b K istorii srednego Aniura v zheleznom veke [Contribution to the history of the Middle 
Amur in the Iron Age]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 229-242. Novosibirsk. ' 
Report on 1963 excavations at the Early Iron- Age settlement of P,ol'tse near Kukelevo, 
culturally similar to Lower Amur. 

DEVLET, M. A., 

1965 Arkheologicheskie kollektsii iz Minusinskoi kotloviny v gosudarstvennom natsional'nom 
muzee v g. Khel'sinki [Archaeological collections from the Minusinsk Basin in the 
National Museum in Helsinki]. TrUdy, Nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut muzeevedeniia 
15: 98-103. Moscow. 
Gives a sketch of Finnish researches on the area anda brief description of the collections 
secured in 1887-89 and 1915. . 

1966 Bronzovye bliashki v forme slozhnogo luka iz Khakassii [Bronze plaques from Khakassia 
in the fonn of a compound bow]. Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 107: 70-74. 
Moscow. 
Des.cribes, three small plaques (fortuitous finds) that throw the first light on the nature 
of theTagar bow'. ' , ' 

DIKOV,N. N. 
1965 Po Chukotke-k predkam Eskimosov [Around Chukotka-In' search of the ancestors of 

the Eskimo]. Kraevedcheskie zapiski 5: 53-59. Magadan. . , 
Brief account of1963 survey along 1000 krn of the Chukotka coast by wha~boat from 

, Lorino to Vanli:arem, thence by land to Amguema. Over 40 ,sites located, including 14 
cemeteries. The distribution of Old Bering Sea culture was extended far to the west of 
previously known limits. Also includes considerable discussion of the purpose of the 
"winged objects," which the author is convinced had a status significance in addition to 
an unknown practical function; 

1966a Chegitunskie drevneeskimosskie mogil'niki [The Chegitun ancient Eskllno cemeteries]. 
Kraevedcheskie zapiski 6: 125-132. Magadan. 
Preliminary note ,on 1963 work in pit houses and three cemeteries near the mouth of the 

, Chegitun River. Two of the latter belong to the Punuk period, hitherto little known on 
Chukotka. ' 

1966b' Drevnosti 8eshana [Antiquities of Seshan]. Kraevedcheskie zapiski 6 :J55-160. Magadan. 
Evidence of , Old Bering Sea occupation underlying abandoned Chukchi settlement of 
Seshan at Cape Inkigur. Also graves on promoni:ory and ritual constructions of stones 
and walrus skulls. ' 

1967a Otkrytie paleolita na , Kamchatke i problema pervonachal'nogo zaseleniia Ameriki 
(Discovery of the Palaeolithic on Kamchatka and the problem of the initial settlement of 
America 1. In Istoriia i kuftura narodov severa Dal' nego Vostoka (Trudy, Severo-vostochnyi 
kompleksnyi nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut, 17): 16-31. Moscow. 
Report on excavation of the Pleistocene levels at the U shki site. For an English translation, 
see Arctic Anthropology 5(1). The later horizons at this site are described by Dikov in 
Arctic Anthropology 3(1). ' , 

1967b , Uelenskii mogil'nik .p()dannymtaskopok V 1956,1958 i ,1963, ,godakh , [The Uelen 
cemetery: Data from excavations in 1956, 1958 and 1963]. In Istoriia ikul'tura narodov 
severa Dal'nego, Vostoka (Trudy, Severovostochnyi kompleksnyi nauchno-issledovatel'skii 
institut, 17): 45--:79. M()scow. 
Detailed excavation report on the author's work at this important site, an undertaking 

' separate from the investigations of Levin, Arutiunov, and Sergeev for the Institute of 
Ethnography. ' 

1967c Novye drevneeskimosskie kladbishcha na Chukotke [New ancient Eskimo burial places 
on the Chukchi Peninsula]. Zapiski, Chukotskii kraevedcheskii muzeia 4: 17-21. Magadan. 
NoteS 'on 1963 excavations in three, burial places at· Enmynytninon" Cape Chini, and 
a fourth nearby (Chini cemetery) dug in 1965. The latter is described as culturally 
enig'matic, although related' toOld Bering Sea. 

JI~ 
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1967d K izucheniiu kul'turnogo naslediia korennogo naseleniia Chukotki [Contribution to the 
study of the cultural heritage of the indigenous population of Chukotka],Problemy nauki 
nasevero-vostoke SSSR(Trudy, Severo-vostochnyi kompleksnyi naiichno.issledovatel'skii 
institut, 31): 87-92. Magadan. '.. . : . . •. .' " , 
Petroglyphs studied in 1967 on the Pegtymel' River, Chukchi Peninsula, are the first to 
be found in the tundra zone or in northeastern,Sibeda. The pecked and abraded silhouette 
figures and scenes were executed on cliff faces along 'a stretch6f 400 m and depict 
slaughter of swimming reindeer, whaling from skin boats, and anthropomorphic "cult" 
figures. The author speculates on their significance and assigns them to the 'ancestors of 
the Chukchi prior to the domestication of reindeer. . 

EGORov, V. L. 
1967 Drevnii shtandart iz Khakassko-Minusinskoi kotloviny [An ancient standard from the 

Khakass-Minusinsk basin]. Sovetskaia arkheologiid 1967, 1: 25Q-.;253. Moscow. 
Describes an undocumented specimen at Moscow University, probably froIl\ the 2nd-1st 
centuries B.C. , considered to be the zoomorphic head for a standard. Comparative notes. 

ERMoLovA, N. M. 
1966 Materialy po faune mlekopitaiushchikh mezoliticheskoi epokhi Pribaikal'ia [Mammalian 

faunal materials from the Mesolithic of Cis-Baikal]. Materialy i issledovaniia po arkheologii 
SSSR 126: 224-226. Moscow. . 
Comments on faunal remains from Ust'-Belaia and Lenkovka. 

FORMOZOV, A. A. 
1967 0 naskal'nykh izobrazheniiakh epokhi kamnia i bronzy v Prihaikal'e i na Enisee 

[petroglyphs of the Stone and Bronze ages in Cis-Baikal and on the Y enisei]. Sovetskaia 
etnografiia 1967, 3: 68-82. Moscow. 
Critique of Okladnikov's dating of the Angara and upper Lenapetroglyphs published 
by him. On the basis of comparative materials from the Yenisei, Formozov thinks none 
are older than Serovo times. 

FROLOV, B. A. 
1965 K semantike paleoliticheskogo ornamenta v Sibiri [Semantics of Palaeolithic ornament 

in Siberia]. In "Bakhrushinskie chteniia." Tezisy dokladov k konferentsii posviashchennoi 
pamiati akademika S. V. Bakhrushina, pp. 15-22. Novosibirsk. 
Argues that Palaeolithic ornament, in addition to any esthetic or magical functions, was 
intended to convey cosmogonic and mathematical information. Only in Siberia is there 
sufficient continuity and survival so that ethnography can contribute to interpretations 
of this material. 

Geologiia SSSR. Tom XIX. Khabarovskii krai i Amurskaia oblast' . Chast' I. Geologicheskoe opisanie. · 
1966 [Geology of the U.S.S.R. Vol. XIX. Khabarovsk Territory and Amur Province. Part 1. 

Geological Description]. Moscow. 
The portions of this 736-page volume of interest to prehistorians are the introductory 
sketch of the relief, climate, hydrography, and soils (pp. 15-34), Pleistocene stratigraphy 
(342-363), and geomorphology (651-669). Bibliography, indexes, 'geological map. 

GITERMAN, R. E., and L. V. GOLUBEVA 
1967 Vegetation of Eastern Siberia during the AnthropogenePeriod. In David M. Hopkins, 

ed., The Bering 14nd Bridge, pp. 232-244, Stanford: Stanford University Press. 
An authoritative and up-to-date survey. 

GLUSHINSKII, P. 1., and L. P. KHLOBYSTIN 
1966 Buolkalaakh-novaia stoianka drevnego cheloveka na krainem severe Sibiri [Buolkalaakh 

-a New Site of Ancient Man in the Far North of Siberia]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 151-159. 
Novosibirsk. 
Discovery by geologists in 1961 in the lower Olenek valley, a little known area. Describes 
the site and the surface collection of stone artifacts and potsherds. Assigned to the Bronze 
Age (ca. 1000 B.C.). Indicates that the region was settled from the Lena valley. 

GOKHMAN, 1. 1. 
1967 K voprosu ob antropologicheskikh osobennostiakh drevnikh skotovodov Zabaikal'ia 

[The problem of the anthropological characteristics of the ancient cattle breeders of 
Trans-Baikal]. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1967, 6: 95-99. Moscow. 
The ethnic identity of the pre-Hun (8th-2nd centuries B.C.) population of Trans-Baikal, 
who left the slab graves, is still in dispute. Two hundred fifty recorded graves have 
yielded a total of only 7 crania. This article describes two new crania from Chita province 
-the first from eastern Trans-Baikal-and compares them with the others. A distinctive 
but purely Mongoloid type .characterizes the area. 
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GOl;UBEV, V. A, 
~h965 Arkheologicheskie pamiatniki Kuril'skikh ostrovov [Archaeological sites of the Kuri1e 
\' Islands]. Voprosy istorii Sovetskogo Dal'nego Vostoka. (Tezisy dokladov i soobshchenii na 

IV Dal'nevostochnoi nauchnoi konferentsii. Sektsiia arkheologii, istorii dooktiabr'skogo 
perioda, etnografii i filologii) 2: 7-9, Vladivostok. 
Brief note on recent fieldwork. 

GRACH, A. D. 
1966 Novae 0 dobyvanii ognia, proiskhozhdenii i semantike tsirkul'nogo ornamenta [New 

light on fire-making and the origin arid semantics of the dot-and-circle design]. Kratkie 
soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 107: 28-32. Moscow. 
Notes on a fire board from a Pazyryk period (5th-4th centuries B.C.) burial-the oldest 

.such device known from southern Siberia. The dot-and-circle design on the board is 
concluded to 'have originally symbolized the source of heat and light, and only later 
among some peoples to have become a solar symbol. 

1967 Mogil'nik Sagly-Bazhi II i voprosy arkheologii Tuvy skifskogo ~remeni [The Sagly-Bazhi 
II cemetery and problems of the archaeology of Tuva in the Scythian period]. Sovetskaia 
arkheologiia 1967, 3: 215-233. Moscow. 
Preliminary report of 1960-62 excavations at a site in southern Tuva by the Tuva Joint 
Archaeological-Eihnographic Expedition. Seven kurgans with timber burial chambers 
were completely excavated. These are the first untouched kurgans of Pazyryk type ever 
opened, all others having been robbed in antiquity. Hence these represent the first 
complete complexes of this period to be studied. Although frozen, the ice had not formed 
until .after decomposition of the corpses. One of the tombs has been removed intact for 
display ' at the Hermitage Museum. On the basis of the finds, a Tuva variant of the 
Pazyryk cultUre' is defined. The dating of the Pazyryk culture to the Scythian period is 
furthe, confirmed, and social inferences are made. . 

HOPKiNS, DAviD M. 
1967 The Cenozoic History of Beringia-A Synthesis. In David M . Hopkins, ed., The Bering 

Land Bridge, pp. 451-484. Stanford: Stanford University Press. . 
The last word. on · the Bering Land Bridge and on the geological and climatic history of 
adjacent nOr1;heastern Siberia, and Alaska, based on data from all . disciplines presented 
at an INQUA symposium by Soviet and American scholars. 

iVAN'EV, L. N. 
1966 Novye paleofiticheskie stoianki na r. Chikoe iikh stratigraficheskoeznachenie [New 

Palaeolithic sites on the Chikoi River and their stratigraphic significance]. Drevniaia 
Sibir' 2: 15-22. Novosibirsk. 
Notes on four Palaeolithic localities found by a geologist in 1957-60 along the lower 

. Chikoi, a tributary of the Selenga (Trans-Baikal). They are dune .sites of late Palaeolithic 
Oshurkovo type, one of which was in situ (most such sites are blowouts). A hypothetical 
stratigraphic section for the lower Chikoi is presented . 

IVANOV, O. N. 
1967 Novye nakhodki pamiatnikov drevneeskimosskoi kul'tury na zapadnom poberezh'e 

Beringova Proliva [New finds of ancient Eskimo sites on the west shore of Bering Strait]. 
In . Istoriia i kul'tura narodov severa Dal'nego Vostoka (Trudy, Severo-vostochnyi 
kotnpleksnyi nauchnoissledovatel'skii institut, 17): 42-44. Moscow. 
Brief note by a geologist on the discovery in 1960 of sites along the coast southwest of 
Uelen as far as Cape Litke. 

IVANOVA, L. A.. 
1966 0 proiskhozhdenii brakhikrannogo komponenta v sostave naseleniia afanas'evskoi kul'rury 

[On the origin of the brachycranial component in the composition of the population of 
the Afanasievo culture]. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1966, 3: 82-91. Moscow. 
An experiment demonstrating that pottery types reflect ethnic groups. Two different 
pottery traditions previously lumped under the rubric Manasievo were found to be 
correlated with two different racial types. Evidently one of these (Mongoloid features) 
belongs to the Okunevo culture and has been erroneously included in Afanasievo, which 
has a Europoid population. Analysis of burials demonstrates that the two are separate 
and distinct. 

JETTMAR, KARL 

1967 Art of the Steppes. New York: Crown. 
Revised English translation of Die Frilhen Steppenvolker (1964). Far broader than its 
English title indicates, it is by far the best synthetic work available on the prehistory of 
the steppe zone, including southern Siberia; the Altai, and Mongolia. 
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KHLOBYSTIN, L. P., and IA. A. SliER 
1966 N eoliticheskoe pogrebenie bliz der. Baikalovo na Enisee [A Neolithic burial near Baikalovo 

on the Yenisei]. Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta arkheologii 106: 51-54. Moscow. 
Describes the second Neolithic burial ever found in the Minusinsk Basin (1963). The 
Neolithic of this region is a virtual blank. 

KHLOBYSTINA, M. D. 
1967 K semantike karasukskikh lapchatykh podvesok [Contribution to the semantics of the 

Karasuk palmate pendants]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1967, 1: 246-250. Moscow. 
One of the most distinctive Karasuk traits. Concludes that they are conventionalized 
anthropomorphic (male) figures, and speculates on their significance. 

KHOROSHIKH, P. P . 
1966 Neoliticheskii mogil'nik na stadione "lokomotiv" v g. Irkutske [The Neolithic cemetery 

at the "locomotive" stadium in Irkutsk]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 84-93. Novosibirsk. 
Report on 1946-58 excavations in a site originally called "Tsiklodrom." Twenty burials 
of the Kitoi stage were recovered. 

1967 Znaki na kostiakh iskopaemykh zhivotnykh [Markings on bones of fossil animals]. 
Izvestiia, Vostochno-sibirskogo otdela, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 65: 176-177. 
Irkutsk. 
Notes on a find in 1961 during construction work 20 km west of Irkutsk. Rhinoceros 
bone with engraved lines and symbols. 

KIND, N. V. 
1967 Radiocarbon chronology in Siberia. In David M. Hopkins, ed., The Bering Land Bridge, 

pp. 172-192. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 
The most important current source on the chronology of climatic events in Siberia. 
(For an addendum see Hopkins 1967: 467, n.) 

KONSTANTINOV, I. V. 
1966 Raskopki shamanskogo pogrebeniia [Excavation of a shaman's grave]. Sbornik nauchnykh 

statei 4: 222-230. Yakutsk. 
Eighteenth century Yakut shaman's burial. Costume and equipment are described and 
discussed. 

KOZYREVA, R. V. 
1967 Drevnii Shakhalin [Ancient Sakhalin]. Leningrad. 

A general survey of the results of Russian research on the prehistory of Sakhalin. The 
extensive previous Japanese work is virtually ignored, and the author's interpretations 
suffer from her scant acquaintance with the vast body of archaeological materials in 
adjoining Hokkaido. 

KRAsKOV, V., and T. DIKOVA 
1966 Novyi pamiatnik primorskoi kul'tury na severe Chukotki [A new site of Maritime culture 

in Northern Chukotka]. Kraevedcheskii zapiski 6: 76-83. Magadan. 
Describes material recovered in 1964 by geologists, the first site to be found between 
Cape Shmidt and Aion Island. Buried pit house of an early Eskimo culture. 

LARlcHEV, V. E., and B. G. GRIGORENKO 
1967 Otkrytie paleolita v Koree [Discovery of the Palaeolithic in Korea]. Izvestiia, Sibirskoe 

otdelenie, Akademiia nauk SSSR, Seriia obshchestvennykh nauk 1967, 1: 98-104. 
Novosibirsk. 
The Kul'pko site is described on the basis of Korean publications, and its significance in 
the larger context is discussed. The site is in the extreme northeast close to the Soviet 
Maritime Territory. By geological comparisons with Osinovka and Mongolia, the 
authors feel that its upper level is Upper Palaeolithic and the lower level Mousterian in 
time. Culturally it is assigned to the chopper/chopping tool tradition. An English 
translation is in Arctic Anthropology 6(1) . 

LARlcHEV, V. E., and M. I. RIZHSKII 
1966 Ozernyi neolit i ranniaia bronza vostochnogo Zabaikal'ia [The Lacustrine Neolithic and 

Early Bronze Age of eastern Trans-Baikal]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 94-128. Novosibirsk. 
Based on materials collected in the vicinity of Lakes Irgen' and Kenon during a survey 
between Chita and Ulan-Ude in 1958 (the first systematic work in this region; Chita 
province had been a blank spot previously). Also utilized was a large collection gathered 
in the preceding year at Lake Irgen' by geologists. All these materials are described in 
detail. They reflect the intermediate geographical position of Chit a province, with traits 
from all surrounding regions present (communication in every direction is easy). Typolo
gically, the materials indicate major occuplition of the area in Neolithic and early Bronze 
Age times, with only scattered traces of later settlement. 
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LARITSCHEW, W. E. 
n.lI. A. P. Okladnikov, Der Erforscher der urgeschichtlichen Kulturen Asiens. Di.isseldorf. 

(1 ,¥7?) German translation by H. Pollems of the original published in Irkutsk in 1958 to 
commemorate Okladnikov's fiftieth birthday. Comprises a brief biography and list of 
publications to that date. 

, ',LAUIduN, S. A. 
, 1967 Mestonakhozhdeniia fauny mlekopitaiushchikh i paleogeografiia basseina r. Chadobets v 

kontse Pleistotsena [Localities with mammalian fauna and the palaeogeography of the 
Chadobets River basin at the end of the Pleistocene]. Biulleten', Komissia po izucheniiu 
chetvertichnogo perioda 33: 130-139. Moscow. 
A study of the terraces of a tributary of the Angara. Concludes that the surface collections 
of mammoth and rhinoceros fauna come primarily from the first terrace, and draws 
inferences as to climate and landscape. 

LIPSKII, A. N. 
1966a K voprosu ob ispol'zovanii etnografii dlia interpretatsii arkheologicheskikh materialov 

[The problem of utilizing ethnographic data for the interpretation of archaeological 
materials]. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1966, 1: 105-118. Moscow. , 
Acritique of the interpretations of Tashtyk religious and psychological concepts in L. R. 
Kyzlasov's book on the Tashtyk era in the Khakass-Minusinsk Basin. 

1966b Pogrebeniia tagarskikh voinov na r. Bidzha [Burials of Tagar warriors on the Bidzha 
River]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 2: 312-317. Moscow. 
Describes a 1963 find in the Minusinsk Basin and discusses the light it throws on early 
Tagar culture. 

MAKSIMENKOV, G. A. 
1966 U st' -Sobakinskaia stoianka i ee znachenie dlia izucheniia drevnei istorii raiona Kras

noiarska [The Ust' -Sobakina site and its significance for the study of the ancient history 
of the Krasnoyarsk District]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 77-83. Novosibirsk. 
A brief description of this famous'site, on which no information has ever been published, 
with an assessment of its significance for local prehistory. The site appears to have been 
occupied almost continuously beginning in the Neolithic. Materials characteristic of 
seven historical periods can be recognized but are separable only typologically. All 
represent cultures familiar in this general part of Siberia. 

MANNAI-OOL, M. KH. 
1963 Itogi arkheologicheskikh issledovanii TNIIIALI v 1961 g. [Results of archaeological 

fieldwork by TNIIIALI in 1961]. Uchenye zapiski, Tuvinskii nauchno-issledovatel'skii 
institut iazyka, literatury i istorii 10: 238-246. Kyzyl. 
Preliminary report on 56 sites ranging from Bronze Age to the Kyrgyz state. 

1967 Drevnee izobrazhenie gornogo kozla v Tuve [The ancient depictions of mountain goat 
in Tuva].'Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1967, 1: 140-146. Moscow. 
A critique of A. D. Grach's classification and dating of mountain goat petroglyphs as 
being ancient Turkic (A.D. 6th-8th centuries). The author demonstrates that they belong 
to the 7th-1st centuries B.C. as do the bulk of petroglyphs known in Tuva. 

1966 Materialy po etnografii i arkheologii raionov basseina r. Khemchika , , 
[Materials on the ethnography and archaeology of the districts of the Khemchik River 
basin]. (Trudy, Tuvinskoi kompleksnoi' arkheologo-etnograficheskoi ekspeditsii, II). 

'<;, Moscow-Leningrad. 
Final reports by members of the expedition on various aspects of the 1959-60 fieldwork 
in the Khemchik River basin of Tuva, covering metal age, medieval, and later sites. The 
introduction by L. P. Potapov summarizes the work and its significance. 

MEDVEDEV, G. I. 
1966a Novye dannye 0 nizhnikh sloiakh Ust'-Beloi [New data. on the lower levels at Ust'

Belaia]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 38-51. Novosibirsk. 
This preliminary report on 1960-61 excavations in levels VI-III has been superseded 
by Medvedev 1967. 

1966b Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia mnogosloinoipaleoliticheskoi stoianki Krasnyi IAr na 
Angare [Archaeological investigations at the stratified Palaeolithic site of Krasnyi IAr 
on the Angara]. In Otchety arkheologicheskikh ekspeditsii za 1963-1965 gody, pp. 5-25. 
Irkutsk. 
Report on 1964--65 excavation of 613 sq. m, greatly extending previous knowledge of this 
site now inundated by the Bratsk Reservoir, Seven levels were identified, including earlier 
ones than hitherto known. In the author's view the cultural tradition represented is 
completely different from Mal'ta and has its affinities to the east of Lake Baikal, suggest
ing the presence of two Palaeolithic traditions in the Angara region. For an English 
translation see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 
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1967 K itogam issledovaniia mezolita na mnogosloinom poselenii Ust'"-Belaia [Results of study 
of the Mesolithic at the stratified settlement ofUst' -Belaia]. Izv~$tiia vostochno-sibirskogo 
otdela, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 65: 133-152. Irkutsk. 
Preliminary report of 1957--64 fieldwork and its significance for the picture of Mesolithic 
cultural development in. the Angara region (as seen in 1964). For an English translation 
see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). " 

MOCHANOv, IU. A. 
1966a Paleolit Aldana [The Palaeolithic of the Aldan]. In VII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress doistori

kov i protoistorikov. Doklady i soobshcheniiaarkheologov SSSR, pp. 68-71. Moscow. 
Announcement of eight sites found in 1965 in the Aldan River valley of Yakutia in 
stratigraphic context. One (Ikhine) is late Pleistocene; the others early Holocene. The sites 
(seasonal camps) are briefly characterized and their significance for Siberian prehistory 
discussed. 

1966b Paleolit Aldana [The Palaeolithic of the Aldan]. Sbornik nauthnykh statei 4: 209-221. 
Yakutsk. 
Same as preceding, but with illustrations. 

1966c Rannyi neolit Aldana [The Early Neolithic of the Aldan]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 
2: 126-136. Moscow. 
Four stratified Neolithic sites in this region enable periodization of known Neolithic 
materials into three stages: early, developed, and late. The Early Neolithic is now known 
from eight sites. The article describes the technology and ecology of this stage as revealed 
by J 964 fieldwork. For an English translation see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 

1967a Bel'kachinskaia neoliticheskaia kul'tura [The Bel'kachi Neolithic culture]. Materialy IV 
soveshchaniia po okhrane prirody IAkutii, pp. 45-,50. Yakutsk. 
The new stratified site of Bel'kachi I on the Aldan River makes it possible to assign 
previously known Neolithic remains of Yakutia to the middle or "developed" stage of 
the Neolithic under the name "Bel'kachi culture." The characteristics of the latter are 
sketched and its .significance in the prehistory of Northeast Asia is touched on, as are the 
possible outside affinities of some elements such as cord-marked pottery. The culture, 
dated to the third millennium B.C" is seen as a local development out of the Early 
Neolithic of the area. See Mochanov 1967c. 

1967b Ymyiakhtakhskaia pozdneneoliticheskaia kul'tura [The Ymyiakhtakh Late Neolithic 
culture]. Materialy IV soveshchaniia po okhrane prirody JAkutii, pp. 51-,56. Yakutsk. 
The distinctive. culture of the Late Neolithic stage in Yakutia is named by the author 
from its most famous site. Characteristics are sketched, sites listed, and distribution 
mapped. It is assigned to the second millennium B.C. Foran English translation, see 
Arctic Anthropology 6(1). . . 

1967c Bel'kachinskaia neoliticheskaia kul'tura na Aldane [The Bel'kachi Neolithic culture on 
the Aldan]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1967,4: 164-177. Moscow. 
Describes the cord-paddled pottery complex on the Aldan, its relationships and temporal 
position. Proposes to include under the same rubric all Middle Neolithic sites of Yakutia 
and the Anadyr. For an English translation, see Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 

MULLER-BECK, HANs]URGEN 

1966 Paleohunters in America: origins and diffusion. Science 152(3726): 1191-1210. 
Preliminary version of the following. 

1967 On migrations of hunters across the Bering Land Bridge in the Upper Pleistocene. In 
David M. Hopkins, ed., The Bering Land Bridge, pp.373-408. Stanford: Stanford 
University Press. 
Discusses the general problems involved and what is known of the geology and archaeo
logy on both sides. Advances a hypothesis deriving the projectile point traditions of the 
N ew World from Mousteroid industries of Kostienki type in European Russia. One of 
the most important studies of the subject in recent years. 

NIKOLAEV, R .. V. 
1966 Raskopki tagarskogo kurgana v okrestnostiakh Krasnoiarska v 1957 g. [Excavations in a 

Tagar kurgan on the outskirts of Krasnoyarsk in 1957]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 196-207. 
Novosibirsk. 
Excavation report. 

OKLADNIKOV, A. P. 
1963 Arkheologicheskie raskopki v raione Khabarovska [Archaeological excavations in the 

Khabarovsk area]. Voprosy geografii Dal'nego Vostoka 6: 255-282. Khabarovsk. 
Report on 1959 excavation of a stratified settlement near the Amur Sanatarium. Evidence 
of four occupations: Neolithic, Late Bronze-E:ulyIron, late Medieval, and 17th century 
Nanai (Gold). An area of 625 sq.m was uncovered. No undisturbed Neolithic horizon 
was located, but there were scattered finds of Neolithic-type material including pottery 
of Tetiukhe "woven" type indicating an early occupation destroyed by later settlements. 
Most of the cultural deposit belongs to level 2, and the bulk of the report is devoted to 
this. The settlement comprised a row of pit houses. There is a brief account of the Nanai 
house in level 4. The late Medieval occupation was a Jutchen settlement. 
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Asian Perspectives, XIV, 1971 

1964 Olen' zolotye roga [The deer with golden antlers]. Moscow. 
'\ A popular work describing the author's experiences during his search for and study of ' 
'i petroglyphs in eastern Siberia and Mongolia over the past thirty years, and giving his ' 
,t thoughts and comments on them. 

\ 
\ 

'1965 Drevnie sviazi kul'tur Sibiri i Srednei Azii [Ancient links between the cultures of 
Siberia and Central Asia] . In "Bakhrushinskie chteniia," Tezisy dokladovk konferentsii 
posviashchennoi pamiati akademika S. V. Bakhrushina, pp. 5-12. Novosibirsk. 
Covers evidence Qf influence and relationship from Palaeolithic to Iron Age. The source 
of the non-Aurignacoid element at Mal'ta is traced to sites like Samarkand, with the new 
Achinsk site now serving as a connecting link. The Mousteroid component in the late 
Palaeolithic of Siberia is also traced to Central Asia. 

1966a Drevnee poselenie na r .. Tadushi u der. Ustinovki i. problema dal'nevostochnogo 
mezolita [The ancient settlement on the Tadusha River near Ustinovka and the problem 
of the Far Eastern Mesolithic]. In Chetvertichnyi Period Sibiri, pp. 352-372. Moscow. 
Report on 1963 excavations, describing geology of the site and materials recovered and 
discussing their significance in the larger context of contemporary cultures in this part of 
Asia, with special attention to preceramic Japan. For an English translation, see Arctic 
Anthropology 6(1). 

1966b Petroglijy Angary [Petroglyphs of the Angara]. Moscow-Leningrad. 
Description and discussion of significance. Mostly deals with stretch between Irkutsk 
and Bratsk. 178 plates and many figures. 

1966c K voprosu 0 mezolite i epipaleolite v Aziatskoi chasti SSSR [The problem of the 
Mesolithic and Epipalaeolithic in the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.]. Materialy i issledova
niia po arkheologii SSSR 126: 213-223. Moscow. 
A general discussion of the subject. East Asia-Siberia is seen as forming a separate culture 
world at this time, distinct from Southwest Asia-Europe. Cultures in the former can be 
termed Epipalaeolithic; the concept of Mesolithic applies only to the latter. Includes a 
brief discussion and illustrations of unpublished Epipalaeolithic finds from the Katuni 
River valley in the Altai. 

1966d Drevnee poselenie u izvestkovogo zavoda vblizi s. Ekaterininskogo [An ancient settlement 
at the cement factory near Ekaterinino]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 131-147. Novosibirsk. 
Report on 1959 work at an interior site in the Suchan River valley, Maritime Territory, 
contemporary with the Shell Mound culture of the coast and reflecting culture contact 
between the latter and the aborigines of the interior. The site yielded the first positive 
evidence of agriculture in the region at this time-horizon in the form of millet (Setaria 
italica). The latter is discussed in a paper on pp. 148-150 following. 

1966e Arkheologiia dQliny reki Zei i srednego Amura [Archaeology of the Zeia River valley and 
the Middle Amur]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 1: 32--41. Moscow. 
Describes results of 1961-63 fieldwork in the Zeia valley, through which the local 
prehistoric cultures were defined and arranged in succession: the Filomoshki "pebble 
tools," Gromatukha lithic complex, at least three other Neolithic cultures, Bronze and 
Iron Ages. The Middle Amur-Zeia region forms a culture area distinct from the Upper 
and Lower Amur . . 

1966/ Religiia lesnykh plemen vostochnoi Sibiri v neolite i bronzovom veke v svete arkheologii 
i etnografii [Religion of the forest tribes of Siberia in the Neolithic and Bronze Age in 
the light of archaeology and ethnography]. Doklady po etnografii (Geograficheskoe 
obshchestvo SSSR) 3: 37-50. Leningrad. 
The religious concepts of the Neolithic population of the Baikal region, as well as new 
ideas appearing with the Bronze Age, are inferred from art and burial ritual supplemented 
by ethnographic data from tribes in this area. 

1967 Tsentral'no-Aziatskii ochag pervobytnogo iskusstva [An Inner Asian hearth of primitive 
art]. Vestnik Akademii nauk SSSR 1967, 1: 96-105. Moscow. 
Outline paintings in shades of red on walls of Khoit-Tsenker cave, 25 km southwest of 
Mankhan-Somon, western Mongolia, discovered by the 1966 Soviet-Mongolian Expedi
tion. The majority are in the farthest depths in semi-darmess. In their location and style 
they differ from all other mown rock art of Mongolia and Siberia. Some parallels are 
noted from Soviet Central Asia. The author sees stylistic kinship to Aurignacian art. He 
identifies two figures as Elephus namadicus and three as ostriches, and feels that the major 
part of the pictures belong to the Palaeolithic. (There are abundant Palaeolithic remains 
in the area.) In the author's opinion this is beyond question the oldest art site in this 
part of Asia. 

OKLADNIKOV, A. P., and O. M. ADAMENKO 
1966 Pervaia nakhodka levallua-must' erskoi plastiny v srednepleistotsenovykh otlozheniiakh , 

Sibiri [The first find of a Levallois-Mousterian blade in Middle Pleistocene deposits of 
Siberia] . In Chetvertichnyi Period Sibiri, pp. 373-382. Moscow. 
Detailed report on context of 1964 find near Bobkovo on the Alei River, Rubtsovsk 
district, in the northwestern Altai foothills. The deposits are judged to date from the 
second half of the Middle Pleistocene. 
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OfCL,\DNI:KOV, A. P., and A. P. DEllBVIANKo 
1966 Mokheskii mogil'nik v pos. Naifcl'd Evrciskoi ovtonomnoi oblosti [A Mohe cemetery at 

Naifel'd in the Jewish Autonomous Province]. Drtlfmiaia Sibil" 2: 243- 258. Novosibirsk. 
The first Mohe site of this type to be studied by archaeologists, throwing important 
additional light on Mohe culture and life early in the Christian era. 

OKLADNIKOV, A. P., und V. E. LARICHEV 
1967 Arkheologicheskie issledovaniil1 v Mongolii v 1964 i 1966 gg. [Archaeological investiga

tions in Mongolia in 1964 and 1966). i Ztlestiia, Sibirskoe ottklenie, Akadermio nauk 
SSSR, Seriia ob,hchestrmrnykh nauk 1967, 2: 80-91. Novoaibirsk. 
Narrative report. Covered in FieJdwork eerion of present paper. 

OKLAD:>IlKOV, A. P., and S. L . TnolTSKll 
1967 K izucheniiu chetvertichnykh ot!ozbenji i paleolita Mongolii [Contribution to the study 

of the QUiltemary depo its and Palaeolithic of Mongolia). Biulleten', Komissio po i::uche
niiu chewerhchnogo periotUl 33: 3- 30. Moscow. 
Report on 1964 reconnaissance througb central Mongol ia from Ulan-Bator to Karakorum. 
Deecribes geological and physiographic features, with sections and deecriptions of localities 
examined. Archaeological sites and materials encountered are briefly treated, with thcir 
gcological associations. Concludes with a reconstruction of palaeogeography nnd environ
ments. The major human occupation of central Mongolia is judged to have taken place 
during the Karginsk interstadial. 

PAVLOVSKH, E. V., and E. I. RAVSKU 

1967 Novoe neoliticheskoe p08elenie v scvemom chasti Baikala [A new Neolithic settlement 
in the northern part of Lake Haikal). Biuileten', Komiuia po i2lucheniiu chetvertichnogo 
periotUl 33: 160-163 . Mo cow. 
Reports the discovery of a small site by geologists. One of the very few instances of 
prehistoric settlement around the lake itself. 

PETROV. O. M. 
1966 Stratlgrajiia i fauna morskiklz molliuskov chetvertichrrykh otlozhnrii chukotskogo poluOItrOf}a 

[Strntigraphy and fauna of marine molluscs in the Quaternary deposits of the Chukchi 
Peninsula). Trudy, Geologicheskii lnstitut, 155. Moscow. 
Broader in scope than the title suggests, this is a valuable study of Pleistocene stratigraphy, 
climate, and sea levels in Chukotka. with brief consideration of correlations with Alaska, 
based on extensive fieldwork. Also provides an exhaustive study of molluscs with 
distribution maps for each species. 

1967 Paleogeography of Cbukotka during Late Neogene and Quaternary time. In Dovid M . 
Hopkins, ed., 'J'he Bering LandBTidge, pp. 144-171. Stanford: tanford University Preas. 
Valuable survey by a leading authority (but see Hopkins' comments in footnote on p. 467 
of silme volume). 

POLTORATBKAlA , V. 
1966 Pamiatniki epokhi raonikh kochevnikov v 'l'uve [Sites of the Early Nomad period in 

Tuva]. Arkheofogicheskii sbornik 8: 78- 102. Leningrad. 
Report of Teploukhov's 1926- 29 excavations of 23 kurgans of this period from some ten 
different cemeteries, with comments on the dating (5th- 3rd centuries B.C.) und compara
tive notes. 

RUDESKO, S. I. 
1966 0 vozrllllte sibirskikh mnmontov [On the age of the Siberian mammotha]. Doklady po 

etnograjii (Geograficbeekoe obshcbestvo SSSR) 3: 51- 55. Leningrad. 
A discussion of available C-14 dates on Siberian mammoth remains and on archaeological 
sites cuntain.ing evidence of mammotb hunting. Concludes that mammoth hunting 
survived later in Siberia than in Europe. 

Sl!RCIlBV, D. A. 

1965 0 chertakh khoziaistva Eskimosov na drevneberingomorskom etape [Eskimo economic 
traits in the Old Bering Sea stage]. Voprosy istorii Sovuskogo Dal'ntgo VOItoka (Tezisy 
dokladOf) i Soobl~henii 1Ia IV Dal'nnlOItochnoi nauchnoi konjerentsii. Sektriia arkheoiogii, 
istorii dooktiabr'skogo periOtUl, etnografii ifilologii) 2: 7-9. Vladivostok. 
A summary of the 1961 - 63 excsvation& at Ekven and the significan.ce of the finds for 
reconstructing the Old Bering Sea economy. 
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Razvitie drevnikh kul'tur Eskimosov zapadnogo Beringomor'ia [The development of the 
ancient Eskimo cultures of the western Bering Sea]. Leningrad. 

. .. 

Abstract of dissertation (Institute of Ethnography). Based primarily on the results of , 
complete excavation of the Uelen cemetery, plus some data from later work (e.g., Ekven) : 
and also ethnographic data collected by the author. Concludes that Old Bering Sea 
represents the earliest stage, and that Okvik is a variant of late Old Bering Sea. Bimirk 
and Punuk were largely contemporary but occupying different regions and representing 
adaptations to sealing and whaling, respectively. , , 
Eshche raz k voprosu 0 "krylatom predmete" [Once more on the problem of the "winged 
object"] . Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 282-285. Novosibirsk. 

(, -

1966b 

Advances the hypothesis that these problematical objects were kayak ornaments with 
magical significance. 

~SUTDINOV, V. KH. 
1966 Novaia verkhnepaleoliticheskaia stoianka v Zabaikal'e [A new Upper Palaeolithic site in 

Trans-Baikal]. Biulleten', Komissia po izucheniiu chetvertichnogo perioda 32: 128-133. 
Moscow. 
Ikaral I site discovered by a geologist in 1964 in the Onon River valley. A hearth, 107 
artifacts , and many flakes were all found in situ in stratigraphic context with remains of 
rhinoceros. This is only the second well-dated Palaeolithic site to be found in Chits 
province. 

SHAMSUTDINOV, V. KH., and E. V. BARABASHEV 
1963 Novoe v arkheologii Zabaikal'ia [New discoveries in the archaeology of Trans-Baikal]. 

Zapiski, Zabaikalskii otdel, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 22: 164-165. Chita. ' 
Brief note on a 1963 reconnaissance in the basin of the Aga River. The 25 sites and some 
3000 specimens are chiefly from the second (10-15 m) terrace. A number of the sites 
were correlated with buried soils; one of these contained Gobi cores. 

SHAYKUNOV, E. V. 
1965 K voprosu 0 periodizatsii i klassifikatsii srednevekovykh pamiatnikov Primor'ia [Contri

bution to the problem of the periodization and classification of the medieval sites of the 
Maritime Territory] . Voprosy istorii Sovetskogo Dal'ne Vostoka (Tezisy dokladov i 
soobshcheniia na IV Dal'nevostochnoi nauchnoi konferentsii. Sektsiia arkheologii, istorii 
dooktiabr'skogo perioda, etnografii i filologii) 2 : 17-19. Vladivostok. 
Recent studies make it possible to assign medieval remains to four culture-historical 
stages. 

1966 Raskopki na Nikolaevskom gorodishche [Excavations at the Nikolaevsk fortified town 
site]. Drevniaia Sibir' 2: 286-296. Novosibirsk. 
Report on 1960--62 work at this Jurchen sIte. 

SHER, A. V. 
1967 Iskopaemaia saiga na severe vostochnoi Sibiri i Aliaske [Fossil saiga in northeastern 

Siberia and Alaska]. Biulleten', Komissia po izucheniiu chetvertichnogo perioda 33 : 81-112. 
Moscow. 

A definitive study of the occurrences of fossil saiga, and the inferences that may be 
made from these. Saiga is a good index of a cold, dry periglacial landscape. In the second 
half of the Upper Pleistocene it spread through the northeast Siberian lowlands, the 
Arctic shelf, and across into the Alaskan lowlands. 

SHER, IA. A., and A. M . PROKOF'EVA 
1966 Kamenka I- mogil'nik nachala tagarskoi kul'tury na Enisee [Kamenka I-a cemetery 

of the initial stage of the Tagar culture on the YeniseiJ. Kratkie soobshcheniia Instituta 
arkheologii 107: 57--61. Moscow. 
Preliminary report, summarizing the main data recovered from a small cemetery com
pletely excavated in 1963. 

SHlLO, N. A., N . N. DIKOV, and A. V. LoZHKIN 
1967 Pervye dannye po stratigrafii paleolita Kamchatki [The first data on the stratigraphy of 

the Palaeolithic in Kamchatka] . In Istoriia i kul'tura narodov severa Dal'nego Vostoka 
(Trudy, Severo-vostochnyi kompleksnyi nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut, 17): 32--41. 
Moscow. 
Describes geological stratigraphy and pollen profiles of the Ushki site. English translation 
in Arctic Anthropology 5(1). 

SIMONOV, IU. G. 
1963 Opyt vosstanovleniia paleoklimata epokhi maksimal'nogo pokholodaniia v verkhnem 

Pleistotsene metodami aktulizma [An attempt to reconstruct the Palaeoclimate of the 
coldest epoch of the Upper Pleistocene on the basis of recent data]. Zapiski, Zabaikalskii 
otdel" Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 22: 116-120. Chita. 

Locality is the Chita area. Concludes that a tundra-steppe habitat prevailed with 
severe winters and warm, dry summers. 
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SUNCHUGASHEV,IA. I. 
J 966 0 vyplavke medi v drevnei Tuve [The smelting of copper in ancient Tuva]. Sovetskaia 

arkheologiia 1966, 4: 187-191. Moscow. 
A brief description of prehistoric smelting based on the study and analysis of remains. 

SVININ, V . V . 

1966 Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia na severnom 'poberezh'e ozera Baikal v 1963 i 1965 gg. 
[Archaeological investigations on the northern shore of Lake Baikal in 1963 and 1965]. 
In Otchety arkheologicheskikh ekspeditsii za 1963-1965 gody, pp. 50-69. Irkutsk. 
First archaeological exploration of this area, discovering 27 sites and making surface 
collections and tests . Significance of the results is discussed. The author also delivers a 
critique of Khlobystin's 1964 view of an "Epipalaeolithic" rather than "Mesolithic" 
stage in the Baikal area. 

1967a Neoliticheskie stoianki v basseine reki Udy [Neolithic sites in the basin of the Uda 
River]. Izvestiia vostochno-sibirskogo otdela, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 65: 
113-126. Irkutsk. 
A summary of what is known of this unstudied area. Notes on sites and materials. 

1967b Drevniaia stoianka Nikola I v istoke reki Angary [The Nikola I site at the source of the 
Angara River]. Ibid . .' 178-179. 
Brief note on a stratified site (Neolithic and Early Iron Age). 

UMANSKII, A. P. 
1965 Arkheologicheskie parniatniki doliny r. Chumysha [Archaeological sites of the Chumysh 

Valley]. Izvestiia, Altaiskii otdel, Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR 1965, 5: 211-216. 
Barnaul. 
Surveys of the area in recent years revealed materials of all the periods familiar in 
southern Siberia from Andronovo on. The sites of various periods are briefly described. 

1966 Andronovskie topory iz fondov Altaiskogo kraevogo muzeia [Andronovo axes in the 
collections of the Altai Regional Museum]. Sovetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 4: 181-186. 
Moscow. 
Description of two surface finds with comparative notes. 

V ADETSKAIA, E. B. 
1967 Drevnie idoly Eniseia [Ancient idols of the Yenisei]. Leningrad. 

A very brief survey for the general reader of the nature, significance, and age of the 
famous "stone idols." The 19 pages of Russian text are followed by a 14-page French 
summary, 22 plates, and 22 figures. 

VAINSHTEIN, S. I. 
1963 Kurgany i stela s drevnetiurkskoi nadpis'iu v orochishche Kherbis-Baary [Kurgans and 

stela with ancient Turkic inscription at Kherbis-Baary]. Uchenye zapiski, Tuvinskii 
nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut iazyka, literatury i isotrii 10: 264-267. Kyzyl. 
Kyrgyz cemetery of 8 stone kurgans, one with inscribed stela nearby, found in 1958. 
The discussion is concerned mostly with the dating of the stela. 

1966 Nekotorye voprosy istorii drevnetiurkskoi kul'tury [Certain problems of the history of 
the ancient Turkic culture]. Sovetskaia etnografiia 1966, 3:60-81. Moscow. 
Based on 1959 excavations by the Tuva Expedition in the Kokel cemetery (A.D. 6th-10th 
centuries), which yielded the oldest known .finds of wooden saddle frames. Author 
considers that this demonstrates the invention of the hard saddle with stirrups by the 
Turks in the 6th century and its diffusion thence over Eurasia. On the basis of burial 
complexes, a periodization of the ancient Turkic culture in Tuva is worked out. 

V ASIL'EVSKII, R. S. 
1965 Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia na poberezh' e Tauiskoi guby [Archaeological investiga

tions on the shore of Tauiskaia Gulf] . Kraevedcheskie zapiski 5: 39-52. Magadan. 
Preliminary report on 1961 fieldwork: survey (which yielded mostly historic sites), and 
excavation of a Neolithic site on Nedorazumeniia Island 20 km southwest of Magadan. 
The latter produced abundant stone tools but no prismatic cores, lamelles, or pottery. 
The complex cannot be duplicated elsewhere, but many elements have parallels in the 
Baikal region or the Maritime Territory. The site is a permanent settlement based on 
land hunting, fishing, and collecting-not on sea hunting. For further information on 
this site, see paper by Vasil'evskii in Arctic Anthropology 6(1). . 

1966a K voprosu 0 etnicheskikh vzaimootnosheniiakh v severnom sektore Tikhogo okeana 
[Contribution to the problem of ethnic interrelationships in the northern sector of the 
Pacific Ocean]. In Nauchno-tekhnicheskaia konferentsiia molodykh uchenykh i spetsialistov. 
Sektsiia gumanitarnye nauki. Tezisy dokladov, pp. 7-9. Novosibirsk. 
Abstract of conference paper discussing significance and relationships of the Ancient 
Koryak culture. For a fuller treatment of the subject in English', see paper by same author 
in Arctic Anthropology 6(1). 
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DTevnekoriakskaia kul' tuTa Okhotskogo pobeTezh'ia i ee mesto v kul'turnoi istoTii 
vostochnoi Azii [The Ancient Koryak culture of the Okhotsk Coast and its place in the 
culture history of Northeastern Asia]. Novosibirsk. 
Abstract of dissertation (Novosibirsk University). After briefly sketching the earlier 
Neolithic period on the north coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, the author is concerned with 
the development and relationships of the Ancient Koryak culture, the first sea hunting 
economy in the area, regarded as representing the direct ancestors of the modem Koryak. 
Five stages of development are identified, covering the span from A.D. 500 through the 
17th century. Attention is also given to ecological aspects. (See note under 1966a above.) 

VeTkli'nii Pleistotsen. Stratigrajiia i absoliutnaia geokhronologiia 
1966 [The Upper Pleistocene. Stratigraphy and absolute geochronology]. Moscow. : 

Of principal interest is the complete listing of all radiocarbon dates obtained by Soviet . 
laboratories 1 January 1962-1 January 1966 (pp. 240-282). All those relevant for · 
archaeology have been published in English in Arctic Anthropology 4(2) and 5(1). The . 
remainder of the volume is devoted to papers presented at a conference on the Upper 
Pleistocene held in May 1965. They include: Upper Pleistocene deposits of northern 
Trans-Baikal (pp. 209-215), the lower boundary of the Upper Pleistocene in the Yenisei 
area (215-219), and C-14 dating of Pleistocene deposits in the Angara area (219-224). 

VORONIN, I. S. 
1963 Arkheologicheskie raboty Viazemskikh shkol'nikov [Archaeological work by Viazemskii 

students]. Voprosy geograjii Dal'nego Vostoka 6: 287-291. Khabarovsk. 
Notes on 1959 field survey in the Ussuri valley by a local student archaeological club. 
The most important site found subsequently was examined by Zabelina (see below). 

ZABELlNA, N. N. 
1963 Novye dannye 0 drevnikh sviaziakh Dal'nego Vostoka s Zabaikal'em [New data on past ' 

relationships of the Far East with Trans-Baikal]. Voprosy geograjii Dal'nego Vostoka 
6: 283-286. Khabarovsk. 
Brief discussion of 1960 investigation of a three-level site near Veniukova on the Ussuri. 
Top level is A.D. 9th-12th centuries; middle (on basis of pottery) is probably Mohe 
(5th-7th centuries); lower (on basis of pottery) must immediately precede middle 
(author suggests A.D. 3rd-4th centuries). Identical pottery is found in early Mohe sites 
on the Middle Amur, and close analogies in Trans-Baikal (burials found in 1958 near ' 
Oloviannaia Station and dated by Okladnikov to the first centuries A.D.). It is suggested 
that these reflectJhe Hsienbi. 

ZAKHAROV, E. P., and IA. I. SUNCHUGASHEV 
1963 Drevnie gornye raboty na med' v Khovu-Aksy [Ancient copper m.in.iJ;!g at Khovu-Aksy]. 

Uchenye zapiski, Tuvinskii nauchno-issledovattel'skii institut iazyka, literatury i istorii 
10: 268-282. Kyzyl. 
Describes remains of Bronze Age mining activities, which are abundant in this district. 

ZAVlTUKHINA, M . P. 
1966a Dva bronzovykh kel'ta iz mogil VI-V vv. do n .e. na Enisee [Two bronze celts from 

6th-5th century B.C. graves on the Yenisei]. SO'Vetskaia arkheologiia 1966, 3: 228-230. 
Moscow. 
Describes two specimens from the early Tagar Barsuchika V cemetery. (Most bronze 
celts from the Yenisei area have hitherto been undocumented finds.) 

1966b Kurgany u sela Bystrianskogo v Altaiskom krae [Kurgans at Bystriansk in the Altai 
Territory]. Arkheologicheskii sbornik 8: 61-77. Leningrad. 
Describes the materials from S. M. Sergeev's unpublished 1930 excavations with a 
discussion of their significance. Two chronological groups of burials are identified, 
covering the 5th-1st centuries B.C. 

ZIMlNA, V. M. 
1966 Manas'evskoe pogrebenie iz Tuby [An Afanasievo burial from the Tuba]. Drevniaia 

SibiT' 2: 160-163. Novosibirsk. 
Describes one of a group of burials opened in 1959 on the Tuba River in the Minusinsk 
Basin, of interest for its bronze articles-hitherto extremely rare in Afanasievo sites. This 
grave contained a bronze spearpoint of a unique type. 

Book Review 

Trudy Tuvinskoi kompleksnoi arkheologo-etnograjicheskoi ekspeditsii, tom II 
Reviewed by N. L. Chlenova in Sovetskaia etnograjiia 1967, 3: 170-174. 
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YONG-JIN .. KIM 

The following abbreviations are used in the bibliography: 

K.M. Y. Choson M껴.씨jui 1:πmin Konghwaguk Sahoe Kwahagwoπ 
Kogohak mit Minsokhak Yongιw， Pyongyang, Korea. 

K.M. Kogominsok, Pyongyang, Korea. 

M.U. Muηhwa Usan, Pyongyang, Korea. 

PALAEOLITHIC CULTURE 

[author not identifieáJ 
1963 成鷹北道빼浦里西浦港에서훨石器時代遺題짧見， K.M. no 2. 

Short report on the discovery of three palaeolithic stone artifacts ( 打製石器) at the lowest 
neolithic layer at K피po， Hamkyongbuk-do, 1963. It is named the Kulpo culture. 

00, YOU-HO 

1964 朝解의홉石器文化안抽浦文化에關하여 ， K.M. no. 2. 
Oiscussion on the Kulpo culture. Three stone artifacts and a working site were 
discovered. 

KIM, SIN-KYU 

1962 威鏡北道화대군에서릴코꺼려 ( 망오스) 의遺骨짧見， M.U. no. 2. 
Discovery of skeletons of Mammuthus prim썽enuis Blum, at Hwadae-kun, Har따‘yongbuk
do, January 1961. 

NEOLITHIC CULTURE 

KiM , JONG-HYOK 

1961 중캉궁장성里遺짧調훌報告， M.U. no. 6. 
Site report (1960--61) on Jangsong-ri, Junggang-kun, PyongaIlbuk~do， belonging to_ the 
Neolithic age. Remains are 懶文土器 with various designs, and . some stone artifacts 
(ax, stone-arrowhead, etc.). 

~hen this bibliography was subnùtted for publication, the author was a grantee at the East-West 
Center, UniversiiY o-f Hawaii, Honolu1u. 
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i KIM, SIN-KYU 
19어1 美松里洞庸의動物遭骨에대하여 ， M.U. no. 6. 

휴、 ‘ Report on animal bones found at Mison-ri, a Neolithic site, Pyonganbuk-do. Major 
}_-."，~ ‘ animals are deer and pig. Neolithic people were largely occupied in hunting. 

、 1963 우산엽의쿠섹原始遭題에서나온짐승빼에대하여 ， K.M.no.4. 
Report on animal bones at Bumui밍JSuk， Musan, H없lkyongb따c-do， ranging from the 
Neolithic to the late Iron age. Domestication of the pig started in the Neolithic age and 
increased in the Bronze age. The cow appeared in the Bronze age. 

t ’KrM, YONG-GAN 

R 

1964 金難里原뼈遭廣짧抽報告， Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
Report on Kumtan-ri, Pyonganbuk-do, 1955. Ten living sites covering the Neolithic 
and Bronze age were excavated. Potteries (權文土器， 角形土器， 無文土器， 隆超文土器)
remam. 

KIM, YONG-NAM 
1963 海州市용당里용당浦조개우지遭題調轉告， K.M. no. 1. 

Report on Ryongdand-po, shell mound, April 1960. Remains are pottery (觸文土器) and 
stone arrowhead. i 

LEE, BYONG-SUN 

1963 압홈강유역벗쌀문늬 의그릇遭題의唯性에關한약간의考察， K.M. no. 1. 
Discussion on the characteristics of the Yalu river culture (觸文土器文化)， comparing 
with northeastern Korea. 

LEE, WON-KUN 

1961 黃海南道北郵地方遺題짧홉報告， M.U. no. 6. 
Site report on four areas (簡月里半月 洞， 二道浦里ìIt갑， 德安里安강， 松花톰꺼짧校各) 
ranging from Neolithic to Bronze.age. 

BRONZE CUL TURE 

AN, YONG-JUN 
1966 북청郵중리 遭廣， K.M. no. 2. 

Report on Jungri, Bukchung-kun, Hamkyongbuk-do, 1965. 

CHUN, JU-NONG 

1963 신창郵하세洞里에셔古朝睡週物드려난對에하여 ， K.M. no. 1. 
Dlscussion on a bronze sword (細形輯劍) found at Hasedong-ri, Shinchun-kun. It shares 
similarity with the North Chinese sword. and the Manchurian sword. 

KrM, SIN-KYU 

1963 會題王洞原始遺廣의포유動物像， K.M. no. 3. 
Repoπ on animal bones at Odong, Hweiryong, Ham퍼TOnb때-do， where the site bore 
nine living sites 입ld other remains. The early bronze culture is characterized by extensive 
hunting. The cow appeared in the late Bronze age. 

1_ KIM, YONG-NAM, and KUK-TAI SOH 
1961 平壞市셔정圖城요}산동X뱅이그릇遺題調흉報告， M.U. no. 6. 

Report on six living sites 없ld a tomb of the Bronze age excavated at Pyongyang, March 
1 Yó1. Remains are pottery ~角形土器) and stone artifacts. It is a typical Bronze age site. 

KIM, YONG-WU 

1964 중화군강조里遺題調훌報告， K.M. no. 1. 

K.M.Y. 

Report on one of the typical sites of the Bronze age, at Kangjo-ri, Jungwha-kin. Remains 
are pottery (角形土器) and stone artifacts. 

1959 江界市公貴里原始遺題發抽報告. Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
Report onKonggui-ri, Kangge, Pyonganbuk-do, 1955. Six living sites and a tomb (石箱혈) 
were excavated. Remains are stone artifacts, pottery (無文土器) and a small bronze 
artifact. It has characteristics of both the Northeast Korean and Northwest Korean 
bronze cultures and is dated from the 7th to the 5th century B.C. 
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LEE, BYONG-SUN 
1966 압폭강과松花江中上施뽑觸器뽑代짧民파文化， K.M. no. 3. 

Discussion of three different bronze cultures (the early, the middle and the late,in the 
Yalu river and the river 松花.

L않， SUN-JIN 
1965 갔암리遺題짧抽中間報告， K.M. no. 3. 

Report on Sinam-ri, Pyonganbuk-do, October 1964, expQSing four cultural layers: the 
late Neolithic, the early Bronze, the late Bronze and Kokuryo. 

PAIK, RYONG-KU 
1966 란산郵주압里原遭題發抽簡暑報告， K.M.no.2. 

Report on Juam-ri, the Yesong river, fa1l 1965 , ranging from the Neolithic to the Bronze 
age. 

PAK, SUN-HUN, and WON-KUN LEE 
1964 庫始時代의큰j츄락머률발져 ， K.M. no. 3. 

Report on Suktan-ri, Songrim-si, Hwanghaebuk-do, an early Bronze age site, bearing 
pottery (角形土器)， stone art표'acts and about one hundred rectangular-shape living sites. 
Some evidences are shown on the development of technology and agriculture. 

1965 석 단里原始遺觸훌훌빼中間報告， K.M. no. 3. 
Report on a Bronze age site in Suktan-ri, Hwanghaeb바-do， bearing pottery (角形土器)
and stone artifacts. 

SOH, KUK-TAI 
1964 신흥뼈S뱅이그릇접자리 ， K.M. no. 3. 

Report on a bronze age site, Sinhung-dong, Bongsan-kun, Hwanghaebuk-do, July, 1958. 
Remains are a bronze button, pottery (角形土器)， and stone artifacts (ax, aπowhead， 
sword, stone money). Seven liγing sites are revealed. 

IRoN CUL TURE 

HWANG, Kr -DUK 
1963 豆構江유역鐵器時代의開始에對하여 ， K.M. no. 4. 

Discussion on the beginning of the Iron culture at the Tuman river. The author assumes 
that the Iron culture at Bumuigusuk and Odong started during the 5th century B.C. 

KOKURYO CULTURE 

Do, YOU-HO 
1959 홉句麗石室封土樓의유래와西城文化의影響， M.U. no. 4. 

Discussion on the Egyptian and Parthian influence on Kokuryo’s old stone painted tomb. 

CHANG, BYONG-HYOP 
1965 수안郵산북홈句麗우범 整理報告， K.M.no.4.

Report on Kokuryo’s tombs at Sanbuk-ri, Hwanghaebuk-do, spring 1964. 

K.M.Y. 
1958 얀악第三號境짧抽報告， Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 

Report on Kokuryo’s old painted stone tomb (古樓塵훌)， built A.D. 357, Anak, Hwang
haeb바‘-do. 

1960 안악제 1 號및 2 호發抽報告， Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
Two Kokuryo painted stone tombs at Anak, Hw없19haebuk-do， 1957. 

1966 美川王우법 , Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
Discussion on the hero of the painted stone at Anak. The authors conclude it is Michun 
Wang(美川王)， the fifteenth king of Kokuryo. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

1957 淸律農團里原始遭題整理報告， M.U. no.4. 
1958 정남원압멸原始遺題짧抽報告홉， M.U. no. 1. 
1960 美森질바위原始遺題整理報告， M.U. no. 3. 
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i Do, YOU-HO 

j 朝&￥原始考古學
3“ 1￥5 朝蘇石器時代史上에서새로얻j明펀몇가지事實에하여， 歷史科學， no. 1.
:‘ 거 1957 智형里原始뺑題中間報告 (2), M. U. no. 6. 

1 、 1958 朝蘇原始文化의年代없，11定을위한試圖， M. U. no. 3. 

‘;HwANÇ, KI-DUK 

1957a 威鏡北道地方石器빼代의遺題과遺物 (1) , M. U. no. 1 
- 1957b 威짧北道地方石器時代의遭題과遺物， M.U. no. 2. 

1957c 智형里原始道題中間報告 (1) , M.U. no. 5. 
1957d 효滿江유역과東海뿜-帶의遭題調효， M.U. no. 6. 
1960a 우산뱀의구석原始遺題짧抽中間報告， M.U. no. 1. 
1960b 黃海南道龍빼郵石橋里原始遺題簡홈報告， 原始遭題， M.U. no. 5. 
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KIM, YONG-NAM 

1961 西浦港조개우지發빼中間報告， M.U. no. 3. 

朝$￥金屬文化起t흉에 대한考古學的寶料， Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
大同江빚채명江유역古함짧抽報告， Pyongyang, Korea : Kwahagwon Press. 
高句麗뭘폴畵우뒤 ( 文樣 ) , Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press 
羅律草島原始週題發빼報告書， Pyongyang, Korea. 
朝解原始遺題地名表 Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press 
朝蘇의文化遺物 Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
中國東北地方遭훌훌發抽報告 (1963-65). 

K.M. Y . 

1956 
1959 
1960 

PAK, Sr-HYONG 

1966 廣開土王屬陣， Pyongyang, Korea: Kwahagwon Press. 
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Further Bibliography on 
Korean Archaeology from 

North Korean Sources 
Received 20 September 1968 

RICHARD PEARSON 

T
HE following tables of contents from the journal Kogominsok [Archaeology 
and Ethnology] supplement the sources presented by Mrs. Choe Yong-jin 
(nee Kim) which appear elsewhere in this issue of Asian Perspectives. The 

rare volumes from which they are taken were not available to Mrs. Choe at the 
University of Hawaii, but were located in the collections of the Chosen Gakkai at 
Tenri University, Japan. Grateful acknowledgement is made to Professor Hiroshi 
Kanaseki and the members of the Chosen Gakkai for their cooperation. 

1962, No.1 
WHANG, KI-DUCK 

Neolithic culture in the basin of the River Tumangang (pp. 1-33). 
CHUN, CHANG-SUCH 

On the matrilocal practices during the 14-17th centuries (pp. 33-50). 
Lr, BYONG-sUN 

Reports on the survey of archaeological sites in the region of Y ongchon and Y omjoi counties, 
Province N. Ryongan-do (pp. 50-60). 

SUCK, KWANG-JOON 
Preliminary reports of the excavations of the tombs of Kongpo-ri, Yongsan County, Province 
North Whanghae-do (pp. 60-70). 

[Author not identifietIJ 
Reports on the survey of prehistoric sites of Songyun-ri, Pyokdong County and of Wongson, 
Yonchon County, Province North Pyong-an-do (pp. 70-73). 

1962, No.2 
CHOO, YUNG-HUN 

On the zoological remains from the prehistoric site of Nongpo (pp. 44-61). 
CHOO, YUNG-HUN 

Studies on the stone mounds of the Koguryo Period (pp. 61-81). 
[Author not identifietIJ 

Mammoth remains found in the Huadae county, North Hamgyong-do (pp. 81-84). 

Author's current address: Department of Anthropology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver. 
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1964, No.4 
KIM, YtWG-JIN 

)]:" , De;igns on the tiles and bricks at the time of the Three Kingdoms (pp. 3-17). 
~c '-~ : 

J . HW4NG, CHULL-SAN 

On some farming customs of our country in the past (pp. 17-27). 

'. PAR, Etm-YONG 

Activities of the Sadang pae (folk art organizations) (pp. 27-33). 

, 1965, No.1 
CFtOE, WON-HI 

On some Korean man's hats of the past (pp. 3-12). 

KE, JONG-HI 

Military games of our people of the past (pp. 12-21). 

PAK, WHANG-SIK 

On the architecture of the tomb of King Muchon-wang (tomb no. 3 of Anak) (pp. 21-34). 

1965, No.2 
LI, BYONG-SUN 

On the genealogical relations among the Combed Ware sites in the Abnok basin (pp. 3-12). 

1966, No.1 
KIM, YONG-GAN 

On the chronology of the Combed Ware sites in North-West Korea (pp. 1-8). 

LI, BYONG-SUN 

Economic life of the Bronze Age inhabitants in the upper and middle basin of the Apnok-gang 
and in the Valley of Sungari (pp. 8-16). 

PAK, JIN-OOK 

Tombs of Baekje in the light of their history (pp. 16-23). 

1966, No.4 
WHANG, KI-DUCK 

On the chronology of the Top Ware sites in West Korea (pp. 5-15). 

JONG, CHAN-YONG 

Origin and development of our warm floor (pp. 15-25). 

': CHUN, JANG-SUCK 

Origin and characteristics of our words for the denotation of relationship (pp. 25-32). 

1967, No.1 
KIM, Y ONG-GAN 

On the shell mound graves of Kimhae(pp. 1-12). 

LI, BYONG-SUN 

Beginning of the Iron Age in the middle basin of the river Apnok-kang (pp. 12-18). 

CHU, YUNG-HUN 

Industrial arts of the Balhae (Pohai) (pp. 18-24). 

JONG, SANG-YOL 

The tower of Liaotung (pp. 24-29). 

PAK, JIN-BOK 

Forms of our arrowheads and their developments (pp. 29-32). 



Prehistoric Research in Cambodia 
during the Last Ten Years 

Received 5 January 1970 

CECILE AND ROLAND MOURER 

I
N Southeast Asia, Cambodia is where prehistoric research started, at the begin

ning of the last quarter of the 19th century, with the discovery of Samrong Sen 
(Fig. 1). Since then, prehistoric archaeology has developed throughout the 

whole area, especially after World War II. In Cambodia, research recommenced 
in 1959 with Malleret's (1959) discovery of circular earthworks in the red soils in 
the Snoul region. At the same time B. P. Groslier (Solheim 1960) reported a 
neolithic site situated just underneath the foundations of Angkor; these excavations 
should continue. In 1962 Groslier undertook excavations at Mimot in one of the 
"forts" or "fortified villages" in the Snoul area. But, according to Carbonnel (1969), 
"no study whatsoever of the material collected seems to have been carried out." 
This same author points out the utilization of the term "Mimotien" created by 
Groslier in order to describe all these sites. 

Saurin (1963) noted the discovery of a pebble-culture in eastern Cambodia. The 
study of this industry was undertaken later in more detail (Saurin 1966). It concerns 
deposits in terraces, usually on the left bank of the Mekong (km 335, km 325, 
Sre Sbau, km 280, Kantuot, Prek Te, and Khsim), between Stung Treng and Snoul, 
a distance of more than 200 km. Two deposits are situated on the right bank of the 
Mekong (Chhep and Sre Russey). The oldest of these sites belong to the 40--45 m 
terrace and the most recent to that of 15 m. The palaeolithic dating of the pebble
tools found in these terraces rests mainly on the presence of tectites. 

In 1965 research was carried out in the karstic formations of the Treng region to 
the southwest of Battambang. Here, for the first time in Cambodia, a Neolithic cave 
deposit was revealed. Since then we have studied the Laang Spean deposit (C. and 
R. Mourer 1968; 1970). By systematic excavation with the assistance of the students 
of the Faculty of Archaeology of the Royal University of Fine Arts in Phnom Penh, 
we have been able to uncover an industry comprising large tools of the Hoabinhian 
type, in conjunction with an assemblage of flakes and pottery with fauna (Figs. 2-5). 

Authors' address: Faculte des Sciences, Universite de Lyon (France). 
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Fig. 1 Sites of prehistoric research in Cambodia during the last ten years. 

"The presence of charcoal, collected at different levels, has made it possible to 
,establish radiocarbon dates (Mourer, Mourer, and Thommeret 1970). These have 

,. a time span from 4290 B.C. to A.D. 830, thus proving a continuity of occupation for 
~. about five thousand years. There is interest in this deposit for two reasons: first, . 
. it is Neolithic without polished stone; second, the ceramics are certified as being 

/Jrom 4290 B.C., as is also the flaked stone assemblage. Therefore, we have here a 
';' very ancient neolithic site which is the oldest known in Cambodia. These C-14 

dates, compared with those obtained in Thailand at Ban Kao (S0rensen 1967) and 
at Spirit Cave (Gorman 1969), and those obtained in Malaya at Gua Kechil III' 
(Dunn 1966), enable the LaangSpean site to command an important place in the 

~ history of the Neolithic of Southeast Asia. 
In 1967, prehistoric research in the Karst achieved a new success with Carbortnel's 

discovery of the deposits at Phnom Loang (Kampot province). The author attributes 
the assemblage found, which is entirely osseous (Carbonnel and Biberson 1968), 
to the Palaeolithic by its association with a quaternary fauna characterized by 
Crocuta crocuta, Rhinoceros mercki, and Pseudaxis grayi (Carbonnel and Guth 1968): 
This fauna was similar, in spite of the absence of the Orang-outang, to that of the 
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Fig.2 Implements from Laang Spean: top, Hornfels scraper; middle, side scraper on phtanite 
flake; bottom, Hornfels' short-axe. 
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Implements from Laang Spean: a, Hornfels tool with distal cutting-edge with: a flake ~or . 
hafting or grasping on the cortical face; b, tool on Hornfels flake; c, Hornfels sumatra1ith 
(surface find); d, sandstone short-axe. 
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Fig. 4 Flakes from Laang Spean: Hornfels flakes with a cortical striking platform. 
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Fig. 5 Ceramics from Laang Spean. All sherds are impress decorated. a, fragment of a T,r,[7-toc,te,tI' 
vessel with pricked rows and smooth band; b, potsherd with lines crossing each 
separated by parallel lines, smooth bands and bands with great punctations; c, pots~let:'~ 
.with incised decoration, V-shaped with smooth and pricked fields; d,potsherd with 
zones and a scale-shape decoration ("decor a echelle"); e, potsherd with punctate 
bands; j, potsherd with thin striations and smooth band; g, potsherd with thin striati0I1S 
h, fragment of upper vessel form decorated with thin striations; i, fragment of upper 
form with vertical thin striations and transverse incision. 
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beds with Sinanthropus of Chou Kou Tien. This Palaeolithic site is overlain by a 
neolithic deposit, dated from 2420 B.C. (Carbonnel and Delibrias 1968); this latter 
deposit is equally with nearly an entirely osseous industry. In the same year 
Carbonnel undertook the establishment of a catalogue of the "red soil sites," 
evidence of which was first brought to light by Malleret. This inventory has not 
as yet been published,to the best of our information. 

In 1968 the first absolute dates from Samrong Sen and Phnom Kbal Romea 
(Carbonnel and Delibrias 1968) were published. The Neolithic phase at Samrong 
Sen dates 'from 1280 B.C., according to the shells found between 1 m and 1.50 m 
depth, and is thus found to . be recent, as a certain number of authors already 
thought who did not believe that Samrong Sen could belong to the Bronze Age. 
Concerning the kjokkenmodding of Phnom Kbal Romea, the dating was also made 
on shells taken from all the thicknesses of the bed. Known for a long time, this 
deposit had not yet been the object of any study. Its age is placed at 3420 B.C. 

This general review of prehistoric research during the last ten years shows that 
prehistoric archaeology in Cambodia is still in its infancy. One can hope that, in 
the coming years, exploration and systematic excavations of the prehistoric deposits 
will enable the prehistory of this country to be given a richer chronological frame
work and that a more precise definition of its cultures in relation to all prehistoric 
cultures of Southeast Asia can be made. 
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F. L. DUNN AND B. A. V. PEACOCK 

To bring the record for Malayan archaeology up-to-date in Asian Perspectives 
we have elected to summarize the literature for the years 1962-1969 by 
preparing this bibliography with brief comments on the content of each 

article. This is not a selected bibliography; we have included in the listing all 
articles (of which we are aware) that deal directly with Malayan archaeological 
problems. We have not included, however, general review articles that, touch on 
Malaya in the broader context of Southeast Asian prehistory or protohistory. 

This bibliography will be supplemented in due course by a narrative report to 
cover museum and society activities, conferences, and unpublished work completed 
or in progress in Malaya (West Malaysia) during the eight-year period. 

ALATAs, SYED HUSSEIN 

1965 Archaeology, history and the social sciences in Southeast Asia. FM] n.s. 9 [for 1964]: 
21-31. 
Discusses the necessity to bring the social sciences to bear on problems in Southeast 
Asian archaeological and historical research. Refers to the Trengganu Stone, and to the 
ideas of Heine-Geldern and Quaritch Wales. 

ARNOTT, G. W. 

1966 Malayan bat guano. Malaysian Agricultural ]ournaI45(3): 245-257. 
A review of present knowledge about Malayan bat guano and limestone cave soils. Data 
of some archaeological interest for Kota Gelanggi in Pahang, Batu Cave in Selangor, and 
five caves in Kedah and Perlis. 

Authors' addresses, respectively: The G. W. Hooper Foundation, University of California Medical 
Center, San Francisco; and Department of History, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur. 
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DUNN, F. L. 

, , 

1964 Excavations at Gua Kechil, Pahang. ]MBRAS 37(2): 87-124. 
\' A report on excavations in 1962 at a limestone cave site in central Pahang. Three cultural 

stages were defined: Gua Kechil I-"Hoabinhian-like" stone tools, utilized flakes, and 
cord-impressed earthenware sherds representing simple-rimmed, non-ornate vessels; 
Gua Kechil II-"Hoabinhian-like" tools, diversified ceramic forms, and modes of surface 
treatment; and Gua Kechil III-typical Malayan Neolithic occupation levels, with 
polished stone tools, decreasing bone and shell counts in ascending levels, bone projectile 
points, distinctive sherds of redware, and continuation of the cord-impressed ceramic 
tradition with further elaboration of form and decoration. Numerous illustrations. 

1966 Radiocarbon dating of the Malayan Neolithic. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 
32: 352-353. 
Comments on two radiocarbon dates for Malayan prehistoric sites: (1) 3450±150 B.P. 
(BM 43) for a charcoal specimen collected by P. D. R. Williams-Hunt in 1951 from a 
hearth containing Neolithic cord-impressed pottery in Gua Harimau, a small cave in 
north-central Perak; (2) 4800±800 B.P. (GX-0418), newly reported from a level marking 
the earliest Neolithic occupation and latest use of "Hoabinhian-like" stone tools at the 
cave site of Gua Kechil, Pahang. 

GRISWOLD, A. B. 
1962 The Jalong bronze. FM] n.s. 7: 64--66. 

Attributes this Malayan bronze to the art of Srivijaya and to around the 9th century. 
Excellent photographs. Map and additional photographs on pp. iv and v. See also 
Sheppard (1962b). 

HOOI]ER, D. A. 
1962a Report upon a collection of Pleistocene mammals from tin-bearing deposits in a limestone 

c~ve near Ipoh, Kinta Valley, Perak. Ibid. n.s. 7: 1-5. 
Notes on fossil mammalian remains found at a depth of about thirty feet in deposits of 
Tambun cave, Perak by B. A. V. Peacock. The fossils include several characteristically 
Middle Pleistocene forms. Animals represented include rhinoceros, pig, an extinct 
hippopotamus, a large deer, a large bovine, a small carnivore, and an extinct antelope 
Duboisia santeng. 

1962b Rhinoceros sondaicus Desmarest from the Hoabinhian of GuaCha rock shelter, Kelantan. 
Ibid. n.s. 7: 23-24. 
A note on some upper teeth representing four individuals of the lesser one-homed 
rhinoceros. Detailed tooth measurements are presented. The teeth were excavated by the 
Sievekings from Hoabinhian strata at Gua Chao 

JACK-HINTON, C. 

1964a Further investigations at Johore Lama. Preliminary notes. Ibid. n.s. 8 [for 1963]: 24--31. 
A brief report on excavations in October and November 1963 intended to locate the site 
of the sultan's istana. This was not achieved, but a number of interesting artifacts were 
recovered, including many fragments of vessels. These are described in some detail. 
Eight illustrations. 

1964b A note on a Ch'eng Hua Nien Hao from Kampong Makam, Kota Tinggi, and some 
remarks on the Johore River trade in the fifteenth century. Ibid. n.s. 8 [for 1963]: 32-35. 
Comments on excavation findings in early 1964 at a southern J ohore site with a well 
preserved royal burial ground and defensive earthworks. Quantities of blue and white 
porcelain and stamped earthenware were collected. A basal fragment (illustrated) of a I, 

Ch'eng-hua reign (1465-87) nien hao vessel "provides conditional corroborative evidence 
of at least late fifteenth century occupation and trade in ceramics." 

KNuTH, COUNT E. 
t%2 The oracle at Tambun. Malay and Thai cave paintings compared. MH 8(1): 2-10. 

LAMB, A. 

Prehistoric rock paintings discovered at the Tham Roob site in Thailand by the Thai
Danish Archaeological Expedition are compared with similar paintings discovered in 
1959 in a rock-shelter near Ipoh, Perak. Both shelters are interpreted as oracle sites. 
Nine illustrations. 

1962a A note on a small inscribed stone tablet from Dr. Wales' Kedah Site No. 1. FM] n.s. 
7: 67-68. 
Discussion of a revised date for a stone tablet engraved with four lines of South Indian 
script containing "the Ye dharmma formula of the so-called Buddhist credo." Although 
originally dated to the 4th century, recent opinion favors the 9th century for the object, 
and this in tum affects the dating arguments for the earliest Indianized settlement ih 
Kedah. 
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1962b A note on some ceramics in two private colh;ctionsat Kuantan, Pahang. Ibid. n.s . 

7: 68-69. 
Vessels of Pengkalan Bujang (Kedah) types in collections from the banks of two rivers 
(Bebar and Pontian) in Pahang. Lamb states: " In these two collections there is admirable 
proof of commercial contact ,.between the major rivers of Pahang and China during the 
period when the Pengkalan.Bujang deposits were fonned, a period which I have suggested 
falls within the chronological range of the Sung and YUan Dynasties." No illustrations. 

1962c The hermits. of PerIis. A note. MH 8(1): 14-19. 
Describes the discovery of 10th-12th century votive tablets in caves near Kangar, PerIis. 
Similar tablets have been found before only in South Thailand. Lamb suggests that the 
tablets may have been made by hennits living in the caves. Six illustrations. See also 
Lamb (1964, 1965a). 

1964 Mahayana Buddhist votive tablets in PerIis. jMBRAS37(2): 47-59. 
A beautifully illustrated account of the discovery and analysis of votive tablets from two 
caves in the neighborhood of Kangar,PerIis. Gua Kurong Batang yielded . tablets of 
five types, Gua Berhala at least eleven types . Lamb concludes that it is unlikely that the 
tablets date " much earlier ' than the 10th century A.D . and much later than the 13th 
century A.D. " Votive tablets from Patani, Songkhla, and Palembang are discussed in 
three appendices. . 

1965a EarIy Mahayana Buddhist shrines in the Malayan limestone. Malayan Nature journal 
19(1): 36-39. 
A brief account ofthe discovery, in 1961, of two cave sites in PerIis that yielded substantial 
numbers of Buddhist votive tablets. These remain the only tablet caves that have been 
located in Malaya, at least in relation to the Srivijayan period. Two photographs of Gua 
Berhala, PerIis, and four photographs of tablets accompany the text. 

1965b A copper casket from Pondicherry, South India : a possible parallel for the stone caskets 
from Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, Kedah. FMIn.s. 9 [for 1964] : 19-20; 
A South Indian copper casket is described and compared with stone caskets from Kedah. 
This is apparently the first Indian example of an object in this category. Two illustrations. 

1965c Some observations on stone and glass beads in early South-east Asia. jMBRAS 38(2): 
87-124. 
Discusses uses, types, techniques of manufacture, and chemical composition of early 
glass beads in Southeast Asia. Chemical analyses are presented for beads from South 
India, Laos, South Vietnam, Thailand, Sarawak, Sumatra, and Malaya (Johore, Kedah, 
Perak, Selangor) and findings are compared with analyses of beads from Greece and 
Iran. Stone and gold foil beads are also discussed, together with a chemical analysis of 
glass vessel fragments · from Takuapa, South Thailand, and Pengkalan Bujang, ' Kedah. 
There are fifteen figures and six tables'. It is shown that beads provide important evidence 
for the study of the earIy economic history of the region, and a number of hypotheses are 
presented for testing in the future. 

LINEHAN, W. 
1968 ' A Neolithic link betWeen North Pahang, Malaya and the Sino"Mongdlian border. 

APAS, no. 2, pp. 96-101. Honolulu: Social Science Research Institute, University of 
Hawaii. . 
Perforated flat stone objects from several localities in the Tembeling-Jelai region of 
north-central Pahang are compared with similar objects, so-called sounding stones, from 
Kansu in northern China. Six objects froin Malaya and four from China are illustrated. , 

MEDWAY, LoRD 

1962 Archaeological notes from Pulau Tioman, Pahang. FMj n.s. 7: 55-63. 
Tioman is an island . of 44 square miles lying about 24 miles off the east coast of Malaya 
in the South China Sea. The author, who 'visited the island in 1962, describes old graves 
at Batu Setegap, Kampong Juara, and a sacred locality (Keramat) on the. south side of 
Juara bay. A small number of sherds,and other artifacts were collected from a rock shelter, 
Gua Serau, in the southwestern portion of the island; these finds are described in some 
detail . Datable glazed Chinese sherds from this site cover a long period froin late T'ang 
to perhaps the 16th century. Brief mention is also made of a surface collection of porcelain 
and other sherds from a promising site, Pangkalan Nipah, . at Telok Nipah. 

PEACOCK, B. A. V. 
1964 Recent archaeological discoveries in Malaysia, 1962-1963. Malaya. jMBRAS 37(2): 

201-206. ' , 
Notes on findings by Peacock and colleagues in' 1963 at' three Kelantan cave sites: (1) at 
the rock shelter of Gua Chawan, a working floor with stone tools of , Hoabinhian type; 
(2) at Gua Jaya, a presumed pottery kiln; and (3) at Batu Ner, disturbed deposits that 
yielded several unusual artifacts from a trial .trench. 
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1965a The prehistoric archaeology of Malayan caves. Malayan Nature journal 19(1): 40-56. 
A useful review of Malayan prehistoric archaeology from its beginning through 1964. 

;'" y-'..;, 
A list of 45 archaeological sites in Malayan caves,a map showing their locations, and a 
bibliography of 33 items accompany the article. (This article is a contribution to a special 
issue of the Malayan Nature journal on Malaysian caves. Several of the papers on the 
geology and ecology of the caves will be of considerable interest and value to prehistorians 

.. 
concerned with limestone cave archaeology.) 

t965b A preliminary note on the Dong-s'on bronze drums from Kampong Sungai Lang. FMj 
n.s. 9 [for 1964]: 1-3. 
Reports on the chance discovery in June 1964 of two bronze drums near Banting, Kuala 
Langat District, Se1angor. The drums were unearthed from a clay mound by a fanner. 
Subsequent excavation revealed that the drums had been buried on a large wooden plank 
which may represent the remains of a dug-out boat. Pottery and glass beads were also 
recovered from the site. A radiocarbon date for the wooden plank is reported: 2435±95 
years B.P. (Geochron). 

1965c The Kodiang pottery cones. Tripod pottery in Malaya and Thailand with a note on the 
Bukit Tengku Lembu black ware. Ibid. n.s . 9 [for 1964]: 4-18. 
The author demonstrates that conical pottery fragments from Kodiang, Kedah are 
hollow legs of tripod vessels that-upon reconstruction-strongly resemble tripod pottery 
at Ban Kao and Buang Bep in the northwest and south of Thailand respectively. Frag
ments of similar tripod pottery have been found at Bukit Chuping, Perlis and possibly 
at a site on the Tembeling river in Pahang. In the same article Peacock shows that the 
notorious Bukit Tengku Lembu black ware of Perlis, once identified as Attic Greek of 
the 4th-5th centuries B.C., is almost certainly of southeast or east Asian origin. 

1965d The drums at Kampong Sungai Lang. MH 10(1): 3-15. 
A full report on the discovery in June ·1964 of two bronze drums near Banting, Kuala 
Langat District, Selangor. See also: Peacock (1965b). The excavation of the clay mound 
in which the drums were buried is described in detail. Nine photographs, one map, two 
site plans. 

1965e Recent archaeological discoveries in Malaysia, 1964. Malaya. jMBRAS 38(1): 248-255. 
Brief reports on discoveries during 1964 in Selangor, Kedah, Johore, and Pahang. Com
ments on the Dong-s'on drum site at Kampong Sungai Lang, Selangor supplement those 
in other reports published during the year on this site and its excavation (Peacock 1965b, 
1965d). The discovery is noted of a carved granite balustrade (the carVed head is 
illustrated) at Pengkalan Bujang, Kedah. The unearthing of a hoard of Chinese export 
porcelains and earthenwares in Muar District, Johore is recorded, and new excavations 
at Gua Kechil, pahang are also briefly noted. , 

1966 Recent archaeological discoveries in Malaysia, 1965. Malaya. Ibid. 39(1): 198-201. 
Notes on discoveries in Trengganu and on Penang Island in 1965. A pair of bronze 
drums, uncovered by roadworkers near Kuala Trengganu, are described and illustrated. 
Additional details on this find are reported in Peacock (1967a) . A second note describes 
a hoard of polished stone tools discovered at a building site near the foot of Penang Hill. 
This appears to be the first archaeological discovery recorded for Penang Island. Two 
unique implements-a large flat stone axe and a knobbed stone ring-are illustrated. 

1967a Two Dong-so'n drums from Kuala Trengganu. MH 10(2): 26-31. 
An account of the discovery in 1964 of a pair of bronze drums at Batu Burok near Kuala 
Trengganu, Trengganu. The drums were uncovered by a bulldozer and were badly 
damaged in the process. Sherds of pottery and a few glass beads were found in the vicinity 
of the drums. Text accompanied by four photographs and one map. 

1967b Malaysian prehistory: some current problems. In The Cultural Problems of Malaysia in 
the Context of Southeast Asia, edited by S. T. Alisjahbana, X. S. Thani Nayagam, and 
Wang Gungwu, pp. 40-55. Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Society of Orienta lists. 252 pp. 
Comments on recent prehistoric archaeological findings (through 1963-1964) in West 
Malaysia and Thailand, with notes on outstanding problems and 20 references. 

PEACOCK, B. A. V., and F. L. DUNN 
1968 Recent archaeological discoveries in Malaysia, 1967. West Malaysia. jMBRAS 41(1): 

171-179. 
Notes on three fossil elephant teeth that came to light in Malaya during 1967. Brief 
reports on archaeological surveys in Pahang and Kelantan and a preliminary report on 
an excavation by the writers at the rock-shelter of Kota Tongkat in central Pahang. 

PEARSON, R. 
1968a Review: Miscellaneous papers on early Hindu and Buddhist settlement in northern 

Malaya and southern Thailand. Alastair Lamb. FMj n.s. 6 (1961). Kuala Lumpur: 
Museums Department, Federation of Malaya. 90 pp. AP 9 [for 1966]: 172-173. 

1968b Review~· Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat: A report on the excavation of an ancient temple in 
Kedah. Alastair Lamb. Monographs on Southeast Asian Subjects, no. 1. Singapore: 
Eastern Universities Press, 1960.108 pp. AP 9 [for 1966]: 173-174. 
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SHEPPARD, HAJI MUBIN 

1962a Megaliths in Malacca and Negri Sembilan. FMJ n.s. 7: 70-85. 
A review of 'what is known about the megalithic alignments of Malacca and Negri 
Sembilan, the only states in Peninsular Malaysia where these stones have been found. 
The majority of the megaliths are located in two widely separated areas: Alor Gajah 
District in Malacca and Kuala Pilah District in Negri Sembilan. This informative article 

. is accompanied by 11 photographs, 9 site plans, and a two-page checklist of known 
megalithic alignments in the two states. 

1962b Treasure trove among the tapioca. An eleventh century Malay in bronze? MH 8(1): 
11-13. 
A brief report by the Editor on the discovery in February 1962 of a bronze figure near 
Jalong in the Chemor valley, Perak. Includes opinions about the figure provided by four 
specialists. Two illustrations. See also Griswold (1962). 

SIEVEKING, A. DE G . 
1962 The Palaeolithic industry of Kota Tampan, Perak, Malaya. Part II. Archaeology, 

Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 28 : 107-139. 
A report on excavations at Kota Tampan, Perak in 1954 and an assessment of the 
Tampanian industry. Typology is based upon examination of 462 tools, 208 from the 
Collings collection in the Raffles Museum (now the National Museum., Singapore) and 
254 from the 1954 excavation. Tool types are well illustrated by photographs ; appendices 
provide detailed descriptive and mensural data for tools from both collections . . 

SIEVEKING, G. DE G. 
1962 The prehistoric cemetery at Bukit Tengku Lembu, Perak. FMJ n.s . 7: 25-54. 

A descriptive report on the pottery and stone tools recovered from a rock-shelter at 
Bukit Tengku Lembu in Perlis in 1951. (See : P. D . R. Williams-Hunt. 1952. Archaeolo
gical discoveries in M alaya (1951). JMBRAS 25(1): 186'-188.) Some attention is 
devoted to fragments of very thin, hard, black pottery that were noted by several authori
ties to resemble Attic Greek ware of the 4th or 5th centuries B.C. The author raises 
doubts about the possible classical Greek origin of the sherds and prefers to consider 
Indian or Chinese sources. (See also B. A. V. Peacock (1965c).) The paper provides 
detailed pottery and stone tool descriptions together with many illustrations. 

SOLHEIM, W . G. II, and E. GREEN 
1966 Johore L ama excavations, 1960. FMJ n.s. 10 [for 1965]: 1-78. 

A major report on excavations of the fort at JohoreLama neat the southern tip of the 
Malay Peninsula. Johore Lama is the site of a 16th century town which served as the 
royal capital of the kingdom of Johore. The report, occupying a full issue of the journal, 
is accompanied by three inset maps, 15 plates, and 23 figures in the text. A summary of 
previous excavations and a sketch of the history of the area introduce ' the report. There 
follows a discussion of the excavations with special reference to studies of the walls and 
gun embrasures. The descriptive section of the report continues with a detailed analysis 
of pottery from the site. Twelve pages are devoted to discussion, conclusions, and 
inferences. The second destruction of the fort was dated by ·radiocarboh at 1490 (A.D.)± 
85 years which supports the destruction as being that by the Portuguese in 1587. 

THE'SElRA, O. A. 
1967 Museum technique : reproduction of the "Sword" of Keramat Sungai Udang megalithic 

complex. Ibid. n.s. 11 [for 1966] : 52-57. 
A detailed and well-illustrated description of the techniques used at the Muzium Negara 
(National Museum) in Kuala Lumpur to cast one of the megaliths of the Keramat Sungai 
Udang complex in Negri Sembilan. 

TRELOAR, F. E. 
1968 Chemical analysis of some metal objects from Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat, Kedah: suggested 

origin and date. JMBRAS 41(1): 193-198. 
Report on analyses of metal objects from granite reliquaries or caskets found by Alastair 
Lamb during the excavations at Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat. The author concludes the 
paper with an interesting discussion on trade between Sarawak and Kedah, and with the 
comment that the site of Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat can probably be dated with some 
certainty within the late Sung and YUan periods as previously suggested by Lamb. 

TREVOR, J. C., and D . R. BROTHWELL 
1962 The human remains of Mesolithic and Neolithic date from Gua Cha, Kelantan. FMJ 

n.s. 7: 6-22. 
Detailed descriptive report on human osteological and dental remains from Hoabinhian 
and Neolithic strata at the Gua Cha rock-shelter. Trevor declines to draw any definitive 
conclusions about the racial status of the Gua Cha populations represented by these 
skeletal remains. Brothwell, in his discussion of the teeth, focuses on dental pathology. 
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His work will be of considerable interest to the palaeopathologist .. The paper is accom_ 
panied by eight photographs, two tables of measurements, and four tables presenting 

;'>. comparatively, data on dental. caries, antemortem dental loss, and dental abscess fo; 
.r-'-..;, Gua Cha, prehistoric European, and recent Malayan aborigine populations . 

. 1: ~KER,D. 
~.962 The Palaeolithic industry of Kota. Tampan, Perak, Malaya. Part I. Geography and 

~ geology. Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 28: 103-107. 
A description of the deposits at the Tampanian site of Kota Tampan, Perak, with notes 
on stratigraphy and geographical history. 

MALAYAN ARCHAEOLOGY IN Asian Perspectives 

Previous contributions on Malayan archaeology that have appeared in this journal are as follows: 

LAMB, A. 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

Malaya. 3(1) [for 1959]: 32-35. 
Malaya. 4(1-2) [for 1960]: 77-78. 
Malaya. 5(1) [for 1961]: 61-62. 
Letter to the Editor. 6(1-2) [for 1962]: xii-xiii. 
A comment on an exchange of views on the "Nanhai trade," with special reference to 
the archaeological record for Malaya. See also: T. Harrisson (1961)'and Wang Gungwu 
(1961), in AP 4(1-2) [for 1960]: 56-58; 59-61 respectively. 

MA'FTHEWS, J. 
1962 Results of excavations in Malaya. 5(2) [for 1961]: 237-242. 

Paper presented at a symposium on Trade, Porcelain and Stoneware in Southeast Asia, 
Tenth Pacific Science Congress, Honolulu, 1961. 

MovlUs, H. L., JR. 
1960 Introduction. Editorial Comment. 2(2) [for 1958]: xi-xiv. 

Comments on the Tampanian industry, pp. xiii-xiv. 

PEACOCK, B. A. V. 
1961 A short description of Malayan prehistoric pottery. 3(2) [for 1959]: 121-156. 

SIEVEKING, A. 
1960 The Palaeolithic industry of Kota Tampan, Perak, northwestern Malaya. 2(2) [for 1958]: 

91-102. 

SOLHEIM, W. G. II 
1963 Southeast Asia. 6(1-2) [for 1962]: 21-33. 

A note about Malaya on page 21. 



New Zealand .... 1967 - 1968 
Received 16Sej>tember 1969 

MICHAEL M. TROTTER 

THE biennial conference of the New Zealand Archaeological Association was 
held in New Plymouth in May 1967. The main theme around which papers 
were organized was that of the Maori pa, including fortifications and evidence 

of warfare. There have been steady increases in the number of entries in the 
Association's site records; totals for 1967 and 1968 are as follows: 

1967 1968 

NORTH ISLAND Northland 380 464 
Auckland 699 712 
Waikato 107 123 
Rotorua-Bay of Plenty 280 404 
East Coast 7 7 
Taranaki 440 440 
Wanganui 92 92 
Inland Patea 14 15 
Hawkes Bay 62 62 
Wellington 329 335 

SOUTH ISLAND Marlborough-Nelson 222 222 
Canterbury 579 718 
Otago-Southland 139 344 

Total 3350 3938 

RADIOCARBON DATES 

Judging from varying results he has obtained from different materials; Trotter 
(1968a) suggests that charcoal may generally give older radiocarbon ages than 
contemporaneous animal remains· under some conditions. Recent determinations 
for South Island sites include the following (all dates A.D.): 

Michael M . Trotter is Archaeologist, Canterbury Museum, Christchurch; New Zealand·. 
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CHARCOAL 
SHELL OR 
COLLAGEN 

;-". 
y .. ,-,. 

Shag River (Simmons) S.155/5 1127±55 ... 

; , 

'~. 

": 
1148±55 

;\ Shag Point S.146/5 1516±50 
·Wajrnataitai S.146/2 1249±47 
-Tal Rua S.136/1 1119±33 1447±32 
·Woolshed Flat S.117/3 1090±32 1457±70 

1140±50 
Junction Point (Ambrose) S.117/7 1255±135 
Ahuriri (Ambrose) S.117/4 1325±65 
Gooseneck (Ambrose) S.117/8 1100±150 
Rakaia Mouth S. 93 /20 1365±65 

1432±80 
Redcliffs Flat S . 84/76 1163±82 1333±34 

1215±56 
1460±90 

Kairaki S. 76/39 1483±51 
Mary Island Burial S.167/1 1670±58 (wood) 

. . c.', . . 

·See alsoAP X: 129-132. 

ROCK SHELTERS 

Considerable interest is currently peingshown in , prehistoric rock shelte..rs in ' 
New Zealand, and many sites, containing drawings, paintings or engravings, have ' 
been located and reco,r:ded. In February 1967, Trotter conduCted ' an intensive ' 
survey of rock shelters in the Awamoko Valley of North Otago with a team from 
the Otago Anthropological Society, and work in this area is being continued by the 
North Otagb~ Scientificand Historical Society. Beverley McCulloch is making a 
thorough investigatiop of all archaeological evidence in the Weka Pass area of ' 
Canterbury and has l~cated aboufflfty rock: shelters containing drawings. From the " 
distribution of the sites and the faunal and artifactual evidence they contain, it 
would appear that most were occupied as temporary shelters by small groups of ' 
people wandering through the area, hunting and gathering food as they went. In 
the South Island the majority of the sheltedappear to have been occupied five or , 
more centuries ago, and artifacts are of early cu~tllral types. : 

Several a.ttistic stYles in the drawings thatYnost shelters' contain have been . 
recognized byA. Fomison, who hasresurnedwork he started in the early 1960s. 

(- Of approxirna,tely 370,recorded rock shelters, only 5% are in the North Island; , 
these are , being' studkdby R. ,G. Law. In ge-rieral the artwork they Gontain is of a " 
style different from that of the South Island: here there is a predominance of 
petroglyphs, and drawings executed in charcqal or red ocher, which are common in : 
the South, are rare. Several publications on rock shelters and parietal rock art are 
planned for the near futUre. 

NORTH ISLAND 

Members of the Anthropology Department of Auckland University have been' 
actively engaged in local and distant research. The following is a selection of the 
work. F. W. Shawcross is currently engaged in investigations on prehistoric 
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and economy in New Zealand, a development of research initiated by J.E. Terrell 
and Shawcross on the coastal midden site at Galatea Bay, now published in two 
papers listed below in the Bibliography. The work is now being . extended by 
investigations into the carrying capacities and seasonality of resources in the sea, 
intertidal, and land zones, and a paper is to be presented at ANZAAS in 1969. 
Also being incorporated· is the very extensive faunal evidence from an early site 
excavated at Mt.Camel, from which remains of some 2,300 fish, 60 moa, 40 seals; 
and 40 dogs have been recovered. In addition, there is a field excavation program, 
derived from the study of the Paterangi and Oruarangi mounds, which commenced 
at the artificial island site of Ngaroto in the Hamilton basin. Excavations at this site 
were initiated in 1964 by the Waikato Archaeological Group, who invited the 
Auckland Archaeological Society under the direction of Shawcross to continue in 
1966-67. The site shows stratified deposits of a continuous succession of occupation 
starting about 1100 A.D. (a preliminary radiocarbon estimate) and extending into 
historic times. It is hoped that this site and those excavated by Bellwood in the same 
area will reveal important evidence on the development of Classic Maori culture 
and evidence for an inland-oriented economy. In 1968 Shawcross made a study of 
the large collection of Maori material culture made by Captain Cook on his first 
voyage and presented to the Earl of Sandwich; this material is now in the possession 
of the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Cambridge, England. 

In August 1967 a number of kumara storage pits overlain by an agricultural soil 
were excavated at Skippers Ridge, Opito Bay, Coromandel Peninsula. Evidence of 
industries of basalt and obsidian flaking was recovered, and radiocarbon dates place 
the occupation of the site in the 18th and early 19th centuries. A full report has 
been prepared, and will be published in Archaeology and Physical Anthropology in 
Oceania for October 1969. 

Excavations were started at Otakanini Pa, which is a large ditched forti cation in 
South Kaipara, over Easter 1968 by L. M. Groube, and continued until July by 
P. S. Bellwood. Work was concentrated along one of the defensive lines, and three 
occupational periods were reconstructed. The first consisted of storage pits and 
possibly terraces, but no definite evidence was found for palisades. The second 
period saw the construction of the ditch and bank, fortified by palisades and raised 
fighting stages. In the final period, the palisades and stages were re-erected. All 
artifacts were of Classic Maori types. 

A swamp pa situated at Lake Mangakeware, Waikato, was partially excavated 
by P. S. Bellwood in August 1968, while K. M. Peters started excavation on another 
on the opposite side of the lake. Palisades and house timbers have been perfectly 
preserved in the waterlogged deposits below ground level, · and the plan of the pa 
excavated by Bellwood on the western side of the lake has been almost fully 
reconstructed together with the layout of the defenses. Large numbers of artifacts 
covering a great deal of the Classic Maori range were recovered, both from the 
sites and the lake bed; these include three canoes. 

In the period from 1966 to 1969 L. M. Groube engaged in field research on a 
number of pa sites in the North Island as well as excavations and field surveys in 
the Samoan and Tongan islands. The New Zealand investigations included a 
continuation of his work at Motu Rua in the Bay of Islands; where he has obtained 
evidence for an early cultivation soil. This site has shown highly important possibili-
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ties and the excavations, assisted by K. M. Peters, are to be continued. In addition; 
the)a sites of Otakanini and Waioneke have been studied by means of large area 

R'..;, exc~ations. The latter, excavated with the assistance of J. McKinlay, has provideq 
,1 : ~. ~valuable association of structures with a characteristically Classic Maori assemblage 

, including fishing gear, weapons, and ornaments. 
'. . Wriss E. Shaw is currently working on a field survey of the hitherto poorly 

.. - _recorded Gisborne-Hawkes Bay area of New Zealand. Miss J. AHo is analyzing 
. the midden contents of sites in the Hauraki Gulf and is also doing research on the 

:polynesian dog in New Zealand. Mr. K. C. Gorbey, now of the Taranaki Museum, 
surveyed the archaeological sites on the routes of the Auckland-Wellington gas 
pipeline and is now researching into factors contributing to the distribution of 
prehistoric sites. 

With the appointment of an archaeologist, Miss Janet Davidson, to its staff in 
1966; the Auckland Institute and Museum has been able to take a more active part 
in archaeological investigations in the Auckland province. Excavations have concen
trated on "undefended" Maori sites in an attempt to define more exactly the nature 
of pit complexes and hamlets. The principal research area is Motutapu Island; 
previously the scene of an intensive survey and two earlier excavations. Two sites 
excavated in 1967-68, revealing successive occupations (including kumara pits, a 
surface house site, cooking areas, and artifact manufacture), proved to be hamlets 
or undefended settlements. Further investigation is planned to determine the 
relationship of these sites to nearby fortifications, and also to the earlier working 
floors which occur on the island. Two small excavations in the Auckland City area 
took place in 1968 and 1969 on sites about to be destroyed by quarrying. One, at 
Alberon . Park, proved to bea srnallspecialized kumarastorage site with no evidence 
of domestic habitation,' but the other, at Hamlin's Hill, revealed evidence of kumara 
storage .as well as various domestic activities. Some differences in pit and house 
construction between this and the Motutapu sites may be due to temporal or regional 
variation. Full reports on this work are being published by Davidson, Leahy, Allo, 
and Law in Records of the Auckland MuseUm 7. 

A project that began as a site-recording exercise by students of Wellington 
Teachers College under the guidance of Barry Mitcalfe has grown into something . 
much more extensive, for the group intends to work more broadly on the definition 
of a pre-European region. Work -done so far has included six field surveys, and . 

~ excavation 'at. a characteristic ' "walled" garden site. An account of work done will 
appear in a forthcoming issue of the New Zealand Archaeological Association 

/.- Newsletter. 
An occupation site atthe mouth of the Orongorongo River,Wairarapa, has been 

excavated by B. McFadgen, and extensive fieldwork in the Palliser Bay region has 
been undertaken by F. and H. Leach. 

In the Tongariro area, T. J. Hosking, working for the New Zealand Historic 
Places Trust, continued mapping and salvage excavations of sites, mainly proto..; . 
historic or historic, that were endangered by a hydroelectric power scheme. 

Controversy continues over the Poukawa site, where some investigators have 
claimed an age of several thousand years for ' occupational evidence. Certainly moa: 
bone from the swamp has given. early radiocarbon dates, but there does not appear 
to be any . definite proof that the moa was contemporaneous with the human 
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occupation of the same locality. Nor has the , evidence of dated volcanic ash layers 
been widely accepted. 

SOUTH ISLAND 

Members of the Canterbury Museum Archaeological Society under the direction 
of M. M. Trotter investigated a shell midden site in sand dunes at Kairaki, near 
Christchurch, in January 1967. It is one of over eighty similar sites in the area, and 
was radiocarbon-dated as A.D. 1483±51. Over 1,500 lb. of shell samples were 
collected for analysis. In January 1968 members of the society , excavated part of a 
pit complex of late eighteenth or early nineteenth century date at Sed~on's Ridge 
near Kaikoura. They have also been working intermittently at Hohopounamu, 
another sand dune site north of Christchurch, where they are obtaining evidence 
of numerous wooden posts of as yet unknown use. Salvage excavations were carried 
out at a cave in Whalers Bay, Kaikoura in March and August 1,968, where an 
important archaeological deposit was being dug up by curio hunters. Many 
fishhooks made of mussel shell (Mytilus) were obtained. Shell fishhooks are very 
rare in the South Island and this appears to have been a localized industry of 
400 to ' 500 years ago. " , , 

A cave burial on Mary Island, Lake Hauroko, in Fiordland, was investigated by 
both the Canterbury al1dtheOtago Museums, on shortyisits during 1961 and1968. 
It is comprised of the skeleton of a small Maori woman aged about thirty years with 
most of the bones held in position of articulation by dried muscle fibers. A flax cloak 
was draped around her, and the body was propped in a sitting position, with knees 
drawn up, against a back rest of stakes. A radiocarbon date obtained from a portion 
of a stake gave a date of A.D. 1670±58. The burial has been left in position exactly 
as found and is now protected by a steel grill across the entrance of the cave; 
Preliminary reports have been published by Simmons (1967b; 1968a) and a further 
detailed report is being prepared by Duff and Trotter. 

Research financed by the New Zealand University Gr~ts Committee and the 
Nuffield Foundation has been undertaken in Otago, Southland and the Wairarapa 
by the Department of Anthropology at Otago University. It -has been oriented 
toward a deeper understanding of the technological and economic aspeC1:$ of 
prehistoric man in New Zealand, a study involving extensive laboratory analyses 
and the examination of early historical sources. In Otago, an inland orthoquartzite 
quarry was inyestigated by F. Leach; excavations were wade at the Karitane 
Peninsula pa by H. Parker; and a field survey, plus excavation of a chipping floor, 
was made around Lake Ohau by K. Geesan. In Fiordland, protQhistoric and late 
prehistoric sites have been investigated by P. Coutts. A considerable amount of 
work has been undertaken in Southland: S. Park has carried out salvage investiga
tions at an extensive occupational site which has remains of moa and of adz 
manufacturing activities; P. Coutts has excavated sites at U pukeroa Valley and at 
Sandhill Point; and C. Bigham has excavated a small summer occupational site at 
Wakapatu, a series of ovens in coastal dunes at Tihaka, and a protohistoric village 
at Pahia (with S. Park). 
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RICHARD SHUTLER, JR. 

P
RESENTED here are preliminary reports by three graduate students in the 
Department of Prehistory at the Australian National University. Their 
fieldwork included three different areas of Papua-New Guinea, Collingwood 

Bay, the northwestern part of Massim on Goodenough Island, and Yule Island 
near Port Moresby. The interesting aspect of these reports is that each area has 
turned up what appear to be entirely distinct pottery traditions. 

White and Specht describe pottery from Ambitle Island, and Bruce Palmer, in 
his article, summarizes recent fieldwork in Fiji. 

The past few years have seen a considerable interest in ethnographic studies of 
pottery making in Melanesia. It is highly appropriate that these studies are being 
carried out, as the. art of pottery making is fast· disappearing, and has, in fact, 
disappeared except for a few places in Papua-New Guinea, the New Hebrides, and 
Fiji. In view of the extreme importance and urgency of such studies, the articles in 
this section by C. A. Key on pottery manufacturing techniques in Papua-New 
Guinea, and by Mary Elizabeth Shutler on pottery making on the west coast of 
Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides, are most timely. 

These reports indicate the increasing interest being shown and fieldwork being 
carried out in all parts of Melanesia. They demonstrate the complexity of the 
prehistoric cultural patterns in this large area, and point out the fact that as far as 
our understanding of the overall archaeological picture is concerned, the surface has 
hardly been scratched. 

In the future this section will contain reports on fieldwork currently being oarried 
out in other parts of Melanesia. 
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Collingwood Bay Area of Papua 
Received 29 January 1970 

B. J. EGLOFF 

I
N the year 1898 the Reverend W. H. Abbot established an Anglican mission in 
the village of Wanigela, Collingwood Bay. The village was located in a swamp 
which proved to be fever ridden; and by 1904 the mission and village had shifted ' 

to a site less than a mile north on the beach. The Oyan-speaking people from ' 
Wanigela settled in Oreressan south of the mission station andthe Ubir-speaking 
group built Rainu immediately to the north. When the land was being cleared, large 
mounds were discovered, trunCated, and used as fill material in the swampy areas 
of the station (Chignell 1913: 89-110). Through one channel or another, artifacts 
found their way into the British Museum, the Museum fur Volkerkunde (Vienna), 
and the Australian Museum (Sydney). The more interesting specimens were 
illustrated in publications and aroused considerable speculation (Joyce 1912; 
Monckton 1905; Poch 1907 a; Seligmann and Joyce 1907). 

A five-month reconnaissance by the author in 1967-68 centered upon the mounds 
discovered by the missionaries, but extended to all of Collingwood Bay, Goodenough 
Bay to the south, and the Trobriand Islands. Surface sites exhibiting concentrations 
of prehistoric sherds were located in the Collingwood Bay area as well as on the 
Trobriand Islands. A complex of petrographs, stone arrangements, and pavements 

/.- was recorded in the Goodenough Bay area; these had all been partially recorded at 
an earlier date (Williams 1931). The survey indicated that the best site for excavation 
was the mound complex at the villages of Oreresan and Rainu. 

This important site is immediately adjacent to the seacoast; it is contained on the 
south by the Sasap River, and is bordered by a swamp and lagoon to the north and " 
west (Fig. 1). Five mounds are distributed in a U-shaped pattern with the open end 
toward the sea. Another small mound lies slightly to the north along the coast. 
The center of the U is a low-lying area which is frequently flooded by the river or 
by high tides. 

The author is a Research Scholar in the Department of Prehistory, The Research School of Pacific 
Studies, Australian National University, Canberra. 
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B. J. EGLOFF 

I
N the year 1898 the Reverend W. H. Abbot established an Anglican mission in 

the village of Wanigela, Collingwood Bay. The village was located in a swamp 
which proved to be fever ridden; and by 1904- the mission and village had shifted 

to a site less than a mile north on the beach. The Oyan-speaking people from 
Wanigela settled in Oreressan south of the mission station and .the Ubir-speaking 
group built Rainu immediately to the north. When the land was being cleared, large 
mounds were discovered, truncated, and used as fill material in the swampy areas 
of the station (Chignell1913: 89-110). Through one channel or another, artifacts 
found their way into the British Museum, the Museum fur Volkerkunde (Vienna), 
and the Australian Museum (Sydney). The more interesting specimens were 
illustrated in publications and aroused considerable speculation (Joyce 1912 j 
Monckton 1905 j Poch 1907 a j Seligrnann and Joyce 1907). 

A five-month reconnaissance by the author in 1967- 68 centered upon the mounds 
discovered by the missionaries, but extended to all of Collingwood Bay, Goodenough 
Bay to the south, and the Trobriand Islands. Surface sites exhibiting concentrations 
of prehistoric sherds were located in the Collingwood Bay area as well as on the 
Trobriand Islands. A complex of petrographs, stone arrangements, and pavements 

/.- was recorded in the Goodenough Bay area j these had all been partially recorded at , 
an earlier date (Williams 1931). The survey indicated that the best site for excavation , 
was the mound complex at the villages of Oreresan and Rainu. 

This important site is immediately adjacent to the seacoast j it is contained on the 
south ,by the Sasap River, and is bordered by a swamp and lagoon to the north and 
west (Fig. 1). Five mounds are distributed in a U-shaped pattern with the open end 
toward the sea. Another small mound lies slightly to the north along the coast. 
The center of the U is a low-lying area which is frequently flooded by the river or 
by high tides. 

The author is a Research Scholar in the D epartment of Prehistory, The Research School of Pacific 
Studies, Australian National University, Canberra. 
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Attention was focused initially upon Mound B, which was reported by the 
villagers to be undisturbed. The five remaining mounds ' had been disturbed by 
various agents. Mound E was truncated by the missionaries and served as a base 
for their station. Four test pits dug into the unconsolidated sand of this mound 
collapsed with the ' rising tide and had to be abandoned before yielding reliable 
results. Mound F was probably the location of P6ch's excavation, which hedes- ' 
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3 . cribed as being north of the yillage(Poch 1907h: 67'-71). Mound A, the present 
villag~ . cemetery and the largest mound of the complex, posed too many probleIIll! . 

:f~,:_.:in te~s of finding an undisturbed, area and negotiating for permission to excavat~ 
.!' ~n~ sacred place. In the early 1900s, Mound C had been a heathen burial place and 

and ,the villagers permitted excavations as long as quaHtities of recognizable human 
. " buri~ls were not found. The remnant of Mound D, the bulk of which had been used 
-as fill in Oreresan, was also tested. . 
.. Four mo~thsin 1968-69 were spent ~xcavating Mounds B, C and D, with th~ . 
major work being' a four by four m square unit with short approach trenches 'placed ., . " '. . ..... . 
in the southeastern quadrant of Mound B (Plate Ia). An east to west trench eight m 
Jong and one m wide was excavated on the southern slope of Mounde (Plate llJ): 
A one by four m trench was dug into the crest of Mound D. This excavation Was 
continually interrupted as the rainy season progressed and within a short time had 
to be abandoned. ' . 
, Cultural material was found to ~. depth of greater than 160 cm below the surfa~e 
in Mound Band 130 cm in Mound C. Although a depth of 130cm \.va's reachect, 
sterile sand was not encountered in Mound. D, as the ,level of the adjacent ~wamp 
had risen to flood the basal deposits. In all three mound~, the b~ttomfifty to seventy 
em of cultural deposits could be excavated only duiihg low tide, indicating a 
compaction. of recent sediments or alocal submergence of .. the coastline since the 
first periods of mound accretion. . . . . . .. 
; The stratigraphy of Mounds B ~nd C ",as marked by changes in soil . coloratio~ 
lmd texture; A large burned lens with sc~ttered rocks, 47cm below the surface ,of 
Mound C, lay 7S cmabove a similar hearth on the basal sterile sand. Mound \B .' 
~ad a number of burned areas w.hich ·also yielded charcoal for dating. Pits and ot4er . 
jntrusions were all but absent or perh:,tps remained undetected. Three badly 
tlisturbed "heathen" burials had intruded from the surface to a maximum depth' of 
60 cm below the surface of 'Mound C. . . . 
: The ;nidden deposits vvhich form the mounds are--rich with cultural debris: 
~olluscan remains are plentiful and are accomPanied qy pig' or w;:tl1iby bones. . 
Large sherds, at times approaching 70 to 75 kg per cubic m, were recovered from 
Mounds Band C (Plates II and III). The ceramics show no marked difference in: 
the various levels but rather a gradual change thrQugh the deposits. Sto~e adzes;: 

... bone awls, dog-tooth pendimts,spatulat~shaped bones, and shell ornam~Qts we~ 
'~ found less ' frequentiy (Plate rVa). Pumice abraders and obsidian chips were also 

present .~n thf! <:!,eposits. ' .. . 
(,- Surface sites · in . the Collingwood Bay area produced . certain ~tyles of .ceramic 

sherds which ,were found infrequently inthe excavated mounds. One of these~ 
niiriority wares was ' found on a' site ' four miles inland .• from Riinu aSan 'aJmo§f 
complete pedestaled bowl. The labial flange of this vessel is decorated with pierced , 
triangles (Fig. 2). This vessel form is found in Southeastern Asia (Chang 1966: PI. 

- IUb) but has not been recorded in New Guinea. The striking resemblance of this 
vessel to thqse ascribed to .the. Sa-huynh-Kalanay pottery tradition is remarkable 
(Solheim 1961). 

Surface collections byP. K. Lauer ( SaIIle volume) and myself on the Trobriancl 
Islands gave further evidence of a prehistoric lirik with Collingwood Bay, 230 

'. to the southwest; This relationship was previously illustrated by pe1trogr~Lpnl1C: ~ 
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Fig. 2 Pedestaled vessel from Wawa gardens (Col 17), approximately four miles west of Rainu. 

analysis of sherds from both areas by C. A. Key (1968). Vessels located in a cave 
ossuary on the north coast of Kiriwina Island, in the Trobriand Islands, represent 
a minority ware in the excavated mounds (Plate IVb), but one that is frequently 
found on Collingwood Bay surface sites and no doubt manufactured in the same 
area (Austen 1939: figs. 1-8). 

The prehistoric sherds from Collingwood Bay are not directly related to the 
pottery being produced in the area today or at the time of initial European contact 
(Plate IVe). A detailed study was made of the flourishing ceramic industry of 
Rainu as a part of the fieldwork program. 
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Plate I a, West and north walls of Mound B (CoIl) during excavation; b, North wall of Mound C 
(Coil) upon completion of excavation. 
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Plate II Pottery excavated in Mound C (Col 1) 



Plate III Pottery excavated'in Mound C (Coli). 
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Plate IVa Artifacts excavated in Mounds Band C (Col 1). a, stone adze fragments, b, bone awls, 
c, dog-tooth pendant, d, spatulate shaped bones, e, shell ring. 

Plate IVb' Prehistoric vessel of the Collingwood Bay style found in Obuwaga Cave (Tro 27), 
Trobriand Islands. 

Plate IVc Modern vessel made in Rainu, Collingwood Bay. 
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C.A.KEY 

I
NDIGENOUS earthenware pottery from various parts of the Territory of Papua-New 

Guinea has been studied in some detail. Both modern and prehistoric pottery 
were initially examined in thin section under the petrological microscope. 

Modern methods of pottery manufacture were then investigated. Clay sources and 
the engineering properties of the potter's clay were examined. Mechanical analyses 
of various clay materials from the area were carried out and X-ray determinations 
of the clay-size fraction were made. The raw material used for making pottery was 
found to be approximately a clay loam, using soil terminology. 

The investigation of New Guinea pottery shows that potters in Melanesian 
(Austronesian)-speaking coastal areas employ a method of manufacture basically 
different from that employed by non-Austronesian-speaking potters in the interior 
and on the coast in areas where non-Austronesian speakers predominate. The 
Melanesian-speaking potters use a mixture of relatively pure clay with an addition 
of nonplastic, medium-grained sand, and fashion their pots by a paddle and anvil 
method. The non-Austronesian speakers everywhere in New Guinea use a natural 
clay loam and fashion the pots by a coil or ring building method, but along the 
coasts they finish the outer surface of the vessel with a paddle. 

The earliest pottery recovered from an archaeological site on Watom (Specht 
1968) in New Guinea is the so-called Lapita ware, which seems confined to the 
coasts elsewhere in Oceania. This, and modern pottery made by the paddle and 
anvil method, contain a so-called fat (clean) clay with the deliberate addition of a 
beach sand. The preferred beach sand is a fine-grained, well-sorted green or 
blackish sand where it is available (Smith 1967), but a shelly beach sand (Groves 
1960) is used where green or dark sand is not available. 

Although the method which uses clay with added nonplastics seems to be the 
earlier industry, where found in the archaeological context, it is obviously the more 
sophisticated. It allows the potter to use almost any clay, such as mangrove swamp 

Author's current address : 6 Ryndle Street, Doubleview 6018, Western Australia. 
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;' . clay, t. ecause he is aware that the deleterious effects of shrinkage can be overcome 

;::.. by a udicious admixture of nonplastic material. 
F""~ Th other method, coiling, is very much dependent on finding a suitable clay 

1 m~tl1re, and this isnot easy in tropical New Guinea. ' 
l. \ , ". 

" ,The modern New Gumea pottery so far examined can be easily recognized as 
· llelonging to one or the other category. Pottery made from natural clay loam and 
· . coil built is found in the Ramu-Markham rivers area (Schmitz 1960), on the north 

coast of PapJla between Lae (Neuhauss 1911: 320) and Collingwood Bay, as well 
a~ on Goodenough Island and the Amphlett Islands (Key 1968), and on Mailu 
Island (Saville 1926: 147). The pottery from Yabob (Smith 1967) on Astrolabe Bay, 
from Port Moresby (Groves 1960) and environs, as well as from Buka Island 
(Key 1969) in the Solomons is made from clay with added nonplastics. 

Determinations of plastic limits and liquid limits of clays from Buka and Port 
Moresby confirm that these would be too wet and too sticky to work but that the 
addition of beach sand can improve them. Stickiness is reduced and shrinkage is 
controlled so that the vessel does not crack during drying out prior to firing. 

The difference in the type, size, and sorting of the nonplastic grains is easily 
discerned. The natural nonplastics range in size from fine silt to coarse sand, while 
the added nonplastics · are 'generally well sorted medium-grained sand-size. These 
differences are illustrated on Plate 1. Plate la, b, and c are photomicrographs of 
pottery made from natural clay loam: The others, d, e, and j,show comparatively 

, well-sorted mineral fragments in a clay base almost fr~e from smaller grains. A 
concomitant effect of this method of clay preparation is the appearance of shrinkage 
cracks parallel to the outer surface of the sherds. All the thin sections were photo-. 
graphed so that the longer side of the photo is parallel to the outer surface .. The 
random positioning and lack of parallelism of the non plastics is noticeable in the 
clay-loam sherds. 

The individual thin sections are typical of different pottery industries and have 
been chosen to illustrate a variety of technical detail. 

Thin-section a shows the makeup of a sherd from Wanigela, Collingwood Bay, 
S. E. Papua. The main constituent is feldspar, often retaining its original crystal 
outline (white ftagments). The next and most important constituent is rounded 

~ - fragments of porphyritic hornblende andesite. These are easily recognized by virtue 
'~ of the inclusions ·of 'pleochroic brown hornblende in the glassy ground mass. 
; These rock fragments are the diagnostic feature of the Wanigela pottery. They are 

,f,- part of the in situ volcanic ash deposits on the flank of Mount Victory. Pale yellowish 
· to light green pleochroic hornblende crystals (gray, below rock fragment) are also . 

found in the Wanigela shetds; these are different from the dark green hornblendes • 
contained in sherds made in the Popondetta area, which have Mount Lamington 
ash components. 

Thin-section b is from a sherd of an Amphlett pot made with clay from the . 
north coast of Fergusson Island. It contains gneissic components, quartz and feld .. . 
spar, together with some blue-green hornblende muscovite (lower left corner) and · 
aggregates of talc (center of slide). The talc is the diagnostic component which 

< • distinguishes AmphlettIsland pottery from Goodenough Island pottery, which in 
all other visual respects is the same. Spectrographic trace-element analyses may add 



Plate 1 Photomicrographs of representative thin sections of pottery from: a, Wanigela-Collingwood 
Bay; b, Amphlett Islands; c, Ramu headwaters; d, Watom Island; e, Tonga Islands; 
j, Astrolabe Bay. 
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further distinctions because there are metamorphicultrabasic outcrops onFergUsson 
Island which are not reported On Goodenough Island. ...,' 

Thin-section c is from a sherd which originates . inland on the headwaters of the 
Ramu rivet: The nonplasticcomponents are gneissic and, apart from occasional 
dark green hornblende, are mostly quartz and feldspar., 

These three thin-sectiolJ.s, a,b, andc, ;'1,11 show theunsorte(lllattIFe of naturally 
lean clay. On the other hand,d; e, and j show a much better sorting of the non
plastics. Contraction. crac~s occur in. the fat clay, between,.,the .ad4ed beach ." sand 
grains. These form a skeletal structure and allow the clay body to lose its moisture 
evenly. 

Thin-sectionsd and j are hoth from New Guinea beadi se'ttlements. They 
contain medium-sized beach sand. Each contains some shelly or coralline material, 
some feldspar, some pyroxene, and occasional rounded fragments of basalt and 
pumice in a fairly clean matrix of clay. 

Thin-section d is made from a Lapita-type decorated sherd from Watom Island. 
The other, j, is from a modern Yabob sherd. This type of sherd (f) is shown 
alongside thin-section c because both types of sherd have been found in the Aibura 
rock shelter (Key 1967) in the southern highlands of New Guinea. Sherds of type j 
are almost certainly traded from the Astrolabe Bay coast. 

Thin-section e shows a sherd with a greenish sand admixture, from Tongatapu. 
With pyroxene as the main nonplastic ingredient, it is typical of many archaeo
logical sherds from Tonga. Others may contain in addition some feldspar, 
bipyramidal quartz, basalt, and pumice. Rarely do they contain the magnetite
ilmenite sands which are the only heavy-mineral concentrates that can be found 
on the tuff-covered Tongan Islands, such as Nomuka and Haafeva. 

In conclusion it must be said that this procedure of investigation tends to 
confirm Margaret Schurig's (1930) thesis that there are two totally different methods 
of pottery manufacture in Oceania. One of these is the paddle and anvil method 
used by the Austronesian speakers, the other, coiling, used by the non-Austronesian 
speakers. The full results of this investigation will be published elsewhere and will 
include descriptions of material from other parts of Oceania. 
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PETER K. LAUER 

P
OTTERY-PRODUCING communities had been recorded by anthropologists in the 
northwestern part of the Massim, on Goodenough Island (Jenness, and 
Ballentyne 1919: 194-195), and in the Amphlett Group (Malinowski 1966: 

282-286). Unfortunately, little detailed information was provided by these early 
observers. The Goodenough pottery was described in general terms, while 
Malinowski devoted only four pages to Amphlett pottery production. 

From October 1967 until May 1968 and again over the same period in 1968-69 
fieldwork was carried out in this area, as an ethnographically oriented study of 
pottery production and exchange methods in this sector of the Kula ring, made 
famous by Malinowski's fieldwork. 

The record of processes and techniques of the pottery manufacture pays special 
attention to environmental, cultural, and sociological factors. 

These processes and techniques were actually observed during prolonged 
residence with local groups, and represent the actual daily routine of the potters 
themselves. Observations included such details as quarrying clay, preparing it for 
potting, building the vessel, the initial drying stage, the process of decoration, and 
the complete drying before firing. To record firing temperatures a pyrometer was 
used to which three thermocouples were connected. The pyrometer was also used 
in experiments during actual firings, where temperatures were measured at 
different levels in the open fires, and on different parts of the fabric of each pot. 

The clays used by Goodenough potters are quarried in the alluvial plains, where 
all twelve pottery-producing hamlets are located. It is a lean clay and does not 
require any temper. After cleaning and kneading, the clay is thinned into strips. 

The author is Curator and Lecturer, Anthropological Museum, Department of Anthropology and 
Sociology, University of Queensland. 
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Fig, 1 Centers of pottery manufacture in the northwestern Massim. 
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CONTEMPORARY AMPHLETT VESSELS 
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Fig. 2 Contemporary Goodenough and Nonnanby vessels. 

The pot is built upside down on a flat board in a spiral-coil construction (see 
Plate I, a and b). 

On Northern Goodenough Island, potters use the dry ribs of the sago palm leaf 
to fire their pots. Dry wood from the bush is used by the western potters. The firing 
records show that the sago palm material possesses a high rate of combustion. On 
the average, the highest temperature of such a fire was reached after six minutes
generally between 650°C and 830°C. Fires lasted about 16 minutes. Time studies 
showed that 5.3 hours are needed by a potter to produce one clay pot. 

Pottery manufacturing techniques were studied in all Goodenough hamlets. In 
these 12 hamlets 53 percent of all married women are potters. Investigations were 
made which dealt with the individual potter's knowledge of her craft as compared 
to the common knowledge of pottery production in one hamlet. It was also found 
that the standard of workmanship varies considerably among the potters. The 
resulting range in variations of form, shape, and decorations could be recorded and 
attributed to individuals. 

On the Amphletts, pottery is made on all four . inhabited islands: Gumawana, 
Nabwageta, Kwatoita, and Wamea. All married women and young girls from the 
age of 14 on are potters. 

An interesting situation was encountered here. Yayavana, the traditional clay 
site for the Amphletts, lies on Fergusson Island. Due to a decision made by a local 
council on Fergusson Island, the Amphlettans were unable to quarry clay, and had 
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Fig. 3 Temperature curve-dry ribs of the sago palm leaf used for fuel. 

to find new clay sites. As their technical knowledge of pottery production is wholly 
based on experiences with the traditional Yayavana clay, which also contains filler · 
in its natural state, they encountered great difficulties while working with new clays. 
The pots made of these new clays broke regularly while drying, or in the fires. 
Up to four and five different clays were mixed and tried. Eventually they found a 
clay mixture which allowed them to produce vessels with an orifice diameter of 
some 15 cm which were, of course, of little practical value. After all this trial and 
error period, access to the old clay site on Fergusson was restored. Measurements 
at the quarry site showed that 290 cubic m of clay had been taken from Yayavana 
over the years. 

The pots are built as follows: Two elongated slabs of clay are set with their 
narrow sides upmost on a flat board or stone, so that they form a circle. Clay from 
the exterior of the slabs is then gradually drawn upward and directed toward the 
center of the circle. At intervals, heavy rolls of clay are added and worked upward 

.~. until the vessel is completed (see Plate I, c.and d). 
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30 

Fig. 4 Temperature curve-dry wood and coconut leaf fronds used for fuel. 



Plate I Pottery making: a, b, Goodenough Island, Buduna; c, d, Amphlett Group, Gudawana; e,!, Nonnanby Island, Miadeba. 
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Plate II Sherds from surface sites, Goodenough Island: rows a and b. prehistoric sherds; rows 
'c, d. e, and first sherd off, historic and protohistoric sherds; second sherd of row f , modern 
Amphlett sherd, 
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The fuel 'used for Amphlett firings is dry wood and coconut leaf fronds. The 
highest temperatures; 650°-'-920°C, are generally reached after 20 minutes. Accord"' 
ing to the type, 4-7 hours of work are required to complete one vessel. 

All potters are able to produce each of the seven types of pots made cn the 
Amphletts. Each type is characterized by name, shape, decoration, and function. 

CONTEMPORARY GOODENOUGH AND NORMANBY VESSELS 

GOODENOUGH I. 

ODe 
BOAT SHAPED . PARTITIONED 

NORMANBY I. 

o 10 20 30 40CM 

Fig. 5 Contemporary Amphlett vessels. 

Pottery on Nonnanby Island, which is made b,ythe Miadeba, had until now never 
been recorded. Due to technical reasons no firing temperatures could be recorded. 

The day used by the Miadeba is locally quarried and contains a natural filler. 
The potters employ a spiral-coil construction, but Instead of building the vessel 
upside down, they start from the bottom. Thin rolls of day are pressed onto a 
lump of day spirally, so that each coil overlaps the next lower one. After the vessel 
has been built to the desired height, it is smoothed, decorated, and scraped. Three 
weeks are allowed to dry the vessel before firing. A potter spends about 4h6urs to 
build one vessel (see Plate I, e and f). 

Studies of economic aspects of pottery centered on the Amphletts, since Good
enough and Nonnanby pottery was found to be dependent only on local demand. 

According to records in the literature (Gilmour 1904-5: 71-72, Seligmann 1910: 
531, Malinowski 1966: 282-283, and Fortune 1963: 207) Amphlett potters were 
regarded as sole suppliers of pottery, through the Kula trade, over a wide area. 
The present pottery trade on the Amphletts can be said to be of high economic 
importance. A separate report on this subject has been prepared for publication in 
Mankind (Lauer 1970). 

It was found that the ordinary trade of the Amphlettans was not associated today 
to any extent with the Kula trade as we know it from Malinowski. Therefore, two 
separate studies were attempted. Firstly, it was necessary to study the present 
conditions. I accompanied Amphlettans in their canoes on pottery trading v6yages 
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to Fergusson and Goodenough Islands on a number of occasions. Such trading 
V<fvages occur monthly, and in all some 3000 kg of garden produce were imported 
in{exchange for some 350 clay pots. The total pottery production on the Amphletts 

~ was found to be around 400 vessels per month. 
')Seeendly, we sailed to traditional Kula areas where·the people still continue to 
~la with the Amphlettans. These were Dobu and Bwaio in the southeast and the 
Trobriand Islands in the north. Malinowski (1966: 282) had noted that the Kula 
partners were also trade partners. The objectives of this study were to ascertain to 

, what extent Malinowski's observations were still valid, and at the same time to 
\ 

study the influence of European-made aluminium pots on the locally-made clay 
wares. 

Although the Kula trade is still carried out, it has changed so extensively that the 
ordinary trade no longer relies upon it. In the southeastern Kula districts of the 
Amphletts, for instance, on Dobu Island, only 15% of all clay vessels were supplied 
by Amphlett potters. The rest came to a large extent from Tubetube Island in the 
south, and from East Cape and Miadeba. Only in the Trobriand Islands can the 
Amphlettans be regarded as sole pottery suppliers. 

A statistical census of the influence of European pots on the use of clay pots was 
conducted in 524 households. In all, 1548 clay vessels and 1099 European vessels 
were recorded. On this basis, each household owned about 3 clay pots and 2 
aluminium vessels. 

The fact that the ordinary trade has become separated from the Kula trade is 
also seen in the number of clay pots which are exported monthly to Fergusson and 
Goodenough Islands. Out of the total production of 400 vessels, 350 are exported 
to the two islands mentioned above, while ' only 50 remain in the villages to be used 
as trade objects for the KUla partners. 

The final object of the field project was concerned with historical aspects of the 
present pottery centers. For this purpose old village sites had to be located in which 
the present potters had previously lived. The surface collections which were made 
on such sites will be studied and compared with the modern material. 

This survey was carried out on Goodenough Island and in the Amphlett Group 
in order to establish a chronology of the development of the respective pottery 
centers. In the Trobriand Islands, where no pottery making has ever been recorded, 
and where all pottery is imported, a similar site survey was carried out. Here, 
surface collections, coordinated with those made by B. J. Egloff (same. volume), 
yielded prehistoric material similar to that which he excavated at Collingwood Bay, 
as well as sherds from the Amphletts and other Massim pottery centers. The 
surface collections made in Goodenough Island (Plate II) produced the locally made 
pots as well as pottery from the New Guinea mainland. 

All sites offer ideal opportunities for distributional studies of different pottery 
centers. They also help to establish the contemporaneity of various historical 
pottery centers. In this research, Key (same volume) has made preliminary studies 
by analyzing the various clay samples and has made thin sections of pottery from 
these sites. Furthermore, present trade relationships can be traced back into the 
past, using the knowledge of the chronology and the development of pottery in 
each investigated area. 
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These studies and the results of the knowledge gained of techniques of pottery 
manufacture, together with environmental and cultural factors operating on the 
present potters, will be used in making an analysis of the surface collections. 

It is hoped that in conjunction with the archaeological investigations of Egloff, 
and technical assistance from Key, a comprehensive picture will emerge of all 
aspects of pottery production, trade, and development in the northwestern Massim. 
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Archaeological Investigations 
on Yule Island, T.P.N.G. 
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RONALD L. VANDERWAL 

Y
ULE ISLAND is located at the mouth 'of Hall Sound about 65 air mii~sI).orthw~t 
of Port Moresby. The island itselfis 21 miles from the mainland. It is nearly 
5 miles long and 1 t miles wide at the southeastern end tapering to i mik at 

the northw~stern end. Geomorphologically, it-is basically a rai~ed .coral reef platform 
of Pleistocene age. The part of the mainland investigated to the southeast has 
generally the same geological formation. 

The seaward side of the island has a protective reef extending 1 t miles to the 
west, and there is a small reef patch at the northwestern end. Rainfall is between 
30 and 40 inches per year and permanent springs provide a plentiful supply of 
fresh water. The soils consist of rather infertile alkaline clays. An extensive river 
system originating in the highlands to the northeast empties into the channel 
between the island and the mainland. With the exception of small isolated sand 
beaches, where modern coastal villages are located, mangroves line the shore of 
the mainland for several miles on either side of Yule Island. 

'-. A good part of coastal Papua is inhabited by Austronesian (Melanesian)-speaking 
~ peoples who presumably expanded here from island Melanesia. Yule Island is only 

a short distance east of the western limit of this expansion. At the present time there 
(- are five coastal villages in the vicinity of the island, all of which are occupied by Roro 

speakers. Slightly inland and to the northwest and southeast are villages peopled by 
those speaking related Austronesian languages-Mekeo, Gabadi, Nara, Kuni, 
and Motu. 

European contact with Yule Island has been fairly constant since about 1875; 
the island was brought under European administration only a few years after that 
date. Official administrative reports and publications of early anthropological 
investigations (see Haddon 1900; Seligmann 1906 and 1910) contain a great deal of 
ethnographic and historical data. 

Author's address: Department of Prehistory, The Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian 
National University, Canberra. 
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Practically the entire Austronesian-speaking Papuan coast is known for the 
manufacture and trade of pottery. The Motu, centered around Port Moresby, were 
the recognized trade kings, -annually sailing hundreds of miles to trade their pots for 
sago, yams, breadfruit, betel nuts, and canoes, among other items. It is recorded 
that the single Roro village on Yule Island and two others on the adjacent mainland 
were ceramic manufacturing areas, but the extent of their trading patterns is 
unknown. 

During a preliminary archaeological surVey of the area-a total of about 18 miles 
of coastline-thirteen sites were located. On the basis of artifacts recovered, parti
cularlyceramics, eight of these sites were assigned to the protohistoric period and 
the remaining five to the prehistoric. Through a combmation of information supplied 
by local native informants and drawn from the published literature for the area, 
most of the protohistoric sites were identified as Motu. The Roro are recent 
immigrants to the Yule Island area, and all available information suggests that they 
did not make pottery prior to their arrival on the coast. They presumably were 
taught the art by the Motu whom they displaced. Future investigation of these sites 
will be directed toward testing this and other hypotheses and to obtaining a chrono
logy of village movements. There appears to be little time depth to these sites, but 
their investigation is important in terms of recent Motu and Roro culture history. 

There are three prehistoric sites on Yule Island: Urourina,Sirirou, and an 
unnamed site perhaps related to the latter. Urourina was tested and 70 cm of 
stratified deposits were revealed. The test pit here is located next to an irregular 
feature that may be a rubbish mound, which offers · deeper and better stratified 
deposits. A quantity of stone and pottery was recovered. The pottery is a sandy buff 
ware of mediUm thickness with non-Motu decoration consisting of straight line 
and curvilinear incision, stabbing, punctation, and shell impressions (Fig. 1, a-g 
and i). Rim form in most cases indicates a relatively deep bowl, although there .are 
a few sherds with sharply everted rirus. Two fully polished adzes were recovered 
(Fig.1,j) as wen as a large quantity M roughly chipped stone: None of the latter had 
been secondarily retouched. The . oniyiepeated stone artifact is a . core which 
appears in recent Australian and .New Guinea Highlands sites (White 1968). For 
various reasons I donot think the site is very old. · . 

Sirirou, on the other hand, appears to represent an occupation of considerable 
antiquity. The artifact-bearing <;leposiis, of which there are three layers, are sealed 
by nearly 1.S m of topsoil overburden. The three underlying deposits consist qf 
about 40 cm of clay, another 40 cm of a fine partially cemented sand, and finally, 
a layer of coarse partially cemented sand. For a number of reasons I think the 
artifacts are redeposited, but lack of space precludes their being discussed::However, 
the artifact inventory is internally consistent, and the presence of a thickbverburden 
argues in favor of a single isolateq tradition. 

The most characteristic artifact recovered from the site is a perforated ceramic 
disc (Fig. 1, h, k, 0, x, bb and cc). Their function is at the ~omentproblematical, 
but their vari~ble size-1.5 to 5 em in diameter-suggests perldants, although 
another less likely possibility is netsinkers. A number of primary flakes were found, 
one of which was retouched, and the only other nonceramic artifacts were a shell 
scraper (Fig. 1, I) and an adz (Fig. 1, m). A large number of extremely friable 
potsherds was collected. Rim profiles are varied, ranging from strongly everted 
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Fig. 1 Artifacts recovered from p rehistonc sItes on .. Yule Island. 
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through less marked eversion to straight-sided bowls. The most characteristic form 
is one with a · shallow groove placed immediately below the outer edge of the rim, 
producing a slightly everted appearance (Fig. 1, T, sand u). More than half of the 
sherds are red-slipped and allare thin and well fired. Decoration consists of curvili
near and straight line incision, punctation in chevron and straight line motifs, and 
shell rocker and dentate stamping (Fig. 1, nand p-v). 

I did not have the opportunity to test the unnamed site, but it may have undis
turbed deposits, and a surface collection from it suggests a time period similar to 
that ascribed to Sirirou. 

Two sites were located on the mainland. Apere Venuna is now only a completely 
eroded mangrove flat, but a number of adzes were collected as well as a quantity 
of perforated ceramic discs similar to those from Sirirou. I knew of the possible 
existence of this site because a collection of 127 adzes had been presented to the 
Australian Museum, Sydney, in 1935. There was, however, some doubt as totheir 
authenticity, because they so resemble western Polynesian forms (cf. Buck et al. 
1930; Burrows 1938; Green and Davidson 1969). Two visits to the site yielded 
several quadrangular and two triangular cross section adzes (Fig. 1, w, y-aa) 
identical to many of those in the museum collection. The presence of several other 
adz forms and a heterogeneous collection of pottery argues that the site was once 
multicomponent. The important question here, however, is whether the adzes are 
associated with the ceramic discs. If so, then the adzes may be associated with the 
red-slipped pottery of Sirirou. Furthermore, if the adzes are indeed western 
Polynesian in origin or inspired from there, Sirirou may be an early settlement of 
migratory western Polynesians. The great number of these adzes suggests that they 
are manufactured locally, not traded in from elsewhere. At the moment all this is 
conjecture, and only further work will produce sufficient data for proper inter
pretation. 

Kukuba Cave, the second site on the mainland, was originally investigated by 
C. White in 1964 (White 1965: 334), but owing to lack of time she was hot able to 
complete a test pit. Continued excavation there revealed nearly 1 m of highly 
stratified ceramic deposits overlying a 20 em deposit of sterile soil. Beneath the 
sterile horizon is a 40 em-thick lithic deposit. 

The pottery is very distinctive, ranging in rim form from highly everted through 
straight-sided bowls to rims with slight constrictions. The most common decoration 
consists of multiple grooving on the exterior of the vessel and appears only on the 
bowls and constricted vessels. Other decorative elements are curvilinear and 
geometric incising, and punctation (Fig. 1, dd, ee, gg-kk). Some of the rim forms 
are identical to those of Motu forms, and for this and other reasons I do not think 
the ceramic deposits are very old. 

The underlying lithic deposits yielded a quantity of raw pebbles, cores, wastage, 
and flakes. Only three of the flakes had been modified (Fig. 1, If). A carbon sample 
from the middle of the deposit has been submitted to the Radiocarbon Dating 
Laboratory, Department of Geophysics and Geochemistry at the Australian 
National University, and will be processed by H. A. Polach of the Department of 
Prehistory. 

I have presented no interpretations here simply because a sufficient sample has 
yet to be collected. I am returning to Yule Island in late 1969 for a nine-month 
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period during which time most of the emphasis will be put on the excavation of 
;c.'. Sirlrou and U rourina. The protohistoric sites will also be investigated in some detail 
) '~ and additional surface collections will be made. If time permits, Kukuba Cave will 

Be further tested to obtain larger samples of both pottery and stone and to collect 
,.' .mlU"e 'carbon for dating purposes. 
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MARY ELIZABETH SHUTLER 

R
ECENT ethnographic studies in the New Hebrides have produced data of 
relevance in the attempt to classify potsherds and define types of pottery 
from archaeological sites in the area. 

The people of the village of Wusi on the west coast of Espiritu Santo make a 
crude knee-molded, red-slipped pottery decorated with applique and incised 
designs (Guiart 1956; Mawson 1957; Shutler 1968). Sherds of similar red-slipped 
pottery are found in numerous prehistoric sites in the northern and central islands 
of the New Hebrides. The context of these sherds would suggest a time depth of 
at least several hundred years, and further suggests that Wusi has been the major 
source of the pottery used in the New Hebrides during that time. 

When I went to Wusi to observe the pottery making there in 1967, I had the 
opportunity to visit all the villages along the west coast and found several other 
villages making pottery. In the extreme northern part of the coast, the villagers of 
Olpoe make a red-slipped pottery which is virtually identical to the pottery made 
at Wusi. 

Though less than a hundred miles separates Wusi and Olpoe, they are almost 
completely isolated from one another. Even today there is very little travel up and 
down the west coast of Santo. The coast is extremely mountainous, the ranges lying 
directly along the coast parallel to the sea. These coastal mountains are cut at 
intervals by rivers coming from the interior. In the valleys formed by the rivers are 
located the modern villages and their gardens and many archaeological sites, 
evidence of a formerly dense population. Social contacts tend to be up and down 
the valleys from the sea to the interior rather than along the coast. The villages of 
each valley are bound by kinship ties, economic cooperation, and common language 
and customs. Olpoe and Wusi thus speak different languages, have different customs, 
and have no trading relations with one another. Individuals from the two villages 
rarely meet. 

The pottery made at both Wusi and Olpoe takes the form of deep bowls with 
flaring rims and flat shallow bowls which frequently have square lug handles. 

Mary Elizabeth Shutler is Chainnan, Department ofAnlhropology, California State University at 
San Diego. 
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Bo~h have a red slip and bear incised and applique designs. Many of the design 
;~ elelnents are identical. 
F"''-:. ~ However, at Wusi the pots are quickly formed by pressing a ball of clay on the 

\nee and turning and patting it into shape. The rims are drawn up and mit by 
;,,' , pa}:ting them over the hand with a stick of bamboo. The interiors are thinned by 
_ scraping them with a piece of coconut shell. Consequently the bowls have very 

. . - thick bases, thinner walls, and very thin rims. The clay itself is uncleaned, unsifted, 
and kneaded only long enough to make pot making possible. The pots are quickly 

~ fired in a hot bamboo fire and cold water is poured into the still glowing vessels to 
cool them. This practice reduces possible tension between the quickly cooling thin 
rims and slowly cooling thick base and hence -lessens the danger of fracture. 

At Olpoe the clays are carefully pounded and cleaned through a tedious process. 
The vessels are formed by coiling on a section of bamboo which is rotated as the 
potter works to serve as a tournette or slow wheel. The whole process is more 
complicated and extreme skill and a long time are required to make a pot. The coils 
are obliterated by smoothing them with the fingers. The interiors are not scraped 
to thin them. Rims and walls. are of the same thickness and the base only slightly 
thicker. The pots are fired ina slow smoldering fire and left in the ashes until 
completely cold. 

Identical designs are made quite differently. For example, a fringe design, 
popular in bo.th villages, is made at Wusi by appliqueing tiny pinches of' clay to 
form a band around the bowl. At Olpoe the fringe is made by indenting an un
obliterated body coil. The lug handles are made at Wusi by flattening the middle 
portion of a coil of clay and inserting the ends into holes pierced in the side of the 
bowl. At Olpoe the h,lg is formed of three short coils laidside-by-side, braced by a 
fourth underneath, and then . smoothed and flattened. In the finished product it is 
impossible to distinguish the fringes and lugs made at one village from those made 
at the other. . 

At·Wusi designs are .only vaguely designated. At Olpoe each has a precise name. 
At Wusi pots are made hastily for sale; at Olpoe, though pots are sold, ari admiring 
audience surrounds the potter and especially good pots are treasured as pieces of 
art. Wusi andOlpoe both have very few taboos about pottery making, but those 
that they do have are different in each village. For example, at Wusi the potter 
must not say · the word "pot"; , at Olpoe the potter must not eat salt. ·· The villages 
also exploit different clay deposits. 

Careful examination of sherds from archaeological sites and of clays from Wusi 
and Olpoe should indicate whether the prehistoric red-slipped pottery which is so 
widely distributed in the New Hebrides came from Wusi or Olpoe or both areas. 
In the New Hebrides, manufacturing methods and paste composition certainly 
should be as important criteria in defining pottery types as form and decoration. 

Still other kinds of pottery, of different appearance and apparently made by 
different methods, were made within the last hundred years on the islands of Epi, 
Aoba, and Malekula and probably on Pentecost, Ambrym, and Efate. Pottery is no 
longer made on any of these islands, but some knowledge of pottery making remains 
on Aoba especially, and to a lesser extent on Malekula and Bpi. It is interesting to 
note thaton Sant!), where pottery is still made, both men and women make pottery 
and there are few taboos involved. On Epi, Aoba, and Mafeliula, where pottery 
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making has been abandoned, only men practiced the art, the process was hedged 
with many restrictions, and in some places was connected with the esoteric activities 
of the men's societies. 

The prehistoric New Hebrides seems to have had a number of different contem
poraneous centers of pottery making, each with its own distinctive ceramic tradition. 
An extensive network of interisland trading relations must have existed which 
distributed the pottery made at different centers to all but the most southern of the 
New Hebrides islands. 
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, . \ New Hebrides 
Radiocarbon Dates, 1968 
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RICHARD SHUTLER, JR. 

THIS list of radiocarbon dates represents all those known to me as of September 
1, 1968. No attempt is made to interpret fully the cultural significance of the 
dates. Cultural and chronological implications have been discussed in my 

paper read at the Eighth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnolo
gical Sciences, Tokyo, 1968. Additional information is to be found in the following 
publications: Berger (1968); Garanger (1965, 1968); Shutler (1965, 1967); Shutler 
and Shutler (1965, 1967, 1968). 

UCLA RADIOCARBON LABORATORY 

B.P. ages based on 1950, and a half-life of 5568 years. All dates on charcoal· 

UCLA-693-Bishop Museum 6. 
470±80-A.D. 1480. 
Aneityum : AtRS1, Pit 4, S4-60*. 
Early occupation of site. 

UCLA-734-Bishop Museum 27S-277. 
2370 ± 90-420 B.C. 
Tanna: TaRS1 , Pit 10, 108-126*. 
Composite date for 3 levels. 
Bone awl tip and early occupation of site. 

UCLA-129SA-Bishop Museum 374. 
- 64S±80-A.D. 130S. 

UCLA-129SB-Bishop Museum 360. 
109S±80-A.D. 8SS. 

Tanna: TaRS1, Pit 16, 36-42*. 
Conus cup beads. 

UCLA-1295C-Bishop Museum 487. 
455±80-A.D. 1495. 
Efate: EfRS7, Tr. C, 26-32H. 
Gorge fishhook. 

UCLA-1295G-Bishop Museum 455. 
790±80-A.D. 1160. 
Futuna : FuRS12, Tr. 3, 18-24*. 
Conus cup beads. 

Tanna: TaRS1, Pit 14, 24-30*. 
Stone disc bead. 

UCLA-1295F-Bishop Museum 478 . 
170±80-A.D.1780. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Tr. 7, 18-24*. 
Level 5. Taro plant pollen. 

Author's address: Department of Anthropology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. 
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UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA RADIOCARBON LABORATO~X 

B.P. ages based upon A.D. 1966, and a half-life of 5730.AI1 dates <;>n charcoal, 
P-1184-Bishop Museum 485. 
495±47-A.D. 1456±47. 
Efate: Eft, Tr. C, Pits 1-3, 12-186. 
Tridacna adze. 

P-1186-Bishop Museum 510, 512. 
266±38-A.D. 1692±38. 
Fila Is.: Ef3, Loc. D, Level II. 
Terebra maculata adze and gouge. 

P-1188-Bishop Museum 357. 
192±45-A.D.1768±45. 
Tanna: TaRS1, Pit 14, 6-1r. 
Spire-topped drilled Conus. 

P-1190-Bishop Museum 347. 
767±47-A.D.1176±47. 
Tanna:, TaRS1, Pit 13, 30-366. 
Cut and worked bone. 

P-1192-Bishop Museum 367. 
721±47-A.D.1223±47. 
Tanna: TaRS1, Pit 15, 42-1:8,~. 
Conus top beads. 

P-1194-Bishop Museum 423. 
285±45-A .. D.1672±45 .. 
Futuna: FuRSIA, Rrn. 3,Unit n,12-'-246. 

P-1185-Bishop Museum 503. . 
489±47-A.D. 1462±47. 
Fila Is.: Ef3, Loc. E, Pit 4, 12-186. 

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY RADIOCARBON LABORATORY 

B.P. ages based upon 1950, and a half-life of 5570. All dates on charcoal. 
WSU-139-Bishop Museum 9. 
Modem (Anomalous) 
Aneityum: AtRS3, Pit 1, 18.,-24". 
Tridacna shell adze. 

WSU-184-Bishop Museum 462. 
905±190-A.D.I045. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Tr. 2, 18". 
Lap-Lap earth oven. ·' ' 

WSU-197-Bishop Museum 494. 
1225±175-A.D.725. 
Efate: EfRS7, Tr. E, 36--42"'. -~ - J 
Early occupation of site. 

WSU-199-BishopMuseum 508. 
1020± 130-A.D. 930. 

, •• 1 

Fila Is.: EfJ, Loc. E, Pit 2,18". l\IlaxirnUn:i 
date for burial found above hearth. ' 

WSU-219. 
2720±200-'-770 B.C. 

WSU-140-Bishop Museum 18. 
850± 120-A.D. 1100. 
Aneityum: AtRS3, Pit 1, 72-,-90". 
Early occupation of site. ' . 

WSU-196-BishopMuseum457., 
200 ± 190-Modem. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Tr. 3, 36-426. 

WSU-198-Bishop Mus'~~49S. ' .. 
1090±140-A.D.860. 
Fila Is.: Ef3, Loc. B, Tr. 3.rits 7; 8, 9, 6-12". 
Tridacna maxima chopper, pottery. 

WSU-200-Bishop Museum 497,500. 
815±180-A.D.1135. 
Fila Is.: Ef3, Loc. D, Pits 3,7, 30.,-366. 
Earliest occupation of old village site. 

WSU-220. 
2300±200-350 B.C. 

Tongoa: To-22, 1 mile north of Mangarissu. 
Upper cultural level, pottery: '. . .". 

Tongoa: To-II, 1 mile north of Mangarissu. 
Lower cultural level, pottery:. . 

GAKUSHUIN UNIVERSITY RADIOCARBON LABORATORY .. ' 

B.P. dates based upon 195Q, and a half-life of 5568. All dates frqmh.uman bone 
organic material. '. . .' . . . 

GaK-757. GaK-758. 
1650±100-A.D. 300. ,. 620±90-A.D.1330. 
Tanna: TaRS1, B\lrialL.: .·. Futuna: FuRSIA,,;EJuriall. 
Burial and pecked basalt disc. '" " . 
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?paK-7St ··, . 
,'"%O±80 , A.D. 1190. 

. FtlR~12, Buriall, Futuna, 
Canusc,up 'beadS, Canus spirai bracelet, pearl· 
sr'elJ p,\hdants. 

GaK-761. 
fMO±90-A.D.310. 

f Futuna: FuRS12, Burial 4. 
Conus cup beads, Conus bracelet fragment, 
pe~rl shell pendant. 

GaK-763. 
SI0±90-A.D. 1440. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Burial 14. 
Conus ring pendant. 

GaK-760. 
1460±90-A.D.490. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Burial 2 . 
Tridacna shell adze, pearl shell pendants, 
fishhcck blank, drilled pecten shell. 

GaK-762. 
141O± ISO-A.D. S40. 
Futuna: FuRS12, Burial 9. 
Pearl shell pendaIlt, cut human bcne. 

GEOCHRON LABORATORIES 

Courtesy of J. Garanger. Dates on human bone, carbonates, and charcoal. 

GX-l144. 
68S±I40-A.D.1265. 
Retcka (Hat Island). 
Human burials. 

B-739. 
300±80-A.D. 1650. 
Mele Is.: Ef-213. 
First cccupaticn cf island by Pclynesians, 
no. pcttery. 

GX-114S. 
2300±95-350 B.C. 
Efate: Eroueti. 
Pottery. 

GX-0963. 
2445±80-495 B.C. 
Efate: Mangaasi. 
Applique and incised pcttery. 

GX-1263. 
1040±85-A.D. 910. 
Lelepa Is.: Feles Cave. 

B-744. 
'. 1010±100-A.D.940. 
. Makura: Mwalakctc. 

B-742. 
630±80-A.D. 1320. 
Tcngca. 
Vclcanic erupticn. 

GX-0221. 
2855 ± 145-905 B.C. 
Tcngca: Tc-22, Mangarissu. 
Internal incised pcttery. 
Prcblem with its stratigraphic pcsiticn. 

GX-1267. 
2390±95-440 B.C. 
Tcngca: Tc-23, Mangarissu. 

B-740. 
2460±80-510 B.C. 
Tcngca: Tc-23, Mangarissu. 
First cccupaticn cf site. 

GX-1143. 
Mcdem. 
Retcka (Hat Island). 

GX-1266. 
325 ± 110-A.D. 1625. 
Mele Is.: Ef-215 . 
Same as B-739. 

GX-1262. 
230±85-A.D.I720. 
Efate: Mangaasi. 
Burial withcut pcttery. 

GX-0964. 
2595±95-645 B.C. 
Efate : Mangaasi. 
Applique and incised pcttery. 

B-743. 
260±80-A.D. 1690. 
Makura: Tavia. 

GX-0223 . 
2540± 100-590 B.C. 
Makura : Lapua. 
Relief and applique pcttery. 

GX-0291. 
475±85~A.D. 1475. 
Tcngca: Panita. 
Burial. 

GX-1268. 
925±95-A.D. 1025. 
Tcngca: Tc-23, Mangarissu. 

GX-0222. 
2350±85-400 B.C. 
Tcngca: Tc~II, Euta. 

B-741. 
2180± 120-230 B.C. 
Tcngca: Tc-23, Mangarissu. 
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'Island, 'Bismarck Archipelago 
Received 29 January 1970 

J. PETER WHITE and JIM SPECHT 

THIS report records the presence of a prehistoric pottery site on Malekolon 
Plantation, Ambitle Isla~~, off the southeast coast of New Ireland (Fig. 1). 

Sherds and a few obsldlan 'flakes were collected by Mr. Graeme Carson 
, and forwarded to The Australian Museum in September 1969. The collection 

(registered No. E64419-20) is of interest since there are no ethnographic reports of 
pottery manufacture on the island. The sherds also differ considerably from pottery 
recently made on Buka Island to the south, which could have been traded to 
Ambitle via Nissan Island (Parkinson 1907: 261; Krause 1906: 48). 

Ambitle Island, along with its immediate neighbor, Babase, is of volcanic origin. 
The site is at the north end of the island, about 500 m from the present coastline, 
within a basin drained by a small stream and surrounded by raised coral limestone 
cliffs rising to some 20-30 m. It was discovered when channels were cut recently to 
drain the basin. The general stratigraphy of the site comprises a surface set of 

,_ culturally sterile deposits up to 40 cm thick, overlying a series of fine ash and clay 
layers which in turn overlie a series of dark sandy levels. These two lower formations '. are about 1 m thick and contain sherds and stone artifacts. No other material has 

( been recorded from these levels. Below the occupation levels are a series of sterile 
, - ash, clay, and gravel mixed levels. 

The 77 sherds in the Carson collection are in good condition; they show little 
weathering and are generally large (up to 12 X 10 em and a weight of 200 gm). 
The paste of all sherds is generally fine, with most inclusions being less than 1 mm 
in diameter. A small amount of beach sand temper is evident in some sherds but 
no crushed shell or coral is present. Two sherds, one dentate stamped and one 
incised, are of rather different pastes and contain coarse red inclusions up to 3 mm 
in diameter. 

'. The authors are affiliated with, respectively, the Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney, 
and The Australian Museum, 
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pome plain sherds have anvil impressions on their interiors but the decorated 
~(:.'-;. , shfrds show .little evidence for construction techniqu~s except .hand modeling. 
. '. Tne mean thIckness of 18 dentate-stamped and 22 plam sherds IS 8.5 mm each, 

, ~~th ranges of 7-11.5 mm and 6-13 mm respectively. Red slips have been applied 
: ... ,to. both decorated and plain vessels, frequently on both interior and exterior. Most 
. sherds have well smoothed surfaces and the exterior of one plain body sherd has 

been wiped with coarse fibers, to judge from the striations on the surface. 

,~, 

i 

Vessel forms are difficult to determine with certainty. The plain vessels include 
straight-sided bowls with outward sloping walls (Fig. 2, 8-9, 12) and apparently 
globular pots restricted at the neck, with strongly everted rims, some of which are 
almost horizontal (Fig. 2, 1-2, 4-7, 13-16). The decorated forms include open 
bowls (Fig. 2, 10-11, 18-23,25-27,30), simple restricted bowls (Fig. 2,3,24,28) 
and possibly vertical-sided "beakers" (Specht 1968: 127) (Fig. 2, 29). Two sherds 
are steeply shouldered, one at 3 cm below the lip. The other is similar to a sherd 
from Watom Island (Casey 1936: PI. VIII, 8) and both are decorated above the 
shoulder only. No flat bases are indicated. None of the rims are abruptly thickened 
but some are gradually expanded (Fig. 2, 17, 20-23) or thinned out (Fig. 2, 21, 
24,28). 

The decorative techniques include dentate stamping (Poulsen 1964: 184 describes 
the technique), incising, crescentic impressions probably produced by fingernails, 
and plain circle and crescent stamping. Four sherds are incised only and one has 
only fingernail impressions. Thirteen rims and 6 body sherds have dentate-stamped 
motifs, occasionally in combination with circle and crescent stamping. No rims are 
decorated inside the lip. The remaining 53 sherds are plain, although 6 of the 17 
rims are notched or slashed on the lip. The lip profiles of the dentate-stamped rims 
are mostly squared. Eight lips are decorated, 4 with dentate stamping, 3 with circle 
stamps, and one with crescent stamps, but none of the rims are notched or 
"crenellated" (Specht 1968: 128). Two incised rims and one fingernail-impressed 
rim are lightly notched on the lip. 

The dentate-stamped decoration is extremely regular and finely executed and is 
applied in bands of related motifs of varying widths, generally narrow (Plates I, II, 
d-e). The elements include crescents, triangles, rope, straight lines, and arcades. 
Interlocking key and Y arrangements (Golson 1968: Fig. 2) are not present. The 
motifs are almost exclusively geometric in form and each motif band is clearly 
separated from the next. 

The incised motifs are wide bands of curved arcs set vertically and horizontally, 
or straight, alternating or repeated single direction diagonals, all combined with 
occasional horizontal straight lines (Plates I, II, i-g). The fingernail impressions 
are set vertically and consist of at least two horizontal rows. Relief decoration is 
totally lacking in this collection. 

The material described above is clearly related to pottery found on Watom Island 
(Specht 1968; Casey 1936; Meyer 1909, 1910). The two collections share manufac
turing techniques, red slipping, surface wiping, decorative techniques and, to some 
extent, vessel forms. Some motif elements, especially the triangles, arcades, and 
rope, are identical to those known from Watom. However, there are also several 
points of difference. Three motifs appear which are absent on Watom. They are: 
opposing pairs of small separate crescents with vertical dentate stamping, using a 
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4-t(iothed tool, between them (Plate I, a); closely spaced dentate-stamped zigzags 
':?'...;,:. (Pl~te II, d, e); and large, vertically-oriented, dentate-stamped crescents with 

, ~taIDped crescents at top and base (Plate I, b, c), A possibly related motif occurs in 
, th~ incised ware (Plate II, f). 

" ' 'Further, while decorative elements are shared, the combinations in which they 
~ ~ are found are different. On Ambitle, the presence of small crescent stamps in some 
. quantity is a new feature, although they occur on a few unpublished sherds from 

t Watom. Angled shoulders on Watom are decorated both above and below the carina-
• tion, but only above at Ambitle. The rim profiles differ somewhat between the two 

collections. Most of those from Ambitle can be paralleled in the unpublished 
material from Watom, but Watom includes a greater range of forms (Casey 1936: 
PI. VIII, 1-10). However, many points of difference may disappear when larger 
collections are available from Ambitle. 

The presence of incised motifs in the Ambitle collection is interesting, although 
its stratigraphic association with dentate-stamped ware remains to be demonstrated. 
On Watom, incised and dentate-stamped motifs are contemporary and are found 
with fingernail-impressed and relief motifs. A further and possibly very important 
point of similarity is the presence of obsidian flakes. Several flakes from site 8 on 
Watom have been shown to originate from the Talasea area of north-central New 
Britain (Key 1968). Obsidian from Ambitle has been submitted to Mr. C. Key for 
analysis. It will be interesting to see whether the material comes from Talasea. 
Currently only three outcrops of obsidian are known from Papua-New Guinea, the 
other two being in the Admiralty Islands and on Fergusson Island. 

There is a general, but not a close, relationship between the Ambitle collection 
and the pottery excavated by White at Lesu (Lossu), northern New Ireland, in 
1969. Only a preliminary study has been made of this material, the oldest date for 
which is 2460± 120 B.P. (GaK-2441). Relief decoration consisting of slashed bands, 
pinched bands, and "nubbins" predominates. Incised decoration occurs only rarely 
and dentate stamping may occur in a coarse form on occasional sherds. Rims vary 
widely in thickness; they are generally either flat and undecorated, slashed at the 
edge, or crenellated by various methods. Most sherds are very small so that vessel 
forms have not yet been determined. Vessels are often thin-walled, heavily tempered 
with white sand, and red slipped. The material appears to be an approximately 

,~, contemporary variant of the tradition which includes dentate stamping (Key and 
Shutler, personal communications) and it will be interesting to explore the probable 

,l_ links further. 
The Ambitle sherds and obsidian may, by extrapolation from the Watom date 

(ANU-37b), be dated to around 500 B.C., but the possibility of a greater age must be 
borne in mind (Golson 1971; Shutler 1971). If this general chronology is accepted, 
the Ambitle site shows an interesting contrast to pottery allocated to the same date 
on Buka and Sohano Islands, where the rim forms differ and dentate stamping is 
very rare (Specht 1969). Also, Buka pottery is made from clay heavily tempered 
with beach sand. Some incised motifs in the Buka collection recall those from Watom 
and Ambitle, though fingernail impressions are absent and applied relief strips are 
represented. 

Ambitle clearly belongs to the group of sites, including Watom and others 
related to it in island Melanesia and Western Polynesia, which contain what is 



Plate I Sherds with dentate-stamped decoration. 



~ ., 

Plate II d-e, sherds with dentate-stamped decoration; j-g, sherds with incised decoration. 
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known variously as Lapita style, tradition, or ware. The presence of a second such 
site in the · Bismarck Archipelago opens up the possibility of delineating more 
precisely the Western aspect of this tradition and correcting some uncertainties 
arising from stratigraphic problems within the Watom site (Specht 1968: 119-125). 
We would point out, however, that we do not consider Ambitle and Watom to 
represent a pottery tradition totally independent of those existing contempor
aneously in nearby islands. We suggest that Buka, Watom, Ambitle, and probably 
Lesu are all related, although in a complex and at present badly defined fashion. 

ADDENDUM 

In December 1969 Mr. Carson presented an additional twelve sherds to the 
Museum. Nine are dentate stamped and one is incised. The most important additions 
to the material reported above are: (1) a sharply curved but not angled shoulder 
with dentate-stamped arcades above the curve; . (2) a sculptured panel decorated 
with dentate stamping, the position of which on the vessel is not at all clear (Fig. 3); 
(3) an incised large arcade motif which duplicates previously recorded dentate.:. 
stamped material. . 

o 10 

MM 
Fig. 3 Sculptured panel with dentate-stamped decoration. 
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BRUCE PALMER 

' .. i .. 

A
RCHAEOLOGICAL ' res'earch in Fiji has hithert6concentrated on Viti Levu; 

.
. . . ,. partlybeciuse of c?nyenience b~t also because it is thelatgestisland.in Fiji, 

. and presumably could be conslderedto be' representatlVe.of most of the 
group. Such ageneralassu;mption 'ignores the differing enVironments within Fiji; 
whichrangefroln high; volcanic areas to 'raised limestone islands, extensive delta 
areas, 'swamp ' sites; ' 'and even an atolL Part of recent Fiji work, thenihas been· to 
extend field surveys to other partsofthe>island· group, first to locate and describe 
sites or complexes of sites which could be compared with known areas of Viti LeVu; 
With such surVeys being completed, varioqs priorities could he1isted: for active 
research by local or overseas research personnel. c 

This strategy .was put intodperatibn by arranging for a site survey of Taveuni 
by Elizabeth Shaw, from the University of Auckland. Mter three periods inthe field 
Miss Shaw was able to describe several scores of fortified sites that she, had located. 
This formed the basis of a manuscript at present being prepared for· publication. 
With her suggested priorities being listed, Taveuni was offered .toEverett and Janet 
Frost of the University of Oregon, who spent twelve months excavating in Fiji. 
As a result of this coordinated program, a series of fortified sites varying in morpho.; 
logical details has been excavated and a ' ceramic setiei> established for each, The 
Frosts excavated ring-ditch sites on coastal flats, promontory forts defended 'by 
transverse ditches, a ridge site ' 2000ft above sea level, and ' volcanic 'cones " with 
terraces and encircling ditches. Their important and interesting fieldwork will help 
resolve some of the theoretical points concerning the evolution of Fijian f6rtifica:tions 
and the question: ofcultuta'l or topographical influences on morphology;' The most 
exciting single piece of information was their discovery ofpotteryunder15 ft of 
undisturbed primary ash deposits on Navolivoli, a cone near the south end of 
Taveuni. A carbon sample that was collectedplacesthis eruptive event at some time 
during the period 100 B.C.-A.D. 50. Ring-ditch fortifications excavated on Taveuni 
were shown by Everett Frost to belong to a period between,A.O. ' 1140 and 1320; 

Bruce Palmer is Director of the Fiji Museum. 
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"'~ more~ver, a post-contact ridge site produced several stone pounders, one of them 
l:' .. J~roo~d for hafting. This is the first time such items have been found in Fiji. 

!. '~ollowing Geoffery Parker's site survey of part of Vanua Levu, Mr. A. L. Parke, 
then.:Commissioner, Northern Division, concentrated on locating Fijian ceremonial 

.. "sites-\romewhat similar in character to the better known'naga of central Viti Levu . 
. . '"'Over the course of eighteen months eleven such sites were located by Mr. Parke. 
« • They consist of two long stone walls forming an avenue between them with 

s~bsidiary features such as upright stones, gaps in the walls, mounds built out from 
them, and occasionally transverse walls. Two of these sites were mapped by L. E. 
Thompson, a surveyor in the Lands Department, Suva, while the others were 
mapped by the Director and two members of the staff of the Fiji Museum, Pauliasi 
Ledua and Kolinio Moce. One of ' the sites near Labasa, called Wasavulu, has 
recently been declared a national monument and is now protected. 

Following his transfer to Ba, Mr. Geoffery Parker continued his interest in field 
recording and located numerous sites in what is now dense mangrove cover. A long 
stone causeway with a paved area and stone uprights at the landward end was a 
notable find. Linked mounds, ring-ditch fortifications, and stone-walled sites 
comprised some of his other categories of sites. Details of all of these sites have been 
given to the Fiji Museum by Mr. Parker and they will form the basis of a regional 
site survey being prepared for publication by Elizabeth Shaw. Miss Shaw continued 
her work on pottery making by makirig a preliminary visit to Yanuya in the Malolo 

, Group off the Nadi coast of Viti Levu. This work continues previous research 
undertaken in association with the Director whereby all remaining Fiji pottery 
technologies are being recorded. 

Following the conchlsionof the Sigatoka Research Program, all archaeological 
materials were removed to Auckland, New Zealand where the excavators, Mr. and 
Mrs. L. Birks, continue their analysis of their materials and preparation of their 
manuscripts for publication. Papers describing certain of their finds have been 
published by the Birks and these are listed in the Bibliography below. 

The Director and staff have continued their investigations into historically 
dated ring-ditch sites on Gau Island, in the Lomaiviti Group of Fiji. By plotting 

._. from a combination of aerial photographic sources, the 1856 Admiralty Chart, and 
'" traditional sources, it has been possible to reconstruct the settlement pattern as it 

was at 1854. Discussions were held with the Hydrographer of the Royal Navy and 
original charts and notebooks will be examined before the study is completed. 
Several ring-ditch sites have been mapped on the ground; features of Gau sites are 
the occurrence of extremely wide ditches, inner banks or walls of stone, and mounds 
of irregular shape and surprisingly large size. Also recognized in the field were 
flights of stone-faced terraces for dalo (taro) cultivation, with bamboo aquaducts 

_ stilllJeing used on occasion. 

In the area of the Rewa delta, Fiji Museum staff members have mapped ring-ditch 
sites that are being threatened with destruction as a result of housing subdivision. 
Five sites at Naulu were mapped in 1969, and others were visited. The first steps 
were taken to preserve a twin ring-ditch site near Suva as a national monument and 

~ . it is hoped that similar action may be taken in other areas as more intensive site 
surveys are made. Large scale development of Wakaya Island has focused attention 
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on prehistoric fortifications there, and at this stage it seems as though at least one 
major ridge fortification will be preserved in its entirety. 

Fergus Clunie and Kolinio Moce of the Fiji Museum staff carried out a series of 
small excavations of rock shelters high up on Joske's Thumb, a volcanic plug visible 
from Suva. At the base of the shelter deposits, 'human burials were discovered with 
fireplaces and beds of rushes in the layers above them. Numerous bird and infant 
human bones were also found together with basketry and cordage. This material 
is being prepared for publication. 

In association with the Lands Department, the Director undertook a survey of 
the Natadola coastal area of Nadroga, where hotel development is due to take 
place. A few ring-ditch sites were mapped, a complete survey of Navo Island was 
made, and notes were taken concerning traditional methods of salt-making in several 
of the coastal villages. The results of the . survey were incorporated in a report 
submitted by the Lands Departrri:ent to the Council of Ministers. 

Future work is aimed at extending regional site surveys, investigating and 
mapping selected sites, and undertaking small-scale excavations in rock shelters and 
caves. One dry cave in Vanua Levu has been selected for excavation in 1970, as it 
has already shown archaeological potential; a complete pot and a Trochus bracelet 
were found in it, together with a thick, dry deposit of sherds. 
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FREDERICKI), McCARTHY 

, . . 

I
N my review for the years 1964-66 TAP X] I commented in the first panlgniph 

on the attitudes and aims of the younger school of prehistorians working in 
Australia, more particularly in regard to nomenclature, quantification, ecological, 

and ethno-archaeological studies. Although excavations done in the past four years 
have involved the former three interconnected problernareas, they have produced 
guidelines for future research rather thandeffllitive §ohitions. ''thepreh'istoryof 
Australia is a continually changing story, ·with. dramatic .1~~ps forward in rapid 
succeSSlOn. , 

Professor T. D. Campbell, a notable figu~ejn South1;\ustralian;:;u;,chaeology over 
the past:foJJty iyears, died in 1967 (Canlphell.1968). 

Two important excavations havebeen.described b:vGallus.(1967b; 1%8(:) at 
Koonalda and Keil<;>r .. Koonalda is a Heep limestone cavemotFtheN ullarborPlains 
in South Australia i{Vhere '. ancient flint mining was revealed, together with a vast 
area of linear engravingsi~ both soft and ha.rd areas of the walls. Arichfauna was 
unearthed in theexc:lvattons. Gallus has added tot~esefindsa d.iimthat stone 
stelae were shaped by the Abo.rigines, a claim not acc~pted by oth~rprehistorians, 
and his description of the implements he has identified is given in a personal 
Europeanized terminology which is greatly at variance with Australian nomencla
ture. His oldest date of 31,000 B.P. has been reduced to 22,000 B.P. by two other 
samples tested from the same layer. An interdisciplinary team, led by R. V. S. 
Wright, carried out an excavation for the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies 
in January 1967, and the results are now in press. 

Gallus, and members of the Archaeological Society of Victoria, excavated a rich 
deposit of extinct vertebrate marsupial bones in the Maribymong River terraces at 
Keilor in Victoria. Gallus (1967b, 1969) claims that stone implements are associated 
with this fauna in one terrace which is from 30,000 to 47,000 years old and in another 

Before his recent retirement, Mr. McCarthy was Principal, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
Canberra. His present address is 10 Tycannah Road, Northbridge, Sydney, N.S.W. 2063. 
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one that is over 100;000 years old. Whether the stones, upon which he bases a claim 
for middle and lower Palaeolithic cultures in Australia, are manmade implements 
or are not artifacts. at all ha$ yet to be determined by other prehistorians. As a result 
of his identification of a proto-Aurignacian industry in his level 7 at Koonalda, and 
an early Aurignacian-likefacies at Keilor, Gallus now suggests (1969) the presence 
of an early HfJmosapiens iIi Australia, which was the center of an early developmental 
stage of culture. He further suggests that part of the Aboriginal population of 
Australia, which. must have developed from a Homo erectus stage in situ, must be 
endemic in the strictest sense of the word. Gallus has argued for some years that 
Australian antiquity is much more ancient than others believe, but typology is no 
longer an adequate criterion for such a hypothesis. Gill (1967c) considered that 
Gallus's evidence from this. site indicated a similar age for man in the area. He also 
restated his evidence for an antiquity of 18,000 years for the Dry Creek (Keilor) 
skull. 

Two volumes (Dunkley and Wigley 1967, Mathews 1968) descriQe the archaeology, 
history, biology, palaeontology, and geomorphology of the limestone caves of 
Australia; 

Two outstanding tesultscame from Carmel White's excavation (1967a, c) of five 
rock shelters in the Oenpelli district of western Arnhem Land. The first was the 
presence of edge-ground axes throughout the deposits dating from .ffiodern to 
22,900±700 B.P. , the oldest axes in the world. The second was the presence of 
thylacine in the area (Calaby and White 1967); it had previously been known only 
in southern Australia. In these sites two phases were present: a crude flake industry 
under a .point-fl\bricator-elouera assemblage (called Oenpellian by McCarthy and 
Setzler in 1960). The presence of the fabricators, elouera and uniface stone points, 
and bone um- and bipoints establishe.s links, suggested by the latter authors in 
1960, with the · Inland Tula and the Eastern Regional sequences of southern 
Australia. White .has rejected accepted Australian nomenclature for her implements 
on the ground that the use of terms such as elouera, pirri, and fabricators, among 
others, would imply a relationship between their occurrences in different parts of 
the continent, but she has made no attempt to account for their occurrence in her 
sites on any other basis. White excavated the two-phase sequence in the coastal 
plains sites and one phase dating from 7,000 B.P. to the present in the rocky plateau 
sites, and she stressed the difference in the two ecological zones of these habitats. 
This theme is further discussed by White and Peterson (1969) on the basis of 
fieldwork with Aborigines in eastern Arnhem Land and historical records. In her 
excavation of Padypadij rock shelter in the same area, White (1967b) compared the 
artifacts recovered-dated back to 3,000 B.p.-with those of the living people, and 
analyzed the animal and plant foods in the site. 

Important evidence to support the Eastern Regional Sequence came from 
excavations in eastern New South Wales. McBryde's (1968b) two sites at Graman 
yielded Bondaian phase material which included the oldest backed blade industry 
(5,450±lOO B.P.) in Australia, and several unique stone pendants. Moore (1967a, 
1969) also found Bondaian assemblages exclusively in his upper Hunter valley 
sites, dated between 3,850 and 650B.P.; he suggested that a series of surface sites 
in the area marked the shoreline· of an old lake now no longer in existence. A rock 
shelter at Connel's Point, George's River, yielded two phases-Bondaian under an 
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:' asseml$lage lacking backed blades (Wade 1967) which is probably the Eloueran 
Z~'-Rhase.~' A miscellaneous undated assemblage of cores, scrapers, fabricators, and 

.! ' bif3tCe pebble tools, associated with pieces of coal from 100 miles away, was unearthed 
hy C?X, Maynard, and Megaw (1968) at Audley, in the Sydney district, in a rock 

. . ~heItet decorated with the stencil and black/white phases of art in this area. Megaw 
t1967c, 1968) reiterated his view that the three phases in his Curracurrang sites are 

, similar to the Capertian, Bondaian, and Eloueran (which he called midden) phases 
o~ the Eastern Regional Sequence. There is now a time range from 5,450± 700 B.P. 

to A.D. 600 for backed blades, which Megaw thinks spread to the south coast of 
New South Wales at a comparatively late period. 

Megaw is of the opinion that the evidence now available indicates that McBryde's 
hypothesis of the adaptation of certain basic lithic traditions to different local 
environments needs revision. The widespread occurrence in Australia of specialized 
types of implements, such as the eiouera, fabricator, backed blades, and burins, in 
a wide range of Aboriginal habitats, suggests that the ecology and stone materials 
exercised a minor influence on the types of implements used. On the other hand, 
the bone point and shell fishhook assemblage (with few stone implements) in 
Lampert's North Durras rock shelter (excavated in 1966) is the product of a 
specialized fishing economy and is clear proof that the ecology and artifacts in a 
site are linked in a causative manner in some sites. 

An investigation of the sites at Botany Bay where Captain Cook landed also was 
, begun by Megaw (1969a, b), in an effort to find ethno-archaeological evidence of 

this great historical event. Late Eastern Regional Sequence stone and bone imple
ments, and shell fish-hooks, were recovered together with a nail, bone button, and 
bottle glass of European origin. 

In the only excavation of Inland Tula Sequence material, Gould (1968c), in a 
preliminary account of his excavation of the Puntutjarpa rock shelter in the War
burton Ranges area of eastern Western Australia, noted a change in the assemblages 
where horsehoof cores disappeared and geometric microliths came into use in a 
deposit dated from 6,740±120 B.P. to 3,810±160 B.P. Microlithic size implements 

, occurred throughout the deposit. Glover and Campbell (1969) criticized Gould's 
. usage and dating of "microlith" and "microlithic" in this site, as the geometric or 

,- backed blade types did not appear to be as old as the oldest date from the deposit 
'~ (6,740±120 B.P.). Gould is now excavating at the site and should clarify this point. 

He rejected (1969b) the general adoption of backed blades for the geometric 
,f ,_ microliths, Bondi points, and other abrupt trimmed implements and argues for 

the use of Australian Small Tool Tradition instead. 
On Wilson's Promontory on the south coast of Victoria, Coutts (1968a, .1969) . 

analyzed statistically the density of every species of shellfish in the, middens and in 
the surface scatter areas around them. In this excavation of a number of the deposits, 
he recovered a variety of cores, flake, and blade implements including backed 
blades, a fabricator, and other tools, in which a distinction is evident in the flint 
and ' other stone materials used for making them. 

Excavations of Aboriginal skeletal material yielded some interesting results. 
Following the discovery by Thorne (1969) in the National Museum of Victoria of a 

-. fossilized skeleton, the Curator of Anthropology, Mr. A. West, traced the acquisition 
to a site at Kow Swamp, near Cohuna, in northern Victoria. Preliminary investiga-
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tions by Thorne indicated the existence of a prehistoric burial ground in an ancient 
. and extensive lunette. The A.LA.S. is now financing excavations of the site by an 
interdisciplinary team led by Thorne. Haglund-Calley (1968) described the recovery 
of 140 graves of extended, flexed, and delayed burials in a recent site at Broadbeach, 
Queensland, where there is evidence of the ritual use of fire. The mixed assemblage 
of stone implements includes a variety of Eastern Regional Sequence types. 

Skeletons were excavated by Gill (1967b) in the Chowilla area, associated with 
stone implements, from sites dating between 3,000 and 6,000 years B.P. He also 
dated other Victorian skel~tal remain at 5,540 B.P. (1967a), 1,190±90 B.P., and 
4,170-5,190 B.P. (1969). Pretty (1967 and 1968) salvaged eight graves in South 
Australia, one series being dated at 320±90 B.P. 

Among the overall reviews of Australian prehistory is the first book on the subject, 
written by D. J. Mulvaney (1969). He includes sound discussions of Pleistocene 
climatic conditions, the arid period of 6,000-4,000 years ago in Australia, and on 
man as the most potent agent in upsetting the ecological balance by burning off the 
vegetation and in extinguishing the giant vertebrate marsupials. There is a very 
interesting analysis of the Weidenreich, Macintosh, and Birdsell views on the 
physical origin of the Aborigines, and discussion of other aspects of Australian 
prehistory previously published by the author. Of great importance at present is 
his claim that a drastic reappraisal of the major culture nomenclature terms is 
necessary, for he believes that a culture needs to be defined from a broadly based 
group of distinctive and associated traits instead of by geograpical or Aboriginal 
derivatives. He has therefore proposed names for three phases or stages of continent
wide significance: Basic (core and flake tool), for the early non-hafted phase; 
Inventive, from 6,000 years ago, in which stage a great variety of specialized hafted 
tools appeared; and Adaptive, for the recent period. These stages may be directly 
correlated with the Early, Middle, and Recent stone ages of Australia which Clark 
(1969) has used; this major subdivision of Australian prehistory was first proposed 
by McCarthy in 1963 (1968) as Early, Middle, and Late ages. Mulvaney pointed 
out that flake-tool makers in Borneo, Philippines, New Guinea, and Australia were 
at a basically similar level, a conclusion which accords with Movius's distinction 
between the pebble/core and flake tradition of early or middle Pleistocene origins 
in Malaysia and Java and the flake-tool makers of Borneo and Palawan since 
40,000 years ago. 

In another timely review, Jones (1968) discusses the validity of the oldest radio
carbon dates in Australia, of which the most reliable ancient ones are in the vicinity 
of 22,000 years. He believes that in late-glacial times most of Tasmania was 
inhospitable and probably uninhabited or highly coastal, and that the land bridge 
from Wilson's Promontory to northeast Tasmania before 15,000 B.P. was covered 
by the sea by 11,000 B.P., leaving the Tasmanians to live in isolation ever since. As 
a result of his detailed study of their fire-stick farming in Australia and Tasmania, 
he believes that the Aborigines brought about the extermination of the giant 
marsupials between 20,000 and 30,000 years· ago, and caused profound changes in 
the vegetation pattern. 

The oldest radiocarbon dates now being revealed in Australia have important 
implications for the spread of man from eastern Asia to neighboring regions; 
particularly in regard to water transport. Man had to cross open waters to reach 
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~ Aust1f1lia, and the antiquity of rafts, canoes, or whatever form of craft he used is 
0' "bein~ pushed back further and further each year. . 
, .\. Mulvaney (1967), Moore (1967b), and McCarthy (1968a) revIewed recent develop

! m~nts and problems in Australian prehistory. The latter stressed the need to carry 
',~ut ~ program of distributional studies of artifacts, and Moore drew attention to 

. _the archaeological importance of islands around Australia. Tindale (1968), in a 
, 'paper presented to a conference in 1963, reviewed his archaeological work begun 

ip. 1924, and gave brief results of a number of excavations on Groote Eylandt, 
Ceorge's River, N.S.W., Fromm's Landing, Pine Dam, Noarlunga, and Burk 
Island, S.A. In defending his five-phase South Australian sequence, he now claims 
that the difference between his Devon Downs and Mulvaney's Fromm's Landing 
excavation results is due to the latter being a women's camp. He illustrates several 
glass geometric microliths with hafting gum on them, collected in Western Australia 
by Sir Edward Stirling, indicating a late survival of the type. Although he claims 
that his Kartan is the oldest culture in Australia, he cites a date of 5,820±90 B.P. 

for it from a Lake Torrens site; in another statement (1967) he said that his Kartan 
implements are matched in the Niah cave between 32,000 and 40,000 years ago. 

Another museum find, that of a human tooth 8,000 to 12,000 years old from 
Devil's Lair, Nannup, W.A., found in the Lundelius collection in the Western 
Australian Museum, was compared by Dawes (1968) with ancient examples from 
eastern Australia. Macintosh (1967a} concluded that the Green Gully, Vic., fossil 

, human bones belonged to a male and a female and in two papers (1967a and b) 
distinguished the Talgai-Cohuna-Mossgiel crania as one archaic group and the 
Green Gully-Keilor (Dry Creek)-Tartanga as another group in the known Australian 
fossil series, which fornis a continuum in which relationships with early Java types 
can be identified. He stated that the Talgai cranium has a maximum age of 13,000 
years, and traced the history of the skull and of the casts made of it at the Australian 
Museum in 1914-15. Tindale (1967), on the other hand, classes the Tartanga skull 
with the Niah and Tasmanian crania in support of the tri-hybrid theory that the 
Oceanic N egritos were the firstcomers to Australia. He believes that they were 
shore dwellers who lived a life similar to that of the Kaiadilton Bentinck Island, 
Qld. Whitehouse (1969a) suggested a possible overland migration over 8,000 years 

• ago of pygmy N egritos from New Guinea to Cape York and down the east coast, 
~: 

while a normal height group was swept by ocean currents on to the northwest coast. 
He advanced the view that Aboriginal colonization as due to volcanic eruptions 
and the Tsunamic and other ocean currents, and discussed (1967) the effects of 
eustatic, tectonic, and climatic changes, and lava fields, on their migrations. 

Descriptions of archaeological sites in various areas were given by Crosby (1968) 
at Taroom, Kelly (1968) on the Mulligan River, and Woolston (1969) on the Palmer 
River, Qld; Edwards (1967b) and Gill (1967) atChowilla, Massola (1968-69) on 
scattered sites, West (1969) at Munro, the Mildura Anthropological Group 
(1967-69) on a wide range of sites in that area, Vic.; and Grimwade (1968) in the 
One Tree Hill district, S.A. Northern Territory Welfare Branch (1968) issued a list 
of rock art sites in the N.T.; Serventy (1967) briefly described various sites in the 

" N.T. and W.A.; and Nevermann and others (1968) referred to a wide range of 
sites in their discussion of Aboriginal religion. 
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Gould (1968b), in his account of the ethnoarchaeology of the Ngadadjara tribe 
in the Gibson Desert, where he carried out research in 1966, described rock-walled 
hunting blinds associated with the use of rock art in hunting magic. After describing 
their hunting and gathering economy (1967), he compared the Ngadadjara subsis
tence behavior with that of the "Kung Bushmen" of South Mrica (1969a). In his 
description of the knapping and uses of stone tools, he stated that both the tula and 
burren slugs are produced from the one type of adze flake or chisel; this is contrary 
to Tindale's claim in 1965 that the Ngadadjara produce them from two different 
adzes, and that they thus form an important cultural distinction between his 
Tartangan and Pirrian culture phases. Glover and Lampert (1969) pointed out that 
they are valid types even though they are remnants of the one type of adze, and 
should not be lumped together as Gould had done in his report; the latter agreed 
with this distinction in his reply (1969) to their criticism of his report. Dr. Graaf 
(1968) completed a thesis on the general ethnography of the Ngadadjara tribe. 
Peterson (1968) drew attention to the significance of the pestle and mortar on 
surface campsites as an indicator of band numbers and the diet of Aborigines in 
eastern Arnhem Land. As a result of a field survey Lourandos (1968) pointed out 
that a significant difference existed between the economic organization, exploitation 
of habitat, and stone implements of the nomadic eastern Aborigines as compared 
with the seasonally sedentary natives in the west and northwest of Tasmania. 

Theses in ethno-history are now yielding much valuable archaeological source 
information from literature and museum collections. A program of studies on the 
material culture and ethnography of northeast N.S.W. has been followed for some 
years at the universities of New England and Sydney. In the present period, Allen's 
(1968) account of the environment, economy, and material culture has shown, 
among other things, that a higher density of population in the arid areas of western 
N.S.W. was closely related to the lack of high seed resources on the eastern table
lands, and that the spear:was not as important a weapon in the former area as it was 
in the latter. In an exhaustive review of the literature on the environment, economy, 
and food quest of the Tasmanian Aborigines, Hiatt (1967-68) has provided a vital 
corpus of ecological data for the interpretation of future excavations on the island. 
Lawrence (1968) compared four Aboriginal habitats, economies, and technologies 
in central Australia, the Murray-Darling rivers system, coastal N.S.W., and Cape 
York in his assessment of McCarthy's hypothesis that the Aborigines imposed their 
way of life on the Australian environment, in contrast to the popular view that their 
culture was a product of the environment. Both Hiatt's and Lawrence's studies 
include many invaluable tables on hunting and fishing methods, animal and plant 
foods, and equipment used. Pope (1967) reexamined Roth's collection of northeast 
Queensland material culture, while Pope and Moore (1967) reviewed the main 
features of Roth's life and ethnographic work. 

The nomenclature of stone implements has changed very little in the period 
under discussion. Light was thrown on the origin and function of the fabricator by 
P. J. White's (1968) firsthand observations in central New Guinea, where it is the 
end product of knapping and is a core not used as a tool. He described it as a 
bipolar scalar artifact, and in the same issue of Mankind the established name of 
fabricator was changed to this term in a paper by Brimfield describing the first 
examples found in Tasmania. Although White's evidence clearly proves that the 
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; implement belongs to the core group, it does not take into account the undoubted 
;'). use ~isplayed on some Australian fabricators. Some of . these have a smooth, 
p''-'lroun&ed, crescentic working edge at one end, and others show the stages leading 

.1 'to'it. There is no need to change the name, but merely to transfer the type to the 
. 'u..tili¢ed core group. A new technique for measuring striking platforms and scraper 
" angl~s on stone tools was described by Crosby (1967). An ingenious combination of 
,- a wooden skewer with the mariwu (formerly riambi) stone pick to remove and open 

oysters in the Wellesley islands, Gulf of Carpentaria, was described by Colliver 
:ind Woolston (1967) and by Tindale (1967). It was suggested by Whitehouse (1969b) 
that another puzzling implement, the morella-type, was a children's plaything. 

Two further series of horsehoof cores and large uniface pebbles and other 
implements from six campsites in S.A., and some scraper tools used by the Tas
manian native women in a sealers' camp on Kangaroo Island, all beautifully 
illustrated, were described by Cooper (1968a J b). The first petrological analysis by 
Branagan and Megaw (1967) of the stone materials (some from 100 miles away) 
from a stratified site, at Curracurrang, N,S.W., revealed a marked change in the 
lithology from the bottom to the top levels, reflected in a major change in implement 
types, selectivity of stone, and standardization of one rock type. This is a fruitful 
aspect of site analysis which promises to yield important data on these problems. 
As a result of his analysis of a collection of geometric microliths, Bondi points, 
scrapers, large blades, and knapped adzes including'tula with slugs, Glover (1967) 
suggested that the microlithic backed blade tradition was introduced on the north
west coast and thence spread to the southeast of the continent. This was followed 
by a contemporaneous large unifacial and bifacial point industry that spread 
eastward from north Australia. Edwards (1967a) described a quarry near Katherine, 
N.T., and Linklater (1968) a flint quarry near Renner's Springs, N.T., and imple
ment trade in this region. 

Two interesting bone points were described. One, in a sheath, was found 
(Edwards 1968a) exposed in the surface of Fromm's Landing shelter No.2. Gill 
(1968b) described the other one, from a fossil bone bed which has an antiquity of 
over 7,000 years, in the Flowery Gully cave in Tasmania. McCarthy (1967a) 
republished his 1946 classification (without the type bibliographies) as a handbook 
by the Australian Museum; he added to it sections on the Tasmanian stone imple-

• ments and Australian bone, shell, and teeth tools. 
~: Several important discoveries and developments took place in the study of the 
(_ rock art. Edwards and Maynard (1967) and Gallus (1968b) described a vast aggrega

tion of abraded grooves and linear designs up to 22,000 years old on the walls of the 
Koonalda limestone cavern, and, some 1,000 feet from the entrance, the oldest 
rock art in Australia. A series of strange heart-shaped human faces, some part of 
extraordinary outline figures discovered by Michael Terry in 1932 at Thomas • 
Reservoir in the Cleland Hills, N.T., were described by Edwards (1968b, c). 
Wright's (1968) monograph on the rock art of the Pilbara district, W.A., revealed ' 
the full range of human and feral cat figures, with their great stress on gigantic . 
genitalia, which form the basis of this highly imaginative art, some of which is now : 
threatened with vandalism by visitors and destructon by industry. McCaskill (1968) ' 
began recording in a rich new area of engravings in the Waldburg ranges in the 
Murchison district, W.A. ' 

. 
J 
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The A.I.A.S. carried out (McCarthy 1969a) an interdisciplinary investigation of 
the. Mt. Cameron West engravings, the most important art site in Tasmania. All of 
the visible engravings, and others uncovered in excavations, were recorded, and a 
series molded for casting. Associations of charcoal with engravings were obtained 
in the excavations, and the radiocarbon dates are awaited with great interest. 
Extensive excavations will have to be carried out in the future to uncover the full 
series of engraved rocks. Burrows (1967) illustrated large, coarsely pecked plain 
and tailed circles from Wepowie, S.A., somewhat similar to those at Mt. Cameron 
West and other west coast sites in Tasmania. It is a striking fact that the latter art; 
on the closest side of the island to South Australia, has its strongest parallels in the 
Flinders Ranges of the latter state, and that the flint implements industry of 
southeast South Australia resembles the later industry in Tasmania more closely than 
any other in southeast Australia. 

The significance of the foregoing research in relation to the sequences of engrav.,. 
ings proposed some years ago by McCarthy is that the latter's claim that the abraded 
grooves formed the first phase is supported by the Koonalda discoveries, and 
secondly, that the Tasmanian rock art would appear to be related to the Linear 
Design or third phase on the mainland. McBryde (1968) established a sequence of 
linear engravings (or abraded grooves) over stencils in rock shelters ,at Graman, 
N.S.W. Cox, Maynard, and Megaw (1968) found agreement with McCarthy's 
coastal sequence in a rock shelter frieze at Audley, in the Sydney district. Sim (1969), 
in an elaborate frieze on the Macdonald River, identified a sequence of white over 
black over stencil over red figures, and outline over bichrome over infilled over 
stencil styles, and the latter over red infilledfigures as the basic series; this is a 
variation of McCarthy's coastal sequence. 

Ucko and Rosenfeld (1967) drew on Australian data in their critical analysis of 
the theories of Laming and Leroi-Gourhan concerning placement and super-
positioning in Palaeolithic parietal art. . 

Clark (1969) proposed that rock art was introduced into Australia during our 
Middle Stone Age, thus bringing Australia into line with thinking abroad, where 
Willcox has proposed that Mrican rock art spread from southwest E~rope in . the 
Middle Stone Age. . . . '.. .' 

Five or more expeditions were carried out by Crawford (1968) to the Kimberley 
district, W.A., to study the famous Wandjina rock shelter art. In a well illustrated 
book he has presented a great deal of new information about this remarkable' art, 
the range of its motifs, the origin, powers, and behavior of the Wandjina ancestral 
beings, the painting techniques, the original two sites described by Sir George 
Grey, and legends about many of the subjects. He describes a number of new sites 
of paintings and engravings in the Kimberley district, and the motifs carved in the 
trunks of the boab trees. He has made a careful study of the natural deterioration 
of the Wandjina paintings and of their future. He has not, however, made any 
attempt to conform to the accepted terminology of Australian rock art, and has 
ignored entirely the important problem of superimpositions of coiors, styles, and 
subjects. In another interesting book, Trezise (1969) described his arduous expedi
tions in the Laura district of Cape York in search of rock shelter art, as a result of 
which he has discovered dozens of hitherto unknown and impressiv,e galleries of 
paintings and engravings, and paintings over ancient linear type engravings. It is 
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,anelabofate art' in 'which ' large human and . animal ·. motifs predominate, ', though 
, thei;~ are some unusual portrayals ,of trees, yams, and. fruits; ,Interestingcontem
.k-'..;,por$ subjects, include horses, riders with rifles, and also pigs, which date from 

./: ~ &ri~' and the other explorers and early white settlement. These subjects are painted 
,in t~e same style as the traditional art~ The X-ray style is also represented in this 

. '- area: This art is illustrated for the first time in 42 color plates; and many legends 
- froiD. the area are recorded in the book. 

. 

Edwards (1967-68) described a series of red paintingsinAtherton tableland rock 
~helters which are much simpler in the styles represented than those of the Laura 
district directly to the north. Woolston (1968) failed to locate the paintings described 
by Jack and Palmerston in northeast Qld., but recorded several sites,in one of 
which. paintings of frogs are featured. Mountford and Brandl (1967 and 1968) des
cribed the outstanding figures in a number of rock shelters in the N.T., including 
Ingaladdi, but nowadays a complete record of every figure in a site is needed for 
comparative distributional and other studies. In a well produced book, Mountford 
(1968) described the great Ngamaand Jukinta rock shelters in the Northern Terri
tory,and the totemic mythology of Jarapiri, the great snake spirit of the site. 

Brandl (1968) recorded a new technique in the Alligator rivers area of western 
Arnhem Land, where he saw human figures and other designs fashioned with 
pellets of beeswax on the walls of ·eight rock shelters . .A remarkable frieze of 200 
dry pigment drawings and ' stencils was recorded by Sim (1969) in the Macdonald 
River area of theSydney-Hawkesbu'ry district, N.S.W •. 

CONEEREN Cll.S 

. Congresses of the Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement 
of SCierice were heldm 'Hobart, MelboUrne,and Adelaide, at which many aspects 
oFand cundit research on Australian ·archaeology were described: The A.LA.S. 
(1967) held a one-day conference on the typology of Australian stone implements 
arid rock art, and a four-day conference in May 1967 on "Australian Aboriginal 
Aiitlquitles: Their Nature and Conservation" (McCarthy 1968). These papers are 
now' in press. Ariother conference on "Aboriginal Man and Environment in 
Australia," held by the Department of Prehistory, Australian National University; 
consisted of 26 seminars, and these papers are also in press . 

't: RADIOCARBON DATES 

(_ Lists of radiocarbon dates were published by Kigoshi (1967), McCarthy (1967b), 
" Polac~ and others (1967), Gill (1968), Dury (1968), .;mdl\'lulvaney (1969). ' 

BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
, , ' . .. . . 
Annotated bibliographies of the anthropology of the Cape York and Kimberley 

regions (Craig 1967, 1968) and a list of ,French naval records of the Aborigines 
(Marchant 1969) were published by the A.LA.S. 

CONSERVA TION 

Legislation was enacted in South Australia in 1965 (Edwards 1968) and Queens
. , land in 1968 to protect and preserve Aboriginal antiquities. 
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The "Man the Hunter" symposium, sponsored by the Weriiler~GrenFoundation 
~9.r Anthropol.ogicat J~e~e~rch, has "pr.d4uc{;,~a vol~~e~Leeand ' Devore 1968) of 
great significance to prehistorians in Australia. The wide scope of the papers 
includes discussions on ecology and demography, adaptation and the solu.t"iQ~b9f 
environmental problems., scatcity versus abundance of food; relative importance of 
animal and plant foods, fluid or static"tompositiortof local groups, ethmj.;;archaeolo
gical research, and the theoretical problems with which prehistorians musfconcem 
them:selvekirithe future. . ' " " " '-'- , ':, " "' .. . ,;' T' .: 

',: - ' : :. ,~ - ',',',:' .".: : ~: 

, 

.. A~lJ~'l'ATED BIBLIO.GRAPHY 

ABBIE, A. ! ' ... .i'.;' . 

1968 Australian Aborigines. Rassengeschichte derMenschheit 1 : 7~24; 13 plates" Munich; 
A-<;count of human biqlogy.andphysical anthropology, material culture, .religion and 

.-' ce£e¥19ru~, inusica\inst~ents, origffiand aJ?#quity, and fossil skulls (Talgai, Cohuna, 
Jervois)" " . . .." . . . 

1969 ,The Original Australians. Lo~don: Muller, 288 pp. . .'. . . .. 
., .. ; Chap. }. )thst~ncoun~eAwith.whites from: ' 1685; It physical char!l,cteristics; III . 

..• . EnVlronment andtribes ; .. JV. Diet,foodvalues and. deficiencies, h,vntin~ and cooking; 
V. Diseases,enqemicand introduced.; .VI. Mate~ial . culture,. watercraft; VII. Religion 

. , and ' ceren"lQnies;VIII. 'Medicine and magic; IX. LangUage,. music, art, . and artistic 
.• "".expression ; X. SoCia!. orgariiiation;XI .. Ongin, antiquityandmigiation; XII. Black and 

\yhite andthe.future. . .. . . . " . '. ." .. . 

ALLEN,F;]: ' 
1967 The technology of colonial expansion : a nineteenth-century niilitary 'ouiji:(jsi: on the north 

coast of Australia. Industrial Archaeology 4: 111-137. . ." .. ". , . ..... 
ExCaVll!ions a,t ,Port Essington, a ~ritish settlement from 1838tq, .1849, and a~soqiated 
Aboriginal middens, glass implements. Macassan contact, findirig of. Chinese pottery. 

' :;; 
~LIiN.Jf 
" i 96S' Westg~piain and eastern . hill: a reconstruction of the subsistence i6~i~ities of the 

Abong'irial inhabitants of central eastern Australia. B.A. honours thesis, University of 
Sydney. 110 pp. .{ , .. '" 
Analysis of subsistence t)ctivities l:Jased 011 ethnographic liter.ature •. envirorunent ... ppf'ula
tion, material culture, hun~ing, fishing, diet .. " Study .indicates higher population along 
Murr.ay:par1iIlg riv~rs .. ,system .. an,d in Cooper area than on e,~stern . tablelands, . seed 
resources closely ' related to density of population. marked local contrasts in huts and 

. w~ap(ms. . , .. 

AMBROSE, W. R. 
' 1967 Aichaeology~nd sheli tnldden:~~ APAO 2: 169-'187. " 

. : .. Survey of tesearch inTasm!mia and Australia, potentialities 9f coastal -deppsits, limited 
nature of research on them to date, future lines 'of inquiry, quantitative. structural, and 
ecological views, comments on Galatea midden in New Zealand. l 

ARCHAEOLOGY IN AUSTnA.LIk " . '. " ... • .• 

i968 Current AffaIrs Bull. 41: 194-207: . .• " '" . ' . 
Meaning of archaeology, various ways of classifying impletnrints, the tadibcatbon method, 
ancient Oenpelli ground edge axes, palaeoclimates and ecology, extinction by ,man of 
giant marsupia!s, . vegetation patterns destroyed by Aboriginal firing of bush, pollen 
analysis, excavation ' site analysis; current prehistory studies,use of contemporary 
ethnographic. evidence to int¢rpret archaeological material and rock art; iimateurism and 
professionalism. problems for the futUre, use of computers in archaeology .. , 

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF ABORIGINAL STUDIES, PREHISTORY AND MATERIAL CULTURE GROUP 

1967 Minutes of meeting;; . 22ndJa'nuary;' 1967.5 .. pp. 
Typescript in Institute's lib!ary. 

AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY FOR EDUCATION THROUGH ART 

1969 The Weebo Stones. Western Australia Office. Mimeographed. 6 pp. 
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BAGL~, D ., and B. MULLINS 
1.,t69 Aborigines of Australia. Sydney : Horwitz. 32 pp. 

;~, ~ General description of Aboriginal life, chapter on rock engravings and paintings, 
rOo":') \ w excellent photographs. 

'·Bibu.E, R. L . 
"-968 Aboriginal skeleton findings at Nildottie. Jour. Anthrop. Soc. S.A. 6: 4-6. 
, Three burials at Swan Reach, Murray River. 

BIRD, E. C. G. 
1968 Coasts: An introduction to systematic geomorphology, 4. Canberra: Australian National 

University. 246 pp. 
Brief notes on radiocarbon dates from wood, peat, and shells; notes on dunes on Fraser 
Island, Qld. 

BOURKE AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
1967--68 Papers presented . .. on the history of Bourke 2. Roneoed. 

General description from literature of Aboriginal life of area, rock pamtmgs, stone 
artifacts, fish traps (Brewarrina and Nonah), native well on Glen Ora Station. 

BOWLER, J. M., and OTHERS 
1967 Green Gully burial. Nature 5072: 152-154. 

Excavation of human skeletal material dated 6460± 190 B.P., geology of area, two stone 
implement assemblages comprising an early scraper industry and a later Inicrolithic 
industry. 

1969 The KeilQr terraces: an assessment of geological problems. Artefact 14: 1--6. 
Geological investigations since 1946, Dry Creek skeletal findings in 1940 and Green 
Gully 1965, stratigraphY 'of Dry Creek terraces, differential deposition of secliments and 
artifacts, extinct marsupial bed at base of Keilor terrace from 24,000 to 30,000 years old 
and Green Gully 30,700 B.P., main erosion of Arundel terrace between 30,000 and 18,000 
B.P., with 10-1 5°F colder climate,. valley sheltered for man and animals, present vegetation 
pattern established 12,000 B.P . with increase in temperature, no evidence to support 
Gallus's claim that Arundel terrace is over 100,000 years old nor to correlate Maribyrnong 
sequence with that of any other part of the world. 

BRANAGAN, D . F ., and J. V. S. MEGAW 
1969 The lithography of a coastal Aboriginal settlement at Curracurrang, N.S.W. APAO 

4: 1-17. 

BRANDL, J. 

Stone implement materials from excavation derived from up to 40 Iniles away, three 
main occupation phases corresponding to Eastern Regional Sequence, geology and rocks 
of south coast of N.S.W., discussion of axe mining and trade in Australia. 

1967 Art in Australian Aboriginal society and culture: an approach to ' the art of non-literate 
peoples. :B.A. thesis, University of Western Australia. 74 pp. 
The main theme is the connection between art and society, with description of all fields 
of rock and other art in Amhem Land. 

1968 Aboriginal rock designs in beeswax and description of cave painting sites in western 
Arnhem Land. APAO 3: 19-29. 
Discovery of new cave art technique in beeswax of human figures and rows of pellets, 
descriptions of stick and X~ray paintings in eight sites in Magela Creek, East Alligator 
River, and Cahill's Crossing areas. . 

(,- BRIMFIELD, B. H. 
1968 Bipolar scalar artefacts from north-eastern Tasmania. Mankind 6: 691--693 . 

Discovery of fabricators, previously unknown on island, on surface sites in northern and 
north-eastern Tasmania. 

BURROWS, H. E. 
1967 Rock engravings from the Orroroo clistrict, S.A. Rec. S. A. Mus. 15 : 363-369. 

Describes three sites at upper Wepowie Creek, with typical pecked, plain, and tailed 
circles resembling Mt. Cameron West art in Tasmania. 

CALABY,J. H., and C. WHITE 
1967 The Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisi) in northern Australia in recent times. A]S 

29: 473-475. 
First record for northern Australia; specimen is an edentulous mandibular symphys~ 
excavated in Padypadij rock shelter, Oenpelli, N.T., dated around 3,120±100 B.P.; also 
molar tooth from Kangaroo Island. . . 
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CAMPBELL, A. H. 
1967 Aboriginal traditions and the prehistory of Australia. Mankind 6: 476-481. 

Myths which indicate . changes in sea level and climate, land bridges, volcanic activity, 
and extinct animals. 

CAMPBELL, T. D. 
1968 Obituary notice by R. Edwards. Ree. S. A. Mus. 15: 641-646. 

CLARK, G. 
1967 

1969 

The Stone Age Hunters. London: Thames and Hudson. 143 pp. 
Chapter on recent hunters and gatherers discusses Australian Aboriginal economic life 
and illustrates use of sacred pebbles and stone tools. 
Australian Stone Age. In Liber Iosepho Kostrzewski Oetogenario a Veneratoribas Dieatus, 
quem Konrad Jazelzewski, pp. 17-23 .. 
Early work and excavations, importance of radiocarbon dating, Keilor skull and age, 
Early, Middle, and Recent Stone Ages in Australia and their traits, dingo and rock art 
introduced in Middle Stone Age, static Early period, Indonesian affinities, tula and 
elouera adzes, continuity and perfect adaptation to environment dominant factors of 
Aboriginal culture. 

COLLIVER, F. S., and F. P. WOOLSTON 
1967 Anthropological notes from Queensland, 2. Qld. Nat. 18: 57-63. 

Soft stone sculptures by Kalboori Y oungi and Boulia Bob, description and use of 
mariwoo (riambi) oyster stone on Wellesley Islands, Gulf of Carpentaria. 

COOPER, H. M. 
1968a An archaeological campsite in the vicinity of Hallett Cove, S.A. Ree. S. A. Mus. 15: 

605-614. 
Description of 55 uniface pebble and horsehoof stone implements, also hammerstones, 
from a Sheidow Ridge surface site. 

1968b A further description of large stone implements from South Australia. Ree. S.A. Mus. 
15: 581-603. 
Sites at Hallett Cove, Melrose, Willochra Creek, Wepowie, South Hummocks, and 
Kangaroo Island, and the Cape Hart sealers' camp with Tasmanian type implements, 
1,700 artifacts collected. 

COUTTS, P .. J. F. 
1967 Coastal dunes and field archaeology in s.e. Australia. APAO 1: 28-34. 

Survey of midden sites from Tarwin to Cape Liptrap, Mornington Peninsula, Barwon 
Heads, Airey's Inlet, Goose Lagoon, Portland, results of Wilson's Promontory investiga
tion, radiocarbon dates, stone implements on all sites. 

1968a The Archaeology of Wilson' s Promontory. Master's thesis, Australian N ational University. 
Environment, fauna and fiora, study of midden components before, during, and after 
erosion, stone and shell densities per 6-foot-square analysis, stone implement assemblies 
excavated, sources of raw materials, ethnography of area, punch card system used Jor 
quantitative analyses. 

1968b Archaeological sites in the Portland region, Victoria. AJS 30: 370. 
Description of sites and flint implements. 

1969 Analysis of archaeological material from eroding midden sites. NZAAN 12: 82-91. 
Density of shellfish species, stone implements, on Wilson's Promontory, Victoria, middens, 
results of excavations, description of implements, techniques employed in investigation. 

Cox, ]., L. MAYNARD, and J. V. S. MEGAW 
1968 The excavation of a rock shelter at Audley, Royal National Park, N.S.W. APAO 3: 

94-104. 
Shell midden yielded scrapers, fabricators, cores, and biface pebble tools, pieces of coal 
from at least 10 miles away, cut bones; art includes black and white drawings of sharks, 
eels, and fish, striped designs, hand stencils, and tally marks, sequence of colors, com
parison between drawings and engravings of area, significance of eel and eel-headed 
human figures. 

CRAIG, B. F. 
1967 Cape York: An Annotated Bibliography. Occas. Pap. Abor. Stud. 9 (Bib!. Ser. 2). 

Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 233 pp. 
1968 Kimberley Region: An Annotated Bibliography. Aust. Abor. Stud. 13 (Bib!. Ser. 3). 

Canberra: Australian Institute of AbOl:iginal Studies. 269 pp. 
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CRAWFORD, I. M. 
1<f>8 The Art of the Wandjina : Aboriginal Cave Paintings in Kimberley, W.A. Melbourne: 

" Oxford University Press. 144 pp. 

. ... 

, I Description of the cave art-techniques, colors, subjects-Wandjina conception and 
beliefs, origin of Wandjinas, Grey's sites, Bradshaw's archaic art form, paintings and 
engraving sites on mainland and islands, tree and bow .nut carvings, deterioration and 
preservation of paintings, stone arrangements. 

~ROSBY, E. 
1967 A new technique for measuring striking platform and scraper angles on stone tools. 

JPS 76: 102-103. 
Applied to five sites in southeast Queensland. 

1968 An archaeological site survey near Tarooma, south-eastern Queensland. Mem. Qld. Mus. 
15: 73-81. 
Thirty-six sites examined in four areas, include rock paintings on Dawson River, quarry 
and workshop on Robinson Creek, paintings and ocher sources in Robinson-Bell creeks 
area, and Wallangarra Creek, with summary of numbers of paintings, colors, techniques, 
and ' motifs, and analysis of stone tools collected. 

DAVIES, P. L. 
1968 An 8,000 to 12,000 years old human tooth from Western Australia. APAO 3: 33-40. 

Tooth in Lundelius collection, W.A. Museum, from Devil's Lair, Nannup--its crown, 
root, pulp chamber, canal attrition, and dimensions-compared with New South Wales 
material. 

, DICKSON, F. P. 

( -

1968 Aboriginal Technology-Some Evidencefrom Kurnell Peninsula, Botany Bay. Monograph, 
University of New South Wales, Dept. of Industrial Arts, 1. 31 pp. 
Description of middens, range of stone implements, their origin and uses. 

DUNKLEY, J. R, and T. M. L. WIGLEY, eds. 
1967 Caves of the Nullarbor: A Review of Speliological Investigations in the Nullarbor Plain, 

Southern Australia. University of Sydney. 61 pp. 
Chapters on geographical and historical background, by J. R . Dunkley; Checklist of 
caves and related features, by A. L. Hill; Surface and underground geomorphology, by 
J. N. Jennings; Anthropology and archaeOlogy of Nullarbor Plain, by G. L. Pretty and 
A. Gallus; Vertebrate palaeontology of the quaternary deposits of Nullarbor Plain, by 
M. R Walter and N. S. Pledge. 

DURY, G. H., and T. LANGFORD SMITH 
1968 Australian geochronology: checklist 3. AJS 30: 304-306. 

Radiocarbon dates from Macassar Well, N .T., shell mound (Mulvaney), Stradbroke 
Island shell midden, Qld. (Tugby), Range of Many Peaks hearth, Qld. (Hopley), Wutta
goona Station, N.S.W., rock shelter (McCarthy), Salt Lake, Tiboobutta, N.S.W., 
hearth (Dury and Smith). 

EDWARDS, R 
1967a Aboriginal quartzite quarry in the Katherine region, N.T.]. Anthrop. Soc. s.A. 5: 11-14. 
1967b A survey of Aboriginal relics in the Chowilla area by the South Australian Museum. 

Newsl. Aust. Inst. AboT. Stud. 2: 42-44. 
Canoe trees, campsites, and burial grounds. 

f9"67c A unique canoe tree from Mannum, S.A. Friends of the S.A. Mus. 4: 3-4. 
Removed to Museum. 

1968a An Aboriginal bone sheathed point from Fromm's Landing, S.A. Mankind 6 : 690-691. 
Possible use and manufacture of implement found in 1966. 

1968b Prehistoric rock engravings at Thomas Reservoir, Cleland Hills, western Central 
Australia. Rec. S. A. Mus. 15: 647-670. 
Description of heart-shaped and expressive human faces, previously unknown, with 
animal tracks and abraded grooves and other linear motifs, stone implements from 
nearby campsites, possibly an emu totem center, linear engravings at Ewaninga, N'Dahla, 
Rome Gorge, Areyonga, and Tukulgna in C.A. 
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1968c Unique rock art in Central Australia. Hemisphere 12: 2-7. 
Heart-shaped human faces engraved in rocks at Thomas Reservoir, Cleland Hills, N.T. 

1968d To kill or preserve. Abor. Quart. 1: 13. 
Preservation of Aboriginal traditions and antiquities, legislation for latter passed in S.A. 

1969 The treeless plain. Hemisphere 13: 2-9. 
Geographical description of the Nullarbor, animal life, finding of carcass of Tasmanian 
wolf in caves, excavation and investigation of Koonalda-dating, flint material, place of 
source material, engravings. 

EDWARDS, R., and L. MAYNARD 

1967 Prehistoric art in Koonalda Cave. Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Aust., S. A. Br. 68: 11-17. 
Large area of scratched and abraded engravings in limestone walls (straight, sinuous, 
grid, and other motifs) of completely dark cavern, flint mining activities, radiocarbon 
dates back to 22,000 years B.P., most ancient rock art known in Australia. 

EDWARDS, R. G. 

1967-1968 Aboriginal cave paintings at Mt. Mulligan, Almaden, Dimbulah, Newcastle 
Ranges, Herberton, Redlynch and Atherton, Qld. Northern Folk, nos. 14,16,17,18,21, 
22,23. 
Brief description, with scale diagrams of 19 sites in northeast Qld. 

ELKIN, A. P. 

1968 Man in Australia. In A Century of Scientific Progress, pp.431--472. Sydney: Royal 
Society of New South Wales. 
Racial history and origin of Australian Aborigines, homogeneous and tri-hybrid theories, 
comparison of Australian and Southeast Asian fossil types, migration to Australia, 
occupation of continent, comparison with European occupation, arid, desert, and northern 
coastal Aboriginal economies, European settlement. 

ELLIS, R. W. 

1968 An historical geography of the pre-European inhabitants of the Adelaide Plains. B.A. 

GALLUS, A. 

Hons. thesis, University of Adelaide. 90 pp. 
Economy and material culture of extinct Kaurna tribe, relationship between man, tech
nology and environment, art, stone implement industries, analysis of surface site imple
ments. 

1967a The excavations at Keilor. Artefact 7: 1-2. 
Stone tools in chocolate clay older than 31,600 B.P., chopper industry in yet older gray 
mottled clay, Australia an important center of human development which influenced 
human history at end of Mousterian period. 

1967b The geological age of the earliest human stone tools uncovered during the excavations 
of the Archaeological Society at Keilor, near Melbourne. Ibid. 8: 1-7. 
Correlates Maribymong terraces with Wunn and Riss Ice Ages, chocolate clay dated 
30,000--47,000 B.P., gray spotted clay of Arundel terrace over 100,000 years old. Stone 
implements in all deposits include mixed industries, a microlithic industry older than 
18,000 B.P., flake and blade industry in the chocolate clay, and three other industries in the 
Arundel terrace; terraces contain only known middle Palaeolithic implements in 
Australia. 

1968a Archaeological excavations at Koonalda, Nullarbor Plain, 1957-1967. J. Anthrop. Soc. 
S. A. 6: 4-8. 
Aboriginal mining activities, excavation revealed flint tools and animal bones, antiquity 
of 30,000 B.P. to recent past B.P., stone ste1es, description of abraded and scratched 
engravings, and interpretation of them. 

1968b Parietal art in Koonalda Cave, Nullarbor Plain, S.A. Helictite 6: 43--49. 
Classification of motifs and techniques of finger abrasions and stone tool cuts, modern 
European engravings have similar technique but not motifs, compares Koonalda art 
with Katherine cave incisions in N.T., discusses age, describes tool for making some of 
them, various interpretations, and preservation. 

1968c Results of the 1968 Koonalda Caves (S.A.) expedition of the Archaeological Society of 
Victoria. Artefact 10: 1- 5. 
Worked stone tools found in topsoil around cave; mining, workshop, and domestic 
activities in cave; numerous stratified living floors with animal bones and stone tools in 
sinkhole area; stone bench and steles; a flint battle-ax from squeeze area as final stage 
of tool forms developed from earlier types in Australia and spread to Eurasia; cultural 
innovations up to a pre-neolithical stage also had their origin in Australia. 
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Palaeolithic stratigraphy of the Maribyrnong River terraces and its bearings on the 
problem of the presence of Homo Sapiens and Middle Pleistocene man in Australia. 
Ibid. 15: 1-5. 
Four prehistoric phases from 31,600 to 8,500 B.P., in terraces which contain bone and 
stone industries of middle and lower palaeolithic character associated with an extinct 
fauna. 

'- GEE~ONG ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

f.-

1968--69 News!., nos. 1-5. 
Brief accounts of members' field study visits to local surface campsites including Stony 
Creek, Lake Modewarre, Inverleigh, Cressy, Drysdale, and Durdiwarrah; and of 
artifacts noted. 

GILL, E. D. 
1967a Australian Aboriginal remains-5,54D years old, from Mitiamo, Vic. Proc. Roy. Soc. 

Vict . 80: 289-294. 
1967b The Chowilla project: a project of the National Museum of Victoria to salvage natural 

history materials from the area to be inundated by the Chowilla Dam. Newsl. Aust. Abor. 
Stud. 2(6): 35-41. 
Skeletal material foUnd on 27 sites, notes on material culture, three assays yielded 3,000-
6,000 years for antiquity of Aboriginal occupation of area, surface implements. 

1967c The first men around Melbourne. Artefact 7: 2-6. 
Story of the discovery of the Dry Creek, Keilor, fossil skull, investigation of its antiquity, 
proven to 18,000 years; extinct marsupials in fossil bone bed 31,000 years old excavated 
by Gallus, associated with charcoal and stone tools, indicates possibility of similar age 
for man in area. 

1968a Age of alleged human imprints at Warrnambool, Victoria, Australia. lvIankind 6: 598. 
Reconsideration of geological research and other evidence; as yet unproved that imprints 
are human. 

1968b Aboriginal bone implement from fossil bone bed, Tasmania. Rec. Q. Vict. Mus. 31: 1-4. 
Bone awl from Flowery Gully cave, with antiquity of over 7,000 years, faunal lists by 
E. O. G. Scott, J. A. Mahoney, A. R. McVey, and R. H. Green. 

1968c Radiocarbon dating. Viet. Nat. 85: 161-164. 
Description of technique and review of radiocarbon dates obtained from Victorian sites. 

1969 Radiocarbon date for Aboriginal remains at Maroona, Vic. MNMV 29: 81-83. 
Date of 1,190±90 B.P. for skeletal fragments associated with basalt mortar, also dates of 
5,54D B.P. for Mitiamo skeleton and 4,170-5,900 B.P. for Keera Station skeleton. 

GILLEN, F. J. 
1968 Gillen's Diary: The Camp Jottings of F. j. Gillen on the Spencer and Gillen Expedition 

across Australia 1901-1902. Adelaide: Libraries Board of S.A. 367 pp. 
Stone arrangements at Ulkutha (May 8), Wankalki Billabong and Wearmirri (August 26), 
and beliefs about them, also inter alia mention of artifacts collected. 

GLOVER, I. C. 
1967 Stone implements from Millstream Station, W.A.: Newall's collection re-analysed. 

Mankind 6: 415-425. 
Detailed statistical analysis of collection, previously described by R. S. Newall, of 
geometric microliths, backed asymmetrical points (Bondi type), knapped adzes, tuZa 
slugs, scrapers, and large blades, suggests microlithic backed blade introduction in 
northwest and its spread to southeast of continent, followed by contemporaneous large 
unifacial and bifacial point industry spreading eastward irom north Australia. 

GLOVER, I. C., and R. J. LAMPERT 
1969 Puntutjarpa rockshelter excavations by R. A. Gould: a critical review. APAO 4: 222-228. 

Criticism of method of testing site, lumping tula and burren slugs together, use of terms 
microlith and microlithic (general adoption of backed blades term), and his dating of 
them, incompatible radiocarbon dates and relationship with decline of horsehoofs and 
first appearance of microliths. 

GOULD, R. A. 
1967 Notes on hunting, butchering and sharing of game among the Ngatatjara and their 

neighbours in the W.A. Desert. Pap. Kroeber Anthrop. Soc. 36: 41--66. 
Detailed description of hunting and collecting methods, cooking and sharing food, 
artifacts used, stone implements, stone-walled hunting blinds, quantitative aspects of 
sharing can help archaeologists to analyze sites excavated. 

1968a Chipping stones in the outback. Nat. Hist. 77: 42-48. 
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1968b Living archaeology: the Ngatatjara of W.A. Southwest]. Anthrop. 24: 101-122. 
Ethno-archaeology study in Gibson Desert, envirorunent, ecology, material culture, 
surface campsites and stone implements, rock paintings, engravings and stone arrange
ments at Wanampi, Part jar, Pukara, Kalkadutjara, and Wentjaru, function of rock art 
as hunting magic, stone-walled hunting blinds, rules of Aboriginal campsite behavior. 

1968c Pre1iminary report on excavations at Puntutjarpa rock shelter, near the Warburton 
Ranges, W .A. APAO 3: 161-185. 
A painted rock shelter (which is a goanna totem center) yielded utilized flakes, adzes and 
micro-adzes, geometric lunates, horsehoof cores, muliers, hand axes, spokeshaves, 
microlithic and macrolithic scrapers, dates of 3,810 ± 160 B.P . to 6,740± 120 B.P . , change 
in implements where horsehoofs decline and disappear and geometric microliths first 
appear, patterns of settlement and site use, with appendices by Glass and Hackett on 
goanna tradition, and H. Tedford on mammalian remains. 

1969a Subsistence behaviour among the W estern Desert Aborigines of Australia. O. 39: 
253- 274. 
Comparison with "Kung Bushmen and with other writers" views on hunting and 
collecting, foods, water supplies, territories, economy generally of desert tribes, and other 
aspects of their lives; core, unifacial point implements. 

1969b Puntutjarpa rockshelter: A reply to Messrs. Glover & Lampert. APAO 4: 229-237. 
Sizes of screens, mechanical methods and hand sorting used in excavations, tula and 
burren slugs should have been distinguished in report on site and disagrees with Tindale's 
claim of two different origins for them, Mulvaney's hafting hypothesis regarding axes 
and small tools justified, rejects backed blades as an important cultural development in 
Australia, uses Australian small tool traclition ·in preference, admits 1-3389 as an anoma
lous date, rate of accumulation of deposit. 

GOULD, R. A., and E. B. GOULD 
1968 Kunturu, an Aboriginal sacred site on Lake Moore, W.A. Amer. Mus. Nov. 2327. 17 pp. 

History, ecology, and geography of area, serpentine stone aligrunent 250 ft long of 437 
upright slabs, meaning, four other alignments and rock slab shelter made by Aborigines 
as hunting blind, campsite and rock piles, adze-flakes, microliths, and other implements. 

GRESSER, P. J. 
1967 Partially ground axeheads and blanks from an Aboriginal quarry, Parish of Bolton, 

County of Westmoreland. Mankind 6: 437. 
Biface axes on basalt quarry in N.S.W. 

GRIMWADE, G. 

1968a Aboriginal rock paintings, South Para River, S.A. Typescript in Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies Library, with colored scale charts of paintings. 10 pp. 

1968b Preliminary report on Aboriginal relics in the One Tree Hill clistrict, S.A. Typescript 
in Australian Institute of Aboriginal Stuclies Library. 4 pp. 

GUNSON, N. 
1968 The Good Country : Cranbourne Shire. Melbourne: Cheshire. 308 pp. 

Mentions middens at Red Bluff, ovens at Tooradin, ax quarry at Mt. William, wells, 
general description from literature of Aborigines of the area. 

HAGLUND-CALLEY, L. 
1968 An Aboriginal burial ground at Broadbeach, Qld. : excavation report. Mankind 6 : 676-680. 

HALLS, F. 
1967 

HIATT, B. 

Site with extended, flexed, and delayed burials, 140 graves excavated belonging to three 
stages, associated ritual use of fire, stone implement types include elouera, tula, slugs, 
saws, scrapers, fabricators, micro-cores, geometric microliths, and axes, stratigraphy, no 
mineralized bones and site probably recent in age. 

Temples of the dream time. W. 18: 4-13. 
Locations and description of rock paintings in the Grampian mountains, Vic. 

1967-68 The food quest and the economy of the Tasmanian Aborigines. 0 38: 99-133, 
190-219. 

JONES, R. . 
1967 

Reconstruction of Aboriginal economy associated with food quest, fauna and flora, 
general and local diets of Aborigines, food preparation, population, size and movement 
of groups, food procuring methods and equipment, economy and envirorunent, many 
traits mapped and tabulated. 

Middens and man in Tasmania. Aust. Nat. Hist. 15: 359-364. 
Account of middens, rock shelters, quarries, rock engravings, stone arrangements, human 
remains, excavations, industrial and habitation sites, and the prehistoric occupation of 
Tasmania by man, with map. 
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Asian Perspectives, XIV, 1971 

The geographical background to the arrival of man in Australia and Tasmania. APAO 
3: 186-215. 

p<.;, Reviews oldest radiocarbon dates and their validity, Australian environment and climate 
in late glacial times, Tasmanian dates and arrival of man on the island, impact of man on 
Australian environment, estimation of Pleistocene mammals between 20,000 and 30,000 
years ago due chiefly to advent of man, fire's vital part in destruction of vegetation in 
Tasmania and on mainland . 

. ,. 

.KELLY, J. D. 
1968 Hut sites, rock engravings, stone arrangements, and tjurunga; Mulligan River, Qld. 

Mankind 6: 563-566. 
L Grindstones and axes from Bindiacca Waterhole, motifs in engravings, stone arrangement 
~ near Sylvester Creek, Australites used in rainmaking rites, notes on tjurunga trade. 

KIGOSHI, K. 
1967 Gakushuin natural radiocarbon measurements VI. Radiocarbon 9: 43-62. 

Dates for Wilson's Promontory, Victoria (Coutts), Bendemeer and Graman, N.S.W. 
(McBryde), and Curracurrang, N.S.W. (Megaw) sites. 

KU-RING-GAI CHASE PROTECTS RELICS OF DHARUGS 
1969 Origin 1 : 4. 

Protection of rock paintings by National Parks and Wildlife Service. 

LEE, R. B., and I. DEVORE, eds. 
1968 Man the Hunter: The First Intensive Survey of a Single, Crucial Stage of Human Develop

ment-Man's Once Universal Hunting Way of Life. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co. 
Major sections (each with series of papers): I, Introduction; II, Ecology and economies; 
III, Social and territorial organization; IV, Marriage and models in Australia; V, 
Demography and population ecology; VI, Prehistoric hunter-gatherers; VII, Hunting 
and human evolution; VIII, The concept of primitiveness. 

LAWRENCE, R. J. 
1968 Aboriginal Habitat and Economy: Occasional Papers, Dept. of Geography, Australian 

National University. 290 pp. 
Detailed study of habitat,' economy and technology, relationship between economic life, 
material culture and land use patterns with local environments by comparison of 
Aborigines of C.A., riverine tribes of southeastern Australia and the coastal tribes of 
latter area and Cape York; valuable series of tables on hunting and fishing methods; 
animal and plant foods. 

LINKLATER, W., and L. TAPP 
1968 Gather No Moss. Melbourne: Macmillan. 222 pp. 

Accoupt of Qld., upper N.T., and Kimberley Aborigines, written.in 1880, mentions 
trade routes of Warramunga and Waggines, flint quarry near Renner Springs, ax trade 
near Borroloola. 

LOMMEL, A. 
1967 The World of the Early Hunters. London: Evelyn. 175 pp. 

Shamanism and rock paintings in Australia, X-ray art compared with Siberian abstracts, 
Wandjina paintings, Field Island oldest pure art style in Australia, vertical strokes or 
lozenge represents ribs, outside influence responsible for change from naturalistic to 
abstract art. 

LoNG, J. P. M. 
1967 Western Desert stone arrangements. Mankind 6: 517-518. 

Questions significance of site at Tjitirurur described by R. J. and J. M. Rowlands in 1966. 

LOURANDOS, H. 
1968 Dispersal of activities-the east Tasmanian Aboriginal sites. Pap. Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm. 

102: 41-46. 
Data from excavations and surface sites suggest a significant diversion in prehistoric 
economic organization of Aborigines of the east, who were nomadic, and the west/north/ 
west, who were seasonally-sedentary; coastal middens, inland camps, and quarries differ 
in function; stone implements and exploitation of local habitat. 

McBRYDE, I. 
1967 Report on archaeological work-undertaken for the Institute of Aboriginal Studies in the 

Coff's Harbour district, April 1967. Typescript in Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies Library. 5 pp. 
Systematic collection of pebble and other implements made on eroded beach midden 
near Emerald Beach Estate scheduled for rutile mining; specimens deposited in Australian 
Museum, Sydney. 

-}f 



MCCARTHY: Australia 

1968 Archaeological investigations in the Graman district. APAO 3: 77-93. 
Stencils, red ocher paintings and linear engravings, ax grinding grooves, stone quarries, 
excavation of two rock shelters yielded two stone pendants, burins, Bondi points and a 
geometrical microlith bearing hafting gum in Bondaian assemblage, also grinding stone, 
pigment mortar, ax, and a wall of stones; dates back to 5,450±100 B.P. for Bondaian, 
oldest date for backed blade industry in New South Wales and probably Australia, 
superimposition of linear engravings over stencils, sites rich in evidence relating to the 
economy, diet, and environment of occupants. 

MCCARTHY, F. D. 
1967a Australian Ab9Tiginal Stone Implements: including Bone, Shell and Teeth Implements. 

Sydney: Australian Museum. 99 pp. 
Describes and illustrates all known types of stone, bone, and shell implements in Australia 
and Tasmania, with review of Australian prehistory and glossary. 

1967b Recent Australian radiocarbon dates. Newsl. Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 2: 2(}-35. 
List of dates issued by various laboratories in 1966 and 1967. 

1967c Early man in Australia. Scan 1: 43-48. 
Origin, migration, economic life, prehistory, range of implements, regional economies, 
brief outline of Tasmanian life. 

1967 d Ethnographic Films on the Australian Aborigines. Paris: UNESCO. 31 pp. Mimeographed. 
Catalogue of 182 films up to early 1966, grouped into specialist, educational, travelogue, 
welfare, and miscellaneous, 96 of which were viewed and annotated, with introduction on 
technical aspects, commentary, payment of actors, ritual embargoes, costs, distribution, 
and other aspects of film making. 

1967e Australia: 1964-1966. AP 10: 138-159. 
Regional report and bibliography. 

1968a Recent developments and problems in the prehistory of Australia. Paideuma 14: 1-16. 
The tri-hybrid and homogeneous theories of Aboriginal racial composition, the proven
ance of fossil skeletal material found in Australia, antiquity of Australian-Tasmanian 
Aborigines, late Pleistocene sea levels, migration across interior of continent, Coorong 
area stone tools closely resemble Tasmanian, extinction of giant marsupials, stone artifact 
classification problems, named implements and cultural relationships, distributional 
studies needed, status of prehistoric sequences, non-hafted and hafted phases, recent 
excavations, anomalous radiocarbon dates, ethno-archaeology studies, rock art recording 
to date, prehistoric art sequences. 

1968b Institute activities in the past and future: a brief survey. Newsl. Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 
2(8): 3(}-44. 
Refers to site surveys, excavations, recording rock art, ethno-archaeology and future 
research tasks. ' , 

1969a Investigation of Mt. Cameron West rock engraving site, Tasmania. Ibid. 2(10): 4-6. 
Preliminary note on study by Institute team of rock art, excavations, molding of engraved 
slabs, preservation problems of this important site. 

MCCASKILL, D. L. 
1968 Aboriginal rock engravings at Boom Boom Spring, Waldburg Range. W. A . Nat. 

11: 25-39. 
Gascoyne and Lyons rivers area, surface campsites, outline, linear, and fully pecked 
figures, interpretation, comparison with other sites; also in gibber belt some 200 small 
clearings, with a flat polished stone or engraved standing stone in middle, extending for 
1,000 yards. 

MACINTOSH, N. W. G. 
1967a Fossil man in Australia: with particular reference to the 1965 discovery at Green Gully 

near Keilor, Vic. AJS 30: 86-98. 
History of the excavation and cleaning of Green Gully bones, detailed description of 
skeletal remains which are from two individuals, delayed burial, 6,460± 190 B. P . , brief 
survey distinguishes Cohuna, Mossgiel, and Talgai types as one group, Green Gully, 
Keilor, and Tartanga as another, relationship with early Java types, statistical formula 
applied places all of them in a continuous scale. 

1967b Recent discoveries of early Australian man. Ann. Allst. Coll. of Dental Surgeons 1: 
104-126. 
Survey of antiquity of man in Australia and of fossil human crania and bones known, with 
comparison of the Talgai-Cohuna-Mossgiel group with the Green Gully-Keilor group. 

1969 The Talgai cranium: the value of archives. Aust. Nat. Hist. 16: 189-195. 
Account and analysis of early observations, 1896 correspondence between the Australian 
Museum and the finder, Mr. E. H. K. Crawford, old photos at University of Sydney show 
date of casting of cranium as 1914-15, minimum age 13,000 years, newspaper comments 
on discovery. 



II6 Asian Perspectives, XIV, I97I 

MACKNIGHT, C. C., ed. 

!969a The Farthest Coast: A Selection of Writings Relating to the History of the Northern Coast 
f of Australia. Melbourne: Melbourne University Press. 218 pp. 
o Mentions inter alia native well, Macassan stone fireplaces for boiling trepang, Aboriginal 

" fish weirs, Nicol Bay rock paintings, Macassan visits. 
J 969b The sea voyagers of eastern Indonesia. Hemisphere 13: 7-14. 

Voyages for trade and trepang, route taken to Arnhem Land, Indonesian influence on 
language and art of area. 

-MACKNIGHT, C., and A. G. THORNE 

1968 Two Macassan burials in Arnhem Land. APAO 3: 216-222. 
Two skeletons excavated at Anuru Bay. 

MARCHANT, L .. R. 

1969 A list of French naval records and illustrations relating to Australian and Tasmanian 
Aborigines, 1771 to 1828. Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 21 (Bib!. Ser. 4). 83 pp. 
Records of Du Fresne, St. Alouarn, La Perouse, D'Etrecasteaux, Baudin, De Freycinet, 
Duperrey, and D'Urville, with name of leader, vessel, date, course, areas of surveys, and 
Aboriginal contacts; lists 82 paintings and sketches. 

MASSOLA, A. 

1967a The grinding rocks at Munro. Vict. Nat. 84: 207-210. 
Describes site, stone tool used for digging, and the grinding of its edge. 

1967b Honeysuckle Creek rock shelters. Ibid. 84: 264--266. 
Most southerly sites in Grampians, contain paintings of small red lizard and human 
figures, bird track, and human feet in two rock shelters; author discusses distribution and 
affinities of Victorian rock paintings. 

1968a The Aboriginal fish-traps at Homerton. Ibid. 85: 197-200. 
Description and construction of stone and earth traps at Lake Condah, Darlot's Creek, 
and Stoney Rises, and of surface campsites along Darlot's Creek. 

1968b The blow at Strathfieldsaye, Gippsland. Ibid. 85: 99-104. 
Canoe trees, surface campsites, and implements. 

1968c Notes on the Gnareeb-Gnareeb tribe of the Western District. Ibid. 85: 317-320. 
Mentions stone ax quarries, grinding grooves, stone weirs for trapping eels. 

1968'd A probable native stone arrangement at Franklinford. Ibid. 85: 33---40. 
Arrangement consists of line 15 ft long of five boulders, and a large boulder inside circle 
5 ft in diameter of smaller stones. 

1969a Notes on the Aborigines of the Donald district. Ibid. 86: 42---47. 
Mentions shield tree, campsite, and ovens. 

1969b Aboriginal campsites on Wyperfeld National Park and Pine Plains Station. Ibid. 86: 
71-76. 
Campsites along Wimmera River and stone implements found, canoe tree at Wonga Hut, 
shield tree on Mt. Jenkins. 

MATHEWS, P., ed. 

1968 Speleo Handbook. Sydney: Australian Speleological Federation. 322 pp. 
Maps of limestone· caves in each state and finds of Aboriginal skeletal material, imple
ments, paintings, engravings, ocher, and middens in them; cave terminology and explora
tion techniques. 

MEGAW, J. V. S. 

1967 a Archaeology, art and Aborigines: a survey of historical sources and later Australian 
prehistory. J. Roy. Aust. Hist. Soc. 53(4): 277-294. 
Ethnographic data in early literature on archaeological material from coastal New South 
Wales and other localities in museum collections, early excavations, illustrations of hitherto 
unrecorded weapons, string bags, and necklets from Port Jackson in English collections, 
Gymea Bay, Curracurrang, and Durras excavations. 

1967b Art styles and analysis. Mankind 6: 393---402. 
General principles and new approaches applied to Australia, Laming and Leroi
Gourhan's approaches, superpositioning, codifying art styles, stresses need for correct 
interpretation of recordings and for continuing program of recording. 

1967c Radiocarbon dates from Curracurrang Cove, N.S.W. News!. Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 
2(5): 26-30. 
Dates from 7,450± 180 B.P. to recent for sites, implications, comparison with Capertee 
and coastal sites in regard to Eastern Regional Sequence. 

,~ 
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MCCARTHY: Australia II7 

1968 A dated culture sequence for the south Sydney region of N.S.W. CA 9: 325-329. 
Review of results from excavation of seven rock shelters at Curracurrang, which contain 
midden, Bondaian, and Capertian phases of the Eastern Regional Sequence, with burials, 
dating back to 7,450± 180 B.P., time range of backed blades from 410 B.C.' to A.D. 1100 
compared with other sites; relationship of bone points and backed blades, cultural 
divergence in late period, late spread of backe<lblades to southern coast of N.S.W., and 
proto-historic phase on coast. '. 

1969a Trial excavations in Captain Cook's landing place reserve, Kurnell, N.S.W. Artifact 
13: 3-6. 
Skeleton Cave, Inscription Point, and foreshore sites west of watering place excavated, 
yielded skeletons, shell hooks, stone files, bone points, fabricators, scrapers, axes, and in 
latter site a nail, bone button, and fragment of bottle glass; no radiocarbon dates. 

1969b Captain Cook and bone barbs at Botany Bay. A 43: 213-216. 
Excavations at Kurnell, middens, artifacts found: edge-ground ax, fishhook files, ground 
points of split mammal bone, fabricators. Author gives location of shield and spears 
(Cambridge, London) in use in Cook's time. 

MILDURA AND DISTRICT .ANnmOPOLOGlCAL GROUP 
1967-69 The Abridged Log Book. Set up by H. F. Thomas for Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 6: 

246-310; 7: 311-379; 8: 380465; 9: 466-522, with maps and photos. 
Describes campsites, burial grounds, rock paintings, fishtraps, middens, hearths, stone 
implements, ocher deposits, quarries, results of excavations. 

MOORE, D. R. 
1967a Archaeological field survey of the Hunter River valley, N.S.W., by the AUstralian 

Museum. Newsl. Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 2(5): 34-41. , 
Survey of rock shelter deposits in upper Hunter valley, excavations of ' sites at Sandy 
Hollow and Milbrodale, and of surface sites at Singleton, suggest previous existence of 
lake in this area, or higher river level to account for sites along 200 ft contour. Bondaian 
phase material produced by all sites. 

1967b Island clues to Aboriginal prehistory. Aust. Nat. Hist. 15: 419--422. Origin of Aborigines, 
importance of radiocarbon dating, earliest date 18,000 B.C. 'Pleistocene environment, 
flora, fauna, much different from that of today, sea levels and land bridges, importance 
of offshore islands in Australia's prehistory, Kangaroo Island's prehistory, Tasmania, 
significance of northern coast islands, Macassan visits, Cape York, east coast settlement 
pattern. 

1969 The prehistory of the Hunter River valley. Ibid. 16: 166:-171. Excavations at Milbrodale, 
Sandy Hollow, Singleton, 200 ft terrace in upper Hunter valley, and also upper Goulburn 
shelter, yielded Bondaian industry with dates from 5,800 B.C. to A.D. 1300; evidence for 
probable survival of Bondaian phase after European settlement. 

MOUNTFORD, C . P . , ' ' 
1968a Rock poundings of Sherlock Hill, Abydos Station, north-western Australia. Mankind 

6: 687-689. 
Figures are mostly of women, comparison of Port Hedland pecked technique with 
Sherloek Hill poundings. 

1968b Winbaraku and the Myth of Jarapiri. Adelaide: Rigby. 116 pp. 
Account of ancestral spirit beings and their totemic geography, Jukinta and Ngama rock 
paintings, mythology, rituals and religious background to them. 

MOUNTFORD, C. P., and E.]. B~L 
1967 Aboriginal cave paintings, Mountain Creek Waterhole, St. Vidgeon, Northern Territory 

of Australia. Rec. S. A. Mus. 15: 371-382. 
Paintings of human, spirit, and animal figures on walls of burial cave. 

1968 Aboriginal cave paintings and rock markings at Ingaladdi rock shelter, Willeroo, N. T. 
Ibid. 15: 679-692. 
Naturalistic cave art, joint-markings present, some figures, consist of three separate parts, 
interpretatibn, abraded grooves, engraved human footprints, and sailing boat, paintings 
compared with those in Papua and Vera Cruz, techniques of rock art. 

MULVANEY, D. J. 
1967 The last three years in Australian archaeology. J. Anthrop. Soc. S. Aust. 5: 3--4. 

SUmmary of lecture on excavations and radiocarbon dates, and personal projects. 

MULVANEY, D . J.. ed. 
1968 Australian Archaeology " A Guide to Field Techniques. Australian Institute of Aboriginal 

Studies, Manual 4. 268 pp. " 
Chapters on conservation in the field and laboratory, by W. R. Ambrose; elementary 
surveying for Australian archaeologists, by D. A. Casey: recognition, description, classi-
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."';/~' .. :,.:.' ... : ... ~;. i.:.. . . rodtsw:fMt!'S, · by $. : D .:,McC;!l,rthy- ;ree9v.ery,· and treatplenLoLbpne •.. by- N. W. G . 
• > ' ; 1 .. )Viac:~t9~h:; . Jiel9. :.r~earch in iAustral:ia, by , D .. : J •. ; IV!.ulv~y;· appli<;;atioru. of modem 

' .. "I : .' p).lJ~iQ~I .to ; foss.il : q!.~til1g teehrllqJ.le/l, . by .:K .: C. ,Pa:t01)oos '; ;·collection , an9.. submission of 

, 

,", ·r.aru.()car:-Qo.l1 . s~lrrmle~. by. . H. I?olach and J, .. 90Is0h.~: ultr~~violet • research techniques in 
'. Aboriginal prehistory, by W. J. E. Webster. ; :'1 c .• ;. 

1,9(?9Th.~ preh,isf1Jry pf !lu.str41ia; ;J\llcient Eeople$ andlMaces., no~. 65 •. London'; Thames & 
Hudson. 276 pp. . . . :c. i 
I)eals: v;ith. ,pr{).t()"hist()J)' . (chap.!.I);l<md"scllpeandqpeople(.U), .: etlmo.history (III), 
prelUStoty (IV).:Ab()tiginlli origins (V).' field ,·ar:chaeology{Y,I},.with:a ohron~logical table 
of selected radiocarbon' dates an,q· bi!:>liography, . 0:. . , 

": . I , _ . , • :.~;:: ',: : 

~~vY~~D~·~~igt~::;:S;~~e~~~~irali~: .$~~~afi::, ·~qhJI1~~;. '.3~;:i~~ 
. '" ... Mentioiis 's forietjuTunga 'from various' areis;."stnneart:ang~ITIents •. t:ock.e~avings on 

upper Yule River, cave paintings in KimberIeys;Anihem'Land; and Kathenne area, rock 
engravings in Sydney-Hawkesbury area l{J.'ld . K:iroberleY&~' methads: of.bUrialih AustraiKi 

-and ~,as!D~a.. . ':'::'; ';<;-.. ::. '" "i"':":'~"" ",. " ,' 

NORTHERN TERRI'rORvAnMINISTIlATION,WELFARE 'BRANcH ' ': . ," ;>.: . ' ,. 
' ....... i 968 Check ' iist ' 6f 'rack: painti?gand'. ~ngra-villgsitt;s: Darw0, R~~.~~4-,9pp. 

Includes sites from earher lists of 1964 and 1965. l' 

I'E1;E~ON. N" . .' .." .' . ', " ' " : ',. ' ," , ., . 
1968 The 'pestle and mortar:, .. an ethnographic analogy fOF .. a(ci)aeQIQgy .. in Arnhem Land . 
.. ManJr.in46~ 567.,-570. . .. , ... . " ." c .. '. ... .:." . .'c.",· '., ... . ; 

. . ., . . Uses.b.y men afld women at Mirrnga4ja,ea~ternAl:)'lhem ~AJ.nd; .outline of qiet of people, 
etlulo-archaecil()gyitp.plJcations of m()rtaPs founq on ,s\:lrfa<;e .catllPsites •. 

. " 

PHIPPS, R." ',__ ' ' __ , ,_" . __ " .. ", ',' ;:,_ ' .' . . _,' ~ _,' :, ' ",, ' 
1968 A shell midd~n on the bank of Tallebudgera Creek,N'ew$i: ) 'i1ithtop: S6c: Qld. 10; 1-2. 

'. 'De~~riptiorlOf sheIlrriidden, ...· : ,': : . ', . .:.... '.,i. ; ,; , ': 

POLACH-j H .. A.f "and :OT.mRS ~ .: ... ~~. s . . .. ~:.-~,. 
' ;1967 : A.N.D. radiocarbon date list ' LRadi~ii;bOn 9: 15-27:' . '.; . ~~:, ';:" ., 

Dates ~or Lap~tone Creek, N,S.W. (Mc~arthy);San~YH?II0:Vl,N:S;W. (¥~ore); 
.. DurrasNorth,N.S.W. (Lampert) ;'Pla"tform Gallery,c;ooktowrt"Qld, . (Wo61.~on); 

Yarar, Port Keats, N.T. (Stanner and Flood); ,PadyPadij.,Tyifuedi, arid Nfalangangerr, 
".! :: ', .• :; •. . ,: 'Oenpelli, N.T. (White). .. . ., ... 

" • • •• 1 • .: ;'.L ~ :' 

PONOSOV, V. V. ; .. .,. . .. . , . 
1967 Results of an Archaeological Survey of the Soutmrn Region of Moreton B~y: atid ~IM.~"'~ib~ 

" c.,' ";'ldaWi{1.963~ 1'964 }.Brisbahe :Univeisity6fQiieenslimd. 12{) pp; .. , 

.:,,: ~.., .. 
Description of area, 281 shell middens and surface implements foUnd' on l:h.eJn described 

.. and tabulat.ed;·,human skull recovered '01'1' Motetonlslafld,. initiation ground on Nudgee 
Island, difference between ocean and estuarine sites, ' :erosion ' of middens, functional 
classification of:st()ne implements, 'relationships of sites to enviroDment,arid e.ccilogy. 

POPE~9~; ":An ex~nation of the ~aterial culture of south-easte~tape York Pe~i~sula, based Q,~ 
the Roth Ethnographical Collection at the Australian Museum; Sydney. DiP':: Aritlifupo~ 
199ythe~isi.universitY'l)fSydney. 168 pp. . . " 
Early European contacts with Aborigines. establishment of settlements for them, disinte
gration· of culture .• detai1ed deseription given of onespe<;imen in .eachgrouprepresented 

,in Roth ~o~lection; envira,nment and food. m~p oLtd~al • .areas. 

POPE, K., and D. R.l'4aoRE . ...... . , . "'" •... . .. ..' 
. .1967 The story of the. Roth :E:thnog'raphic Collection. Amt . . Nat, Hist . .15: 2.73-277. 

Roth's li(e, relatioriShipwithAborigines'; hostility of employersizid his dismissal from 
office, ethnographic work; collection in Australian Museum.. ... . . 

PRETTY, G. . ' . . . . .... ,... , 
196.7 Rescue excavation of an Aboriginalgnive, Tailem Bend, S.A .. S. A. Nat. 41: 77-80. 

Excavation of crouched burials, partly destroyed by bulldozer; ·ofiw'oadults and one 
~~ . " 

, 1968 Excavation of Aboriginal graves at Gidgealpa, S.A, Rec.$. .A,·Mus. ,15: 671-'677. 
Four Yandruwanta graves, dated back to 320±90 B.P., and fifth' skeleton from Watts
thoolendinne waterhole, mentions stone implements (scrapers,tula, chisels. 'grindstones, 
etc.) found onsurfaeecampsites. 
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REBER, G. ..," '.( · ·nf.', ... ' .. ·.' \".1., " " ::"".".:'. :;.' " . .. :; 

;' l<iid " N~~ :Abdnginat' ~~i:b6iidiite~ rromTasmruua; Maiikind 6: '435~37; . 
':. ;' . Datesfiom 550:£ 175B.p. toS,220'± 200 B.P., fi'omfive-sheJl iniddens, que~tions accuracy 
, . '·" ~· 6f dii'teofl,500:f SeB.Pofrom hii; 'site 4 of 1965;w)iich he'now CoIisi9:ers to:betnuch older. 

• ~ : • , " • .,' ' . , " ' ,0 ~ . r:. .~ , :' .. : ' ' '.: :; " 

SERVENTY, v. 
1967 Nature W(l{kabqut,Syqney; Reed. J37 pp. , .. ., ... . ; ". ,' . . , , , :,.,' 

Mentions rock engravings at Port Hedlarid; Tunnel Cr!!ek,arid Ootamiiina, rock paint
ulgs at Winj~na Gorge,Arnhem Land, Ngama, and Ayees Rock,1:l~alc~ves at Tunnel 
Creek, storieimplemeri~ftom latter area and Ootaminrta, all in ·W.A, and ~. T. 

SHUTLER, R. 
1967 Radiocarbon dating and man in.So).lthellst ,Asia, Australia, .and th~· Pacific. In Archqeology 

at the lj:leverith Pacific Science Congress, edited by W. G. SolheimlI.'lionolulu: 'Social 
" SCience Researchlnsti~te> .. .. .' . . . " . 

SIM, I. M. 
1969 A gallery of cave a.rt in the Macdonald River district, N.S.W. APAO 4: 144'-179. ", 

F·rieze of 200 drawmgs,.'pairitings; aridstencils' recorded to scale With description of site, 
r.' art subjects, colorS', styles, state of preservation, superimpositions, art in its tegional context 

' ,andsigllifieance: . ., 

SUTHERLAND, F. L., and K. D. CORBETT 
1967 The Tertiary volcanic rocks of far north-western Tasmania. Pap. Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasm. 

. . 101: 71-90. 
'Majority of stone implements found: in the Temma and' Mt.Cameron West areas are 

·'made of spongolite, ' a ,rock of marine origin ; the friable calCareOus 'sandstone-bearing 
carvings (north of Mt. Cameron West) belong to Tertiary,marine ·beds. 

THORNE, A. G. . ', "', . 
.. ;''' 1969 "" Preliminary'commentson theKow Swanip-skeletondVewsLlnst.Ab!/T.: 'Stud .. 2(10): 6-7. 

Discovery in National Museum of Victoria of fossil bones recovered ~by: police in May 
1962, preliminary investigation of anCient 'sand ,d-tine .from wliich theY1:ame; reassembly, 
anatomical similarity to Cohuna cranium. 

TINDAJ;;B, . N .. B. 
··1967P\lopljng of the lands south-east of Asia . . ColQrado' Quarterly 15: ·~j9-.35J... 
, .. _ Origin .qfAustralian ApQrigines, occupatioll of and migration by m,IIl,Over li.ttoral coastal 

area, life of Kaiadilt shore dwellers on Benti,nck Island, their stQne~d:,sh.ell.implements, 
use of Mariwu (Riambi) fist-ax with stick to collect oysters and for woodcutting; Abori
ginal rafts, men's lack of ability to counter cold, overcame rivers early but lio~ , ocean 
straits; glacial links between,. Asia lind Australia, antiquity of watertravel, OceanicNegritos 

" first to use watercraft. :in , ~acific, ' tyPes of Abonginalrafis and , dangers. iIi. usmg them; 
jN'iah and Tartangan skuJ)s both Tasmanoid, tri-hybrid tqe()r.Y and,m;igrations of man into 
Australia; Carpentaril'ns brought.gnjund-edge axes, sea~level sbifts a factor in Il)-igrations, 
SQlo rn,.an llotancestr~l to Ab6n,giI'jes, Kartan implements old~t in Australia and matched 
in main cave betW!!eil 32,000 a;rid.40,OOO years ago. . .' , .. , 

1968 Nomenclature of archae,ological c~ltUres and associated implelllents in .I\\lstralia. Rec. 
S, A. Mus. 15: 615-639. ," '. ', ' .. ,,' .. , " "', :" ', ' 
Monocultural culture succession and sequence of 1930, areas of culture lag,. tlfree living 
culture phases-Murundian, Kimbet:,.leyan, and Milingimbian, adds Western Desert and 
Torres Strait cultures; late survival of geometricmicroliths, glass example cited, acquisition 
of ground edgeax, 21subdivisioris of Aboriginal culture, local variation of cultures and 
use of implements, meri's and women's camps and difference in implements used, southern 
Fromm Landing ' shelter a women's camp, definition of industry," culture, plea for all 
geometric microlithic industries to be called Mudukian, riomenclahire priority for 
implements, use of ooyurka, sources of information on implements, S.A. Museum's record 
card and contents of collectiQn, five-phase archaeological succesSion in S.A. ,With Kartan 
the oldest, predicted' ra'di<ica'rboridate comparison of Devon D<iwns-Tartanga with 
Fromm's Landing, Noola dates of 11,500 B.P. to 5,320±88 B~P~ given, Kartan culture of 
late Pleistocene date in S.A., history' of Tindale's archaeological a'ctivities since 1924; 
defense of his pre-Peron Terrace Tartangan culture and its distribution, objections to 
Mulvaney's interpretation of lower Murray sequence; Tuiilis post-Peron, Kartan 
implements obtained frm a Noarlunga road cutting below Peron Terrace (5,820± 90 B.P.) 
at Lake Torrens, Pirrian culture date of 1,860± 110 B.P. overlain by Mudukian, notes on 
other sites investigated but not yet published. Paper written in 1963. 

TREZISE, P. J. 
1968 Aboriginal cave paintings: sorcery versus Snider rifles. j. Roy. Hist. Soc; Qld. 8: 546-551. 
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Quinkan Country. Sydney: Reed. 
Platfonn, Mushroom, Emu, Pig,Woolston, and Umbrella Tree galleries, Bull, Williams, 
and Mun Gin creeks galleries, Laura River engravings. and excavation, history and 
mythology of area, sorcery and hunting magic paintings, sequence of colors and art styles, 
Aboriginal migration into the area from the west. 

, Uc~o, P. J. 
~.. \1967 Australian rock art in world. context. Newsl. Awt.1mt. Abor. ·Stud. 2(6)': 44-51. 

f,- , 

Interpretation of Palaeolithic cave art by ethnographic parallels, vital importance of 
Australian rock art's function in Aboriginal life, superpositioning, location of paintings 
in caves, retouching, relationship to initiation arid magic. 

~UCKO, P. J., and A. ROSENFELD 
1967 Palaeolithic. Cave Art. London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 256 pp. '~.'_. 

Mentions techniques, motifs, function and significance of Australian Aboriginal rock art, ~ 
Laming and Leroi-Gourhan interpretations of Palaeolithic parietal art analyzed in detail. 

WADE, J. P. 
1967 The excavation of a rockshelter at Conners Point, N.S.W. APAO 2: 35-4D, 

Site yielded bone awls, cut sheep bones, phase over Bondaian levels lacks backed blades, 
microlithic phase indicative of changes in settlement pattern due to increase of population, 
no radiocarbon date in Sydney district. 

WEATHERSBEE, R. D. J. 
1967 Surface collecting on South Australian campsites.]. Anthrop. Soc. S. A. 5(4): 7-10. 

Methods of collecting, total sectioning and sampling of sites,field records, value of 
surface collecting, has examined over 6Q major campsites in five regions of S.A., stages 
of collector's progress. 

W~ORTH, W. C. 
1968 Opening address to general meeting of the A.LA.S. Newsl.Aust. Inst. Abor. Stud. 

2(8): 3-7. 
Conservation of archaeological material. 

WEST, A. L. 
1969 Axe-grinding rocks near Munro, central Gippsland, Vic. Vict. Nat. 86: 152-159; 

WHITE, C. 

Four workshop. and grinding sites, table of sizes of specimens collected, abandoned by 
Aborigines by 1860, brief account of two new grinding sites in Flinders Creek area, 
similar sites elsewhere mentioned. . 

1967a Early stone axes in Arnhem Land. A 41: 149-'-152. 
Excavation of ground edge axes dated from recent to 22,9OO± 700 B.P. in three rock 
shelter floors-Malangangerr, Namawoyn, and Tyimede U-near Oenpelli, N.T. 

1967b The prehistory of the Kakadu people. Mankind 6: 426-431. 
Account of Padypadij rock shelter excavation, methods of sorting, description of stone 
and other artifacts, analysis of shell, plant, and animal foods, comparison of prehistoric 
artifacts with those of living people, site inhabited for 3,000 years. 

1967c Plateau and plain: prehistoric investigations in Amhem Land, N.T. Doctoral thesis, 
Australian National University. 2 vots. 
Detailed account of excavations 'of and results from five rock shelters-Padypadij, 
Malangangerr, Namawoyn, Tyimede I and II-yielded two assemblages, with ground 
edge axes in both, dated from recent to 22,900±700 B.P., contrast between plateau and 
plains sites, rock paintings, ana1ysis of uniface and biface points, axes, and other stone and 
bone implements. 

WHITE, C., and N.PETERsoN 
1969 Ethnographic interpretations of the prehistory of western Arnhem Land. Southwest.]' 

Anthrop. 25: 45-67. 
Prehistoric sequence from excavations in two adjacent ecological zones-coastal plain 
and plateau--shows marked dichotomy in past 7,000 years; paper discusses reasons for 
this and draws on field evidence, historical records, and modem ethnographic observa
tions. 

WHITE, J. P. 
1968 Fabricators, Outils ecailles or scalar cores? Mankind 6: 658-66. 

Production in Western Highlands of New Guinea of "fabricators" as unused cores and 
discussion of their occurrence in Australia, Europe, and Africa. 
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WHITEHOUSE, F. W. 

1967 Recent changes that have influenced Aboriginal settlements in Queensland. ' Newsl. 
Anthrop. Soc. Qld. 6: 3--6. 
Eustatic, tectonic,and climatic changes, lava fields. 

1969a The corning of man to Australia. Ibid. 18: 3-7. 
Origin of Aborigines, possible overland migration over 8,000 years ago of pygmy folk 
from New Guinea to Cape York, then down east coast, and normal height group swept 
by ocean currents to northwest coast, east coast, and Torres Strait tidal agencies, ocean 
current agencies, colonization due to volcanic eruptions and TsunaIllic ocean current. 

1969b A geological aside to Mr. Colliver's paper. Ibid. 20: 2. 
Thomson River, Longreach district, probable meeting place for Aborigines, Morella-type 
implement possibly used as pastime and in children's games, stone material scarce in 
their area of occurrence. 

WOOD , \V. B. 
1968 An Aboriginal burial ground at Broadbeach, Qld. : skeletal material. Mankind 6: 681-686. 

State of preservation of skeletal material, articulated, supine, and flexed burials , causes of 
death and bone injuries, avulsion of right upper central incisor, comments on pathology 
and anomalies, signs of cremation, disease and high mortality rate in juveniles and young 
adults. 

WOOLSTON, F. P. 
1967 R ecording cave art in Cape York. N ewsl. Anthrop. Soc. Qld; , pp. 1-5, 11'-12. 

Rock engravings in Laura district recorded, rock paintings near King and St. George 
rivers, Split Rock, Pig, Emu, and Turn-Off galleries, method of recording and descrip
tion of galleries. 

1968 New information on the m aterial culture of rain forest Aborigines. Ibid. 14: 1-2. 
Trip tore-locate rock paintings described by Jack and Palmerston, paintings recorded at 
Boggy Camp Creek. 

1969 Palmerston and the rain forest Aboriginals of north Qld.; with comments on their 
ethnography and material culture between 18.80-1886. Ibid. 17: 2-5. 
M entions rock shelter containing paintings of frogs near Russell River; fishtraps, piles 
of rocks in gorges rolled and thrown by Aborigines, Bora initiation grounds. 

WRIGHT, B. J. 
1968 Rock Art of the Pilbara Regicm, North- West Australia. Occas. Pap. Abor. Stud., Aust. 

Inst. Abor. Stud., 11 (Preh. Mat. Cult. Ser. 2). 78 pp. 
Function, interpretation, and social significance of rock art, description of numerous 
galleries of engravings and paintings, techniques, styles, motifs, colors, weathering, 
artistic m erit, tabulated analysis of motifs and sizes of human figures , superimpositions, 
rock types, and weathering; 857 figures illustrated. 

YENGOYAN, A. A. 
1968 Demographic and ecological influences on Aboriginal Australian marriage sections. In 

R. B. Lee, and 1. De Vore, eds., Man the Hunter, pp. 185-199. Chicago: Aldine. 
Rainfall and secondary water relationship to population, size of groups and territory, 
Walbiri ecology. 

ELKIN, P. 
1967 

1968 

1969 

REVIEWS 

Man and his past in Aboriginal Australia: a review of "Aboriginal Man in Australia." 
Part 1. APAO 1: 41-46. 
Collection of specimens for radiocarbon dating arid interpretation of results; by H. A. 
Polach and J . Golson. Ibid. 3: 159-160. 
An illustrated encyclopaedia of Aboriginal life; by A. W. Reed. Oceania 39: 322.:.323. 

GREENWAY, J. 
1967 Aboriginal Man in Australia: essays in honour of Emeritus Professor A. P. Elkin; ed. 

by R. and C. Berndt. AA 69 : 247-249. 

HIATT, BETTY 

1967 Friendly mission: the Tasmanian journals and papers of George Augustus Robinson; by 
N . J. B. Plomley. Mankind 6: 520-522. 

JANSEN, H.S. 
1968 Collection of specimens for radiocarbon dating and interpretation of results; by H. A. 

Polach and J. Golson. Ibid. 6: 604. 
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H1)LTKER, G. 
fu67 Australian Aboriginal studies : a symposium of papers presented at the 1961 Research 

;-:>., _ f Conference; ed. by Helen Sheils. Anthropos 62: 614-616. . . 
J~ .... ~ , 
. d~sKEEP, R. R. 

.1967 The stone-tipped arrow: late stone-age hunters of the tropical world; by Bridget Allchin. 
'\ M2: 311. 

. _ JONE'S, R. 

f_ 

1967 Friendly mission: the T asmanian journals and papers of George Augustus Robinson, 
1829-1834; ed. by N. J . B. Plornley. JPS 76: 522:-524. 

f;!CBRYDE, ISABEL 

1969 Australian archaeology: a guide to field techniques; ed. by D. J. Mulvaney. M 4: 143-144. 

MCCARTHY, F. D. 
1967 Old and new Australian Aboriginal art; by Roman Black. AA 69: 249. 

MADDOCK, K. 
1967 The hunters; by Elman R. Service. Mankind 6: 441-442. 

MEGAw, J. V. S. 
1969 Winbaraku and the myth of Jarapiri; by C. P. Mountford.]. Roy. Aust. Hist. Soc. 55: 

189-190. 

MUNN, NANCY D. 
1968 Ayers Rock: its people, their beliefs and their art; by Charles P. Mountford. AA 70: 

148A. 

ROBINSON, R. 

1968 Bunjil's Cave, myths, legends and superstitions ... ; by Aldo Massola. Sydney Morning 
Herald, June 29. . 

ROSE, F. G. G. 
1967 Australian Aboriginal studies: a symposium of papers presented at the 1961 Research 

Conference; ed. by Helen Sheils. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 123: 
145~160. 

STANNER, W. E. H . 
1967 Dawn of art: painting and sculpture of Australian Aborigines; by Karel Kupka. Mankind 

6: 527-528. 

STREm.OW, T. G. H. 
1969 The art of the Wandjina; by I. M. Crawford. Aust. Book Review 8: 65. 

[reviewer not identified] 
1967 Arnhem Land peninsular region (including Bathurst and Melville Islands); compo by 

B. F. Craig. Anthrop. Forum 2: 137-138. 
1967 Cape York : an annotated bibliography; compo by B. F. Craig. Ibid. 2: 138. 
1967 Collection of specimens for radiocarbon dating and interpretation of results; by H . A. 

Polach and J. Golson. Ibid. 2 : 151. 
1967 Friendly mission: the Tasmanian journals and papers of George Augustus Robinson, 

1829-1834; ed. by N. J . B. Plornley. Ibid. 2: 137. 
1967 Rock engravings of the Macdonald River district, N.S.W.; by I. M. Sim. Ibid. 2: 

139-140 . . 
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